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II.

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

The Orders that are the subject of this petition are orders of
the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining

(the "Board").

The Utah

Supreme Court has exclusive jurisdiction to review this matter
pursuant

to

Utah

Code

Ann.

§§

63-46b-16

(1989)

and

78-2-

2(3)(e)(iv)(Supp. 1990).
III.
(A)

STATEMENTS OF ISSUES PRESENTED

Was there substantial evidence supporting the Board's

finding that the Unit Operating Agreement was the

controlling

document concerning the parties rights and responsibilities?
(1)

Was

there

substantial

evidence

to

support

the

Board's finding that the Unit Agreement prevents waste, conserves
oil and gas resources and protects correlative rights?
(2)

Did the Board properly distinguish between a federal

oil and gas unit and a state pooling order?
(B)

Did the Board properly conclude that the duty of a unit

operator is to be found within the Unit Agreement and the Unit
Operating Agreement?
(C)

Was there substantial evidence to support the Board's

finding that there was no equitable basis in fact for relieving Sam
Oil from the terms of the Unit Agreement and the Unit Operating
Agreement it ratified?
(1)

Did

the

Board

properly

conclude

that

uncommitted status of the lands which Sam Oil leased were the

1

the

result of a continuous refusal or failure to commit the lands since
the inception of the federal unit?

IV,
A.

PRELIMINARY MATTERS

STANDARD OF REVIEW
1.

Review of Agency Determinations of Fact,

Petitioner (hereafter "Sam Oil") is not entitled to relief
from this Court unless it has been substantially prejudiced by an
agency action "based upon a determination of fact, made or implied
by the agency, that is not supported by substantial evidence when
viewed in light of the whole record before the court."
16(4)(g) Utah Code Ann. (1989)

§ 63-46b-

"Substantial evidence" is such

"relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to
support a conclusion."

Grace Drilling Company v. Board of Review

of the Industrial Commission of Utah, 776 P.2d 63, 68 (Utah App.
1989) .

This is not de novo review nor a competent evidence

standard of review. Jd.
whole.

Id.

It is a review of the agency record as a

The Court must review the Board's findings by

examining both the supporting evidence and that which fairly
detracts from those findings. Sam Oil, in challenging the Board's
findings of fact, must marshall all evidence supporting the
agency's findings and demonstrate that despite these supporting
facts, the findings are not supported by substantial evidence in
light of the conflicting and contradicting evidence.
2.

Id.

Review of Agency Determinations of Legal Issues.
2

Sara Oil is not entitled to relief unless it can demonstrate
that

it

has

been

substantially

prejudiced

by

an

erroneous

interpretation of the law. § 63-46b-16(4) (d) Utah Code Ann. (1989)
While the determination of applicable law is subject to the
"correction of error" standard, in this case the resolution of the
legal issues are benefitted by the Boardfs expertise# and hence are
entitled to deference to the Boardfs resolution.

Olvmpus Oil Inc.

v. Harrison. 778 P.2d 1008 (Utah Ct. App. 1989).
The

issues presented

in this case

involve questions of

contract interpretation in a highly specialized area of oil and gas
law subject to extensive regulation by the Department of the
Interior and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Because the Board is

statutorily chosen and retained for its expertise in these matters,
deference should be granted in the first instance to the Board's
interpretation of specialized contract law in the oil industry.
Gump & Ayers Real Estate. Inc. v. Domcov Investors V, 733 P.2d 128
(Utah 1987)
3.

Review of Agency Application of Law to Facts.

Sam Oil is not entitled to relief unless it can demonstrate
that it has been substantially prejudiced by an unreasonable or
irrational application of the law.

§ 63-46b-16(4)(d) Utah Code

Ann. (1989) Review of the Board's application of law to facts and
mixed questions of law and fact is governed by the "reasonableness
and rationality" standard requiring that the Board's decision not
exceed "the bounds of reasonableness and rationality."
3

Pearl-

Benefit Staffing v. Board of Review of the Industrial Commission of
Utah, 775 P.2d 439 (Utah App. 1989);

Johnson v> Department of

Employment Security. 782 P.2d 965 (Utah App. 1989).

B.

CITATION TO THE RECORD
This brief contains numerous references to the Record on

Appeal, the Trial Transcripts and Trial Exhibits entered during the
adjudicative proceedings.

Citations to the Record on Appeal will

be by the abbreviation "R." followed by the page of the Record on
which the matter can be found. Citations to portions of the Trial
Transcripts will be by the abbreviation "TR1. or TR2.," followed by
the particular page of the transcript on which that fact can be
found; the

numerical

designation

refers

respectively

to the

Transcripts of the August 24, 1989, and the March 22, 1990,
hearings.

Exhibits received during trial will be cited by the

abbreviation "Ex."
The Addendum contains the order upon which review is sought
as well as exhibits, statutes and

an administrative rule.

Citations to materials in the Addendum shall be by reference to the
Transcript, Record on Appeal or the Exhibit, followed by the
abbreviation "Add." for Addendum and the page of the Addendum where
that authority, fact or document may be found.
V.

DETERMINATIVE LAW

The statutes determinative of this matter are Utah Code Ann.
§ 40-6-1 (1989), § 40-6-6 (1989) and § 40-6-9 Utah Code Ann. (Supp.
4

1990) 43 C.F.R. § 3181.3. and Utah Administrative Rule R615-2-3
entitled

"Application

of Rules to Unit Agreements" also is

determanitive in the resolution of this matter by demonstrating
that Utah Administrative Rule R615-2-9 entitled "Refusal to Agree"
is completely inapposite and non-applicable to any of the issues in
this case. The text of the statutes and rules are set forth in the
Addendum to this Brief.
V.
A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

NATURE OF THE CASE
This is a petition for a writ of review of two decisions of

the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, (the "Board") which is an
agency of the Department of Natural Resources of the State of Utah.
By petition pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-9 (Supp. 1990) , Sam Oil
sought an order from the Board requiring the Respondent, BHP
Petroleum ("BHP") to account for and to pay Sam Oil all amounts due
Sam Oil as a working interest owner in Tract 300, Drilling Block 1
in the Wasatch formation of the Roosevelt Unit, a federal oil and
gas unit in the Uintah Basin in eastern Utah (R. 3-5) .

Sam Oil

also sought interest on the amounts allegedly due and a statutory
penalty of 25% (R. 3-5). BHP denied that any amounts were due Sam
Oil because Sam Oil was a "non-consenting owner" and was subject to
the Unit Operating Agreement to which Sam Oil was a signatory, and
Sam Oil was subject to a penalty on amounts chargeable to Sam Oil's
interest in an amount equal to 300% of the cost of drilling,
testing, completing and equipping the well from which its revenues
5

were derived (R. 10-11 and 158).
B.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS BELOW

On April 10, 1989, Sam Oil filed a Petition with the Board
pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-9 (Supp. 1990) (R. 3-5) .

On

August 24 and 25, 1989, the Board heard argument and took evidence
on the petition and rendered an oral decision on August 25, 1989
(TR1. 280-1) . The Board orally ruled that Sam Oil was not entitled
to receive any revenue from BHP because Sam Oil's revenue was
subject to offset from a 300% non-consent penalty. The Board then
dismissed the petition under Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-9 (Supp. 1990)
concluding that BHP's withholding of payment was justified (R.
451).

Sam Oil, prior to the entry of a final order, filed a

Petition for Rehearing on February 16, 1990 (R. 369-393).

The

Petition for Rehearing was heard on March 22, 1990 (TR2.).

On

April 25, 1990, the Board issued a written Order with Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law (R. 446-452, Add. "A").

On June 8,

1990, the Board entered a written order denying the Petition for
Rehearing without findings of fact or conclusions of law (R. 444-5,
Add. " B " ) .
C.

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS

On November 7, 1950, the Federal Unit Agreement for the
development and operation of the Roosevelt Federal Unit Area
("Roosevelt Unit11), counties of Uintah and Duchesne, state of Utah
("The Federal Unit Agreement") (Add.C) was executed, establishing
the Roosevelt Unit pursuant to federal laws and regulations (R.
6

82) .

On March 15, 1951 the Federal Unit Operating Agreement for

the Roosevelt Unit Area, counties of Uintah and Duchesne, state of
Utah

("Federal

Operating

Agreement")

(Add.D)

was

executed,

establishing operating procedures for the Roosevelt Unit.
At the time the Federal Unit Agreement was approved by the
Secretary of the Interior, all of Section 19, Township 1 South,
Range 1 East U.S.M. was described, designated and recognized under
Federal law as constitutent land within the Unit Area lands subject
to the Federal Unit Agreement (R. 82 Add.C). Petitioner Sam Oil is
the lessee of the oil and gas working interest in the south half
(S/2) of the northeast quarter (NE/4) of Section 19, Township 1
South, Range 1 East U.S.M. (the "property") (R. 448).

Sam Oil

acquired this property interest from Ms. Hazel Robertson by lease
dated November 2, 1983, but effective August 29, 1983 (the "lease")
(TR1. 46; Ex. 15). From November 7, 1950 up to and including the
time the lease was executed, the owners of the mineral interests in
the property had failed or refused to commit their interest to the
Federal Unit Agreement (R. 448-9 Add.C).

In April of 1983 more

than 60% of the working interest owner parties to the Federal
Operating Agreement in the drilling tract in which the property is
located signed an amendatory letter to the Federal Operating
Agreement, increasing the non-consent penalty from 150% to 300%
(R. 117). The 300% non-consent penalty requires the recovery by
the consenting working
attributable

to

a

interest owners of 300% of all costs

working

interest
7

for

drilling,

testing,

completing and equipping a Well. (Add. C & D)

An entity known as

Energy Reserves Group, Inc. acting as operator made a determination
to drill a Unit Well in Section 20, Township 1 South, Range 1 East,
U.S.M. to test the Wasatch Formation within the Unit lands.

The

operator, in addition to contacting the parties to the Federal Unit
Agreement and Federal Operating Agreement, contacted or attempted
to contact other mineral interest owners who were not parties to
the Federal Unit Agreement or the Federal Unit Operating Agreement.
Ms. Hazel Robertson who subsequently leased her interest in the
uncommitted

property to Sam Oil was not contacted

(R. 448) .

Respondent, BHP Petroleum (BHP), successor-in-interest to Energy
Reserve Group, Inc. mobilized a drilling rig in preparation for
drilling and on September 11, 1983 commenced drilling the Roosevelt
Unit #6 Well, Aka the Wasatch #6 Well ("the Well1").

The Well and

the property are both located in Tact 300 (R. 448). On January 6,
1984, the Well was completed as a producing well (R. 448-9).
On October 6, 1983, Sami Oil contacted BHP, among others, and
expressed an interest in joining the operations in the Roosevelt
Unit because of a "Wasatch test well to 13,350 feet in Section 20,
Township 1 South, Range 1 East." (R. 138 Add. E) .

Sam Oil was

directed to the Unit Operator, Rio Bravo Oil Company, to obtain
necessary information concerning joinder of his leasehold interest
to the Roosevelt Unit (TR1. 170).
By letter dated October 25, 1983, Sam Oil contacted Rio Bravo
expressing an interest in joining the Federal Unit (Ex. 4). The
8

following day, October 26, 1983, Rio Bravo informed Sam Oil that
Sam Oil would have to meet the following requirements:
1.

The landowner would be required to sign a "ratification

and joinder of the Roosevelt Unit Agreement";
2.
joinder

the lessee would be required to sign a "ratification and
of

the

Roosevelt

Unit

Agreement

and

Unit

Operating

Agreement";
3.

the landowner royalty in Sam Oil's lease could not exceed

4.

at least 60% of the working interest parties in the

1/8;

shallow rights, and at least 60% of the working interest owners in
the deep rights, would have to approve the ratification and
joinders for admission; and
5.

a cost adjustment could be required such that the various

shallow and deep rights owners would receive reimbursement for
their share of expenses in the development of the Unit prior to Sam
Oil's participation (EX. 5).
In response to this letter, Sam Oil negotiated and secured the
lease dated November 2, 1983 with a 1/8 landowner royalty (Ex. 15).

On January 4, 1984 Sam Oil received seven original copies of
the ratification and joinder of the Unit Agreement to be signed by
the lessor, Mrs. Hazel Robertson, and seven original copies of the
ratification and joinder of the Unit Agreement to be signed by the
lessee, Sam Oil, Inc., as well as copies of both the Roosevelt Unit
9

Agreement and the Roosevelt Unit Operating Agreement.

By the

transmittal letter of January 4, 1984, Sam Oil was requested to
retain one copy for the lessor, one copy for the lessee, and return
the

remaining

signed

and

notarized

documents

as

quickly

as

possible, along with evidence of Hazel Robertson's title to the
property (Ex. 7).
By correspondence dated February 15, 1984 Sam Oil returned the
signed documents and a copy of a certificate of title to mineral
ownership of the property (Ex. 8)(Add^'E","F").
By letter dated May 25, 1984 Rio Bravo contacted the committed
working interest owners pursuant to the Federal Unit Operating
Agreement.

In accordance with its duties as operator of the

Roosevelt Unit, Rio Bravo recommended that all the working interest
parties to that agreement be supportive of efforts by Sam Oil and
others to join the Unit subject to listed conditions set forth in
the Federal Unit Operating Agreement (R. 190-192).

Included in

those conditions was reference to the 300% non-consent penalty
(R.191).

On December 11, 1984 Rio Bravo submitted to the Bureau of

Land Management (BLM) five (5) duplicate originals of the relevant
documents (R.188-189).
Rio Bravo at that time recommended that the Bureau of
Land Management approve subsequent joinder of those parties to the
Roosevelt Unit area.

In further support, Rio Bravo, as Unit

operator, submitted the consent of the working interest owners to
the addition of working interest parties to the Federal Operating
10

Agreement (R. 188-189).

Effective June 1, 1984, the BLM approved

Sam Oilfs joinder (R. 182).
On May 8, 1986 Sam Oil, demanded from BHP that Sam Oil receive
revenues as of the effective date of its joining the Roosevelt
Unit, Sam Oil representing for the first time that Sam Oil had been
willing and able to pay its share of drilling costs at all times
(R. 182-183).
BHP has at all times, refused to provide Sam Oil unrecouped
payment of revenues from production from the Well, because of
amounts charged against Sam Oil under the 300% non-consent penalty
(TR1. 105). The Board found that Sam Oil was not entitled to any
revenue because Sam Oil was subject to the 300% penalty to be
recovered for the benefit of the working interest owners as set
forth in the Unit Operating Agreement as amended April, 1983 (R.
158 and 451). (Add. "C" & "D").

BHP contends and the Board found

that Sam Oil is subject to the penalty, because Sam Oil did not
participate in the original drilling of the Well.

Therefore, the

Board as required by Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-9 (Supp. 1990) denied
Sam Oilfs petition for an accounting because it had yet to become
entitled to revenue from the well.
VI.
A.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS

The Board is charged in the first instance with the

statutory duty to prevent waste, to encourage development of the
oil and gas resources of the State and to protect correlative
rights.

In this case the Board's order upholding the validity of
11

the statutorily authorized agreement for the Unit development of
Federal Indian Lands and certain fee property created in 1950
accomplished that goal.
It is critical that the Court understand the history of
Federally-regulated Unit development.

A lengthy history of the

statutory and regulatory development of Federal Land Units is set
forth so that the Court may appreciate the difference between
Federal Unitization and State Drilling Units which may be pooled.
The Brief of Sam Oil uses these terms interchangeably, which
results its in erroneous conclusions.

This distinction between

Federal Unitization and State drilling units becomes crucial. It is
important to the Courts understanding that proper notice was given
and that the Board's Findings of Fact are supported by substantial
evidence.

It is important to the Courts understanding that the

Board's Conclusions of Law

B.

are free from error.

Sam Oilfs argument is premised upon an assumption that it

should be relieved from the terms of the Agreement because of a
breach of a duty to give notice owed by the operator to Sam Oil.
The Board found, correctly, that the Respondent, BHP, as operator
had breached no actual or implied duty to be under the Unit
Operating Agreement.

The law is overwhelming clear that a Unit

Operatorfs duties are defined by the Unit Operating Agreement. The
operator has no special duties to the parties to the Agreement
other than those duties that are defined in the Agreement,
12

nh this

case, Sam Oil's predecessors in interest, waived joinder of their
land to the Federal Unit from formation and for the 33 years of
Unit operations that followed. After the Well was drilled, Sam Oil
leased acreage within a Federal Unit, knowing it was not committed
and knowing that committal of his interest required ratification of
the Unit Agreement and the Unit Operating Agreement.
The parties to the Unit and Unit Operating Agreements had
given all required notices and drilled a well in 1983 pursuant to
the Unit plan.

Sam Oil, having ratified and become a party to the

agreements after completion of the Well, cannot now modify the
terms of those agreements.

The extent of BHP duty under the

agreements is that found at paragraph 29 of the Unit Agreement
dealing with subsequent joinders which requires the parties to
follow contractual and statutory procedures to effect a subsequent
joinder.

Sam Oil has never claimed that BHP breached any duty in

the joinder process.
C.

The Board and the parties accepted the expert testimony

of Philip William Lear,Esq. concerning the requirements of notice
to parties for participation in a well.

The Board found that the

procedures for notice to parties in the Unit Operating Agreement
were complied with. Mr. Lear never testified that the operator of
a well within a Federal Unit had an obligation outside the Unit
Agreement to give notice regarding any particular well to a
stranger to the Unit Agreement and the Unit Operating Agreement.
The Board nonetheless allowed Sam Oil ample opportunity over the
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course of a day and a half of hearings to present any equitable
evidence that he might be able to adduce demonstrating why he
should be relieved from the clear terms of the agreements which he
had ratified.

The Board, having found no equitable reasons for

relieving him, and, indeed, having found equitable reasons for not
relieving him of his duty, upheld the parties contract.
D.

The Board1s order was supported by substantial evidence

in the form of expert testimony, the Federal Unit documents
themselves, the date of the lease and the stipulated dates of
commencement and conclusion of the drilling of the Well.
conclusion

of

law that

the

Federal Unit Agreements

The

are the

operative controlling instruments in this case is supported by the
combined expertise of Sam Oil's witness, the Board's experience in
the area of oil and gas and the clear weight of authority.

The

Board's application of law cind fact requiring Sam Oil to be bound
by the terms of the agreement which he ratified are reasonable and
rational.

VII•

ARGUMENT

A.
THE BOARD PROPERLY APPLIED AND UPHELD THE UNIT OPERATING
AGREEMENT.
(1) A Federal Unit is Presumptively Effective in
Accomplishing the Declared Public Policy Found at Utah code Ann. S
40-6-1
The Boards first and foremost duty in the discharge of it's
statutory duties is found in Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-1.
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That

declaration provides that it is in the public interest to promote
development and production of natural resources in the State of
Utah so as to prevent waste and to provide for the operation and
development of oil and gas in such a manner that the greatest
ultimate recovery of oil and gas is obtained and the correlative
rights of all owners are fully protected.

Bennion v. Utah State

Board of Oil. Gas and Mining. 675 P.2d at 1137 (Utah 1983).

The

Board must balance this broad declaration when applying the
relevant statutes and rules.
In this case, the Board's Order upheld the validity of a
statutorily authorized

agreement for the Unit development of

Federal Indian Lands and contiguous fee property created in 1950.
A Federal Unit is a presumptively effective means of accomplishing
these statutory goals.

Administrative Rule R615-2-3 Application

of Rules to Unit Agreements, reflects this presumption.
The Board may suspend the application of the general rules or
orders or any part thereof, with regard to any Unit Agreement
approved by a duly authorized officer of the appropriate
federal agency, so long as the conservation of oil or gas and
the prevention of waste is accomplished thereby,
To understand why this presumption is true and made a part of the
Administrative Rules requires an understanding of the history of
Federal Units and the formation of this particular Unit.
(2) History of Unit Formation
Federal onshore pooling and unitization have their origins in
the oil and gas conservation movement of the 1930fs. In the 1920's
when new reservoirs were discovered and extraction techniques were
15

developed,

crude

oil

resources was rampant.

prices

fluctuated

wildly

and

waste of

1 B. Kramer & P. Martin, The Law of Pooling

and Unitization § 1.10, at 1-2 (3d ed. 1989) (hereinafter Kramer
and Martin) . In the lgso's, discovery of the east Texas field with
its

highly

fractionalized

ownership

and

vast

reserves

in

California, New Mexico and Wyoming on predominantly federal lands
resulted in production control exclusively by the rule of capture
which led to uncontrolled drilling, depletion of reservoir energies
and loss of recoverable reserves.

The rule of capture resulted

from an application of common law property principles to an unusual
mineral.

In short, the rule of capture resulted in anywhere from

10 to 30% of the oil and gas in place being recovered with the
natural energy of the petroleum reserves being so diminished that
the majority of the resource was lost.

See, generally. Kramer &

Martin, supra, § 102 at 1-4, and authorities cited therein.
The U.S.Congress, on July 3, 1930, enacted the first Federal
legislation providing for unitization. The Mineral Leasing Act of
1920 was amended by authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to
approve cooperative and unit plans.

It also extended the leases

committed to these plans beyond the original 20 year terms for so
long thereafter as the cooperative unit plan remained in force. 46
stat. 1007 (1930).

See historical note, 30 U.S.C.A. § 226 (1942)

temporary version; later made permanent by 46 Stat. 1007 (1931).
The 1931 amendments expanded the Secretary1s authority to
approve operating, drilling or development contracts.
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The 1931

amendments also allowed the Secretary to "alter or modify from time
to time ... the quantity or rate of production under such a
plan...,".

46 Stat. 1007

(1931)

The Unit and Cooperative

provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act have remained substantially
unchanged except for being modified in 1987 to redesignate the
section 101 Stat, 1330-256,257 (codified at 30 USCA § 226(m)(West
Supp. 1989)).

In this case, where tribal lands are involved, they

are cooperatively developed under authority of the Omnibus Leasing
Act of 1938.
211.22(b)(1988)

25 U.S.C.A. § 396 a-396g(Westl983);25 C.F.R. §
Indian lands are not leasable under the Mineral

Leasing Act of 1920.

Haley v. Seaton, 281 F.2d 620(D. C. Cir.)

See, generally, Lear, infra, page 22.
There are essentially two types of unitized operations. These
are developmental and operational units.

The exploratory unit

which is the predominant form of Federal unit is a subset of the
developmental unit. The major difference between the developmental
and the exploratory unit is the amount of information known to the
engineers

or geologists

about the nature

conditions in the reservoir.

and extent

of the

A now repealed section of the

Interior Regulations defined Unit Agreement as follows:
An agreement or plan for the development and operation which
provides for the recovery of oil and/or gas from the lands
made subject thereto as a single consolidated entity without
regard to separate ownership and for the allocation of costs
and benefits on a basis as to find the agreement or plan.
30 C.F.R. 226.2 (1989)
The above explains what a Unit Agreement accomplishes and also
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describes how it operates through the elimination of internal
property lines within the Unit Area.

Once accomplished, the

boundaries of the Unit Area become the new property line boundaries
so that the previously divided ownership and separate tracts
becomes the functional equivalent of undivided ownership within the
unified tract.
While there had been substantial movement for a compulsory
unitization statute applicable to private development, the federal
statute remained one of approval of voluntary efforts.
Secretary

of the Interior from

The

1931 to the present has had

authority only of approval of the Unit Plans. The language, while
having been amended on several different occasions, has remained
much the same.

The statute, as now amended, provides in part:

226(m) Cooperative or Unit Plan; ... for the purpose of more
properly conserving the natural resources of any oil or gas
pool, field, or like area, or any part thereof (whether or not
any part of said oil or gas pool, field, or like area, is then
subject to any Cooperative or Unit Plan of development or
operation), lessees thereof and their representatives may
unite with each other, or jointly or separately with others,
in collectively adopting and operating under a Cooperative or
Unit Plan of development or operations...whenever determined
and certified by the Secretary of the Interior to be necessary
or advisable in the public interest.
The Secretary is
thereunto authorized, in his discretion, with the consent of
the holders of leases involved, to establish, alter, change or
revoke drilling, producing, rental, minimum royalty, and
royalty requirements of such leases and to make such
regulations...as he may deem necessary....
30 U.S.C. 226(m)
Detailed

regulations

implement the statute.

have

been

adopted

by

the

Secretary

to

43 C.F.R. § 3180 et seq.(1989)

The statute gives the Secretary broad discretion to
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approve Unit Plans and Unit Operating Agreements where it is in the
public interest.
approve

Unit

The Federal government has broad powers to

Agreements

when

they

prevent

waste,

protect

correlative rights and encourage the development of hydrocarbons.
Unitized operations achieve these objectives by changing the legal
framework for the development of fugacious hydrocarbons. Again, as
opposed to the rule of capture, the effect of unitized operations
is to eliminate the internal property lines within the Unit Areas
so that engineers and geologists can determine where, when and how
to drill the wells needed to most effectively and efficiently drain
the reservoir.

To achieve this result, the agreement must cover

the entire common source of supply as early in the development
process as possible.
The two documents that govern the relationship between the
parties who have ownership interest in the Unit Area are the Unit
Agreement covering both working and royalty interest owners and the
Unit Operating Agreement which specifies how the working interest
owners will apportion the costs and benefits of Unit activities.
Negotiations in the private sector of Unit Agreements are long and
difficult tasks.

See generally, Kramer and Martin, supra at

§§ 2.03,23.01-.04
In the interface of federal regulation and state conservation
regulation, the Mineral Leasing Act fails to provide a clear
statement of preemption.

Nonetheless, the Federal courts relying

on the Supremecy Clause U.S Const. Art. VI, have found that other
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provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act prohibit state conservation
regulations from applying to federal lands or federal leases
without Federal permission.

California Coastal Commission v.

Granite Rock Co. 480 U.S. 572 (1987).
By regulation a proponent of the formation of a unit must
demonstrate that all interest owners in the proposed unit area are
afforded a fair opportunity to join the Unit Agreement and if a
party refuses to join, documentary evidence must be presented that
shows the effort made to have that party join and the reason given,
if any, why the party refuses to join.

30 C.F.R. 3181.3 (1989).

As in this case, where state and Indian lands are included, the
application must show the consent of the state or the Bureau of
Indian

Affairs

Agreement.

before

the

Department

30 C.F.R. 3181.4 (1989).

can

approve

the

Unit

Unit agreements have in

common the following impact on individual leasehold obligations as
summarized by the Texas Supreme Court:
1) The life of the lease is extended as to all included
tracts beyond the primary term...2) The commencement of a well
on any one of the tracts operates to excuse the payment or
delay rentals in all included tracts...3) Production from a
well on any one of the tracts relieves the obligation to delay
rentals...4) The lessee is relieved of the usual obligation
and implied covenant for reasonable development. 5) Wells may
be located without reference to property lines. 6) The lessee
is relieved of the obligation to drill offset wells on other
included tracts to prevent drainage by a well on any included
tract.
As between the lessors themselves, 1) each relinquishes
his right to have his own tract separately developed, 2) his
right to receive all of the royalties from production from
wells on his own tract, and 3) his right to have wells drilled
on his tract offsetting other wells in the leased premises and
4) each gains the right to share proportionately in royalties
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from wells in the other included tracts. Southland Royalty
Company v. Humble Oil and Refining, 151 TX. 324, 349 S.W.2d
914, 1 0. and G. R. 1431 (1952)
Kramer, "Unit Agreements - Historical Perspectives and Theoretical
Underpinnings" Federal Onshore Oil and Gas Pooling Unitization II r
paper #4, page #18, Rocky Mt. Min. L. Fdn. (1990).
In the private sector the Unit Operating Agreement is as
important as the Unit Agreement.
The starting point of course is the Unit Area. The Agreement
requires exhibits, which include a map identifying the boundaries
of the area as well as the leasehold and mineral interests and a
list of the acreage percentage and kinds of oil and gas interests
covering all the lands to be unitized.

30CFR 3186.1 (1989).

The above principles concerning Unit Agreements as they are
applicable to the Roosevelt Unit in this case are to be found in
paragraph 27 of the Federal Unit Agreement,

(Add.C) A comparison

of paragraph 27 and 43CFR § 3181.3 reflects the status of the
subject lands in this case from the formation of the unit up until
the date of joinder. That is, the failure or refusal to commit to
the unit.
(3) Distinction Between a Federal Unit and Pooling of a
State Established Drilling Unit
The

preceding

historical

discussion

is

necessary

for

understanding the distinction between unitization and pooling on a
state drilling unit.

A conceptual understanding is crucial as

evidenced by Sam Oil's interchangeable use of the terms pools and
unit throughout itfs Brief.

This understanding is also necessary

so that one can see that the analogies drawn between this case and
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state pooling cases are not apt or accurate.
The definitions set forth below are taken from a published
paper entitled "CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES AND FEDERAL ONSHORE POOLING
AND UNITIZATION: AN OVERVIEW" prepared by Phillip William Lear,
Esq. and presented at the Institute on Federal Onshore Oil and Gas
Pooling and Unitization II in Denver, Colorado on January 29, 1990.
Hereafter cited as Lear, "An Overview" Federal Onshore Oil and Gas
Pooling Unitization II, paper #1, page #11 , Rocky Mt. Min. L. Fdn.
(1990).
The Institute, to resolve confusion and to bring clarity to
practitioners in the industry, employed the following definitions:
"POOLING is the voluntary or compulsory joining of leases for
the common development within a state-established drilling
unit. It contemplates the invocation of pooling provisions in
private land leases or forced pooling by the State Oil and Gas
Commission.
COMMUNITIZATION is the pooling of Federal or Indian leases
with one another or with fee leases within a state-established
drilling (spacing) unit. Communitization can be voluntary as
with the Bureau of Land Management and/or Bureau of Indian
Affairs approving the pooling arrangement. Or, it can be
compulsory as when the lessee refuses to pool and the Bureau
of Land Management forces the issue.
UNITIZATION is the joining for common development and unified
operation of leases covering all or part of the reservoir or
structure as a geological unit.
WELL LOCATION RULES (state-wide spacing rules) establish the
location of a drill site. They do not establish drilling
units. They specify the minimum distance between wells.
WELL SPACING is the "regulation of the number and location of
wells over an oil and gas reservoir, as a conservation
measure...normally accomplished by order of a regulatory
conservation commission." (footnote omitted)
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DRILLING UNITS are the geographic "area(s) prescribed by
applicable well spacing regulations for the granting of a
permit by the regulatory agent for the drilling of a well; the
area(s) assigned in the granting of a well permit" (footnote
omitted) Some state statutes define a drilling unit to be the
geographic area (usually in terms of public land survey
subdivisions) established by formal order of the State Oil and
Gas Commission for the development of a pool (footnote
omitted) The latter appears to be a narrower use of the term
than the former as the former may also comprehend the area
thought to be drainable under state-wide spacing or location
rules. Drilling units are sometimes loosely refered to as
spacing units*
A POOL is
"(a) an underground reservoir containing or
appearing to contain a common accumulation of oil and natural
gas", (footnote omitted) Some state statutes use pool, common
source of supply, and reservoir synonymously, (footnote
omitted)
Lear, Supra, page 12 (emphasis added)
With these definitions in mind it becomes apparent that the
terms state drilling units and pooling of interest as set forth in
Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-6 (1989) are not particularly helpful for
analyzing issues which arise under a federal unit.

In the state

pooling system, "two or more owners within a drilling unit may pool

I
their interest for the development and operation of the unit.

In

the absence of voluntary pooling, the Board may enter an Order
pooling all interest in the drilling unit for the development and
operation." Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6(5) (1989) In other words, the
pooling may take place after the fixing of a drilling unit and the
entry of that location by Order of the Board. Id. § 40-6-6(4). In
the federal Unit the interests are pooled before a well location is
set by the private unit operator.

Therefore, all of the parties

must have the opportunity to voluntarily bring their interests
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together and a substantial majority or "effective control" must be
established.

Generally 85% of the lands in the Unit Area must be

fully, effectively, or partially committed to the Agreement for the
Unit to be approved. A smaller percentage may be acceptable where
most of the noncommitted tracts can be considered as fringe acreage
near the unit boundary and far removed from the site of the initial
or any required unit well.
Unit-Final

Approval

of

See generally. Norton, "Forming the

Exploratory

Unit Agreements", Federal

Onshore Oil and Gas Pooling Unitization II. Paper 8, page 6 (Rocky
Mt. Min. L. Fdn. 1990)
B.
THE DUTY OF THE RESPONDENT AS THE UNIT OPERATOR IS CONTAINED
SOLELY WITHIN THE UNIT AGREEMENT AND THE UNIT OPERATING AGREEMENT.
Petitioner at page 19 of it's brief properly states the
essential issue to be resolved in this case:
Did Respondent owe a duty to give Sam Oil or Ms.
Robertson a fair and reasonable opportunity to join the
Unit and participate without penalty in the Well prior to
drilling the Well?
Petitioner's Brief at 19.
The answer to this question in light of the history set
forth above may be answered in two parts. The first, concerns the
nature

and

scope

of

an

operators

duty.

The

operators

responsibility is two pronged: 1) The operator is bound to observe
the terms of the Unit Operating Agreement and 2) the operator must
not use its position to obtain unfair advantage over the nonoperators.

The second part of this question deals with the

issue of notice and, essentially, procedural due process.
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The Board found that, BHP, as operator had breached no duty to
be found or implied from the Unit Operating Agreement.

This

Conclusion of Law is free from error. In looking at the nature and
scope

of

an

operatorfs

duty,

courts have

resolved

concerning that duty in a consistent fashion.

disputes

The discussions

leading up to the court's holdings, however, have varied by use of
a smattering of borrowed terms not applicable to the area of oil
and gas law.

Often the courts1 approach has been one of a

relationship analysis looking at whether or not there is a joint
venture, a mining venture or a fiduciary/trust relationship.

See

generally. Comment, The Oil and Gas Unit Operators Duty to Nonoperating Working Interest Owners. 4 BYU Law Rev., 1293, (1987)
Analysis of the varied routes by which the courts have traveled
reveal the same underlying fundamental result.

Id.

The courts

have required the operator to adhere to the terms of the Operating
Agreement and shun the personal advantages gained through the
Operator's position. Id.

The Operating Agreement controls the

parties obligations and circumscribes the operator's affirmative
duties. Id.: Frankfort Oil Co v. Snakard, 279 F.2d 436, 442 (10th
Cir. 1960)

("Even if a joint venture were established, the duties

pertaining

thereto

would

not

extend

beyond

interpretation of the Operating Agreements.").

a

reasonable

Therefore, the

Board properly, examined the Unit Operating Agreement to resolve
the dispute between BHP and Sam Oil. This conclusion as stated by
the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals in Frankfort, is that:
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The extent and effect of (a Unit Operating) relationship is
determined by the written agreements between the parties
defining and delineating the powers and rights of each. In
such a situation it is presumed that they delegated all the
powers they wish to confer upon each other and withheld all
powers or authority not affirmatively delegated.
The
relationships between them are controlled by the terms of
their agreements voluntarily made.
279 F.2d at 443.
In this case Sam Oil's expert testified:
A person or a party is said to be non-consent when the
proposer of a well gives notice to all in the area who would
bear the costs—or, bear any costs of drilling that well...
(emphasis added)
(TR1-119)
Petitioner's expert refers to those "who would bear the costs."
As discussed previously, those who would bear the costs are those
who have committed their lands to the Unit.
When Petitioner's expert was requested to give his opinion as
to paragraph 9 of the Roosevelt Unit Operating Agreement and
whether

it

provided

for

notice

and

opportunity

to

elect

participation he testified as follows:
My memory of that section—or, that article—9 of the joint
Operating Agreement is that notice is to be given by the
proposer of the Well and within a certain number of days—I
want to say 30 days—but I do not recall exactly—all working
interest owners—or, those who would bear the costs of the
Well are obligated to elect, I believe in writing or by
telegram under the provisions of their Operating Agreement,
whether or not they want to join in the Well... (emphasis
added)
(TR.l 120)
Mr. Lear, is then asked whether or not Section 9 of the
Operating Agreement deals with subsequent joinder.

Mr Lear's

response was: "I don't believe the subsequent joinder is addressed
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at all in the Unit Operating Agreement."
course, is not disputed.

(Tr. 1-121)

This, of

Subsequent joinder is found at paragraph

27, page 7 of the Unit Agreement which was ratified by Sam Oil (R.
88) (Add.C).

It is clear then that the Board properly found the

duty of the BHP to be that contained within the Unit Operating
Agreement and one with which BHP had complied.

Nothing in Mr.

Lear's testimony detracts from these general principles.
Sam Oilfs counsel asked the following hypothetical question of
Mr. Lear:
Q:

...Now Mr. Lear I am going to give you hypothetical
facts. And based on that I will ask if you have an
opinion. Those facts are that when a Unit—that within
a Federal Unit, when a lessee, a working interest under
an oil and gas lease to which there is no dispute about
title receives no actual notice of the drilling of a
well, receives no opportunity to participate up front in
the well, offers participation prior to production or
completion of the well, has that participation rejected
by the operator of the well, and has a provision such as
paragraph 9 in the Roosevelt Unit Operating Agreement,
and subsequently joins the Unit and ratifies that Unit
Operating Agreement, do you have an opinion whether
paragraph 9 of the Unit Operating Agreement is applicable
to that hypothetical interest owner? (An Objection is
interposed)

Q:

The question if I may restate it again. Based on those
hypothetical facts, do you have an opinion as to whether
that type of non-consent penalty provision such as
paragraph 9 in the Unit Operating Agreement would be
applicable to that working
interest
owner who
subsequently joins the Unit but offers to participate and
ratifies the Unit Operating Agreement, does everything
that needs to be done prior for joinder of the Unit prior
to the Well being completed and put in production, do you
have an opinion about the application of that non-consent
penalty to that working interest owner? (emphasis added)

A:

Ifm going to have to answer that in two parts. And the
first part of my answer would be that technicalities of
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the Roosevelt Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement
contemplate the point and the production history of a
Well that a person gets to participate is the point where
the joinder provisions have been complied with. But—and
so I believe under the Unit Operating Agreement—or, the
Unit Agreement—that is the time at which the documents
are filed with what is now the Branch of Fluid Minerals,
and the ratification is approved.
Chairman Williams:

The filing of the joinder?

The Witness: The joinder document. The—in a case, however,
such as this hypothetical where the lessee has not received
notice then there may be a reason why that—the harshness or
technicality of the joinder may not apply. But I think thatfs
a contractual issue, and itfs an interpretation of the
contract. If there has been no notice given and that lessee,
therefore, can't be construed to have made an election, then
I think there are equities involved. And I don't know how to
answer the question any other way under the hypothetical.
And I'm assuming under the hypothetical that the lessee has
joined the Unit Operating Agreement, (emphasis added)
Q:

(By Mr. Dougherty) Yes.

A:

Then my answer would be that. I think we have a problem.
If notice has not been given and there has not been the
opportunity to make an election.
(TR.1-121-124)
It is clear from the above that the hypothetical that Mr. Lear

responded to was a hypothetical question that contemplated a lessee
who had joined the Unit Operating Agreement prior to the drilling
of the well and had not received the notice required as a party to
the Unit Operating Agreement at the time the well was drilled. Mr.
Lear continued to testify as to the obligation in the oil and gas
industry of an operator to give notice under a non-consent penalty
provision such as the one in this case.
A:

Typically the non-consent provision in a Unit Agreement,
or even under a Joint Operating Agreement in the
industry, is controlled bv the parties. In other words,
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they agree how the non-consent provision is going to be
used and how notice is to be given# how notice is to be
received.
And thatfs up to the parties and it's
negotiated and reduced to writing....(emphasis added)
(TR.1124)
Mr. Lear continued:
A:

And typically the obligation to give notice is controlled
bv the writing.
whether it be a Joint Operating
Agreement for an individual well or by the Unit Operating
Agreement—for wells drilled in a unit.

Q:

If I might rephrase the question, or ask another
question.
To what extent must the operator go in
attempting to contact, locate and give such notice to
parties committed or uncommitted?

A:

The standard in the industry is that the address of
notice is typically spelled out in the writing that
memorializes the non-consent provision. And so long as
the operator gives notice to that address, even though
the party may moved from the address, the notice should
be construed to have been given, (emphasis added)
(TR.l 124-125)
In this case Sam Oil was, at all relevant times, a stranger to

the governing agreement except to the extent that paragraph 29 of
the Unit Agreement dealing with subsequent joinders required the
parties to follow contractual and statutory procedures to handle
his attempted subsequent joinder. BHP breached no contractual duty
to Sam Oil in any respect.
C.
THE BOARD PROPERLY FOUND NO EQUITABLE BASIS IN FACT FOR
RELIEVING SAM OIL FROM THE TERMS OF THE UNIT AGREEMENT AND THE UNIT
OPERATING AGREEMENT WHICH SAM OIL RATIFIED.
1.

The Board's Conclusion of Law is Free From Error

The answer to the second part of the question concerning the
operators duty, is as stated by Mr. Lear, that there may be
hypothetical situations where equity may require going beyond the
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contract. This is essentially a question of fairness. Sam Oil has
marshalled the relevant cases that apply to this issue. The Board
agrees that these cases are accurate statements of what the law is
and should be and submits that Sam Oilfs confusion concerning
Federal Units and State Drilling Units explains the erroneousness
of its application of law to fact.
Keeping in mind that Sam Oil could only

lease what Ms.

Robertson had to lease him; the relevant time period for examining
the action of the parties is a 33 year period from 1950 to 1983.
Sam Oil's lessor, Ms. Robertson, and her predecessors in interest,
had a 33 year opportunity and notice of the drilling program set
forth in the Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement to
participate prior to the drilling of this well or any other well
within the Unit Area.

Indeed, only after the last possible

opportunity with regard to this well, did Sam Oil seek information
concerning participation.

The court in The California Company v.

Britt, 154 So. 2d 144 (Miss. 1963) recognized that to recover any
share of production from lands not owned by the mineral owner but
within the Unit, the mineral owner must join in the Unit Agreement
and the terms of that Agreement will control the participation
formula.

This case, as well as Boaaess v. Milam, 127 W. VA. 654,

34 S.E. 2d 267 (1945) and Tidewater Associated Oil Company v.
Stott, 159 F.2d 174 (5th Cir. 1946), each stand for the position
that those who refuse to unitize, and who have been given a fair
and reasonable opportunity to join in common operations have no
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grounds to complain. As discussed above, the Unit never could have
been formed without a reasonable opportunity having existed for all
interest owners listed on the exhibit to the Unit Agreement.

The

Unit Agreement makes clear at paragraph 27 that fair opportunity
remains open at all times for all interest owners who wish to join.

The cases cited by Sam Oil for the proposition that imposition
of a penalty is improper in the absence of fair and reasonable
notice are not applicable to this case.

The case of Olansen v.

Texaco Inc., 587 P.2d 976 (Okla. 1978) dealt with a compulsory
state pooling action in which there was defective statutory notice.
It does not deal with the drilling of a Unit Well 33 years after
the formation process. The second case relied upon by BHP is also
a state case dealing with compulsory pooling actions. Again, Sam
Oil confuses Federal unitization and State

pooling.

In Traverse

Oil Co. v. Chairman, Natural Resources Commission, 153 Mich. App.
679, 396 N.W. 2d 498 (1986), Traverse Oil drilled a producing well
on lands prior to the entry of a State Drilling Unit, or the entry
of a State Pooling Order. In the case before this court, of course
the Well was drilled some 33 years after the unitization of the
interests.

Sam Oilfs argument that its joinder of the Unit was

somehow analogous to the unitization order is wrong.

Sam Oil's

argument that the terms of the Unit Operating Agreement were
analogous to a compulsory unitization state regulation is also dead
wrong.

Sam Oilfs joinder was to a pre-existing entity. The State
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Pooling Order in Traverse Oil created such an entity. The terms of
the Unit Operating Agreement in this case are private voluntary
contractual
Agreement.

arrangements entered

into subsequent to the Unit

A compulsory State Pooling Regulation is state action

taken at the time the lands are affected.

It is clear, therefore,

that none of the cases cited by Sam Oil are applicable.
Sam Oilfs reliance on Bennion v. Utah State Board of Oil, Gas
and Mining. 675 P.2d 1135 (Utah 1983) is inapposite.

In the first

instance, the Bennion matter did not involve unitization, it
involved pooling.

Finally, the Bennion case is an interpretation

of a statute which is no longer in effect.
2.
The Board's Factual Findings
Substantial Evidence.

are Supported

by

Sam Oil must rely upon some factual basis adduced at the
Hearing before the Board which would provide an equitable basis for
relieving him from the benefit of his bargain.

What Sam Oil knew

or didn't know about the Well at any point in time is irrelevant.
However,

for the sake of

argument,

assuming

that

Sam Oil's

knowledge concerning the Well was relevant the Board's Order
demonstrates that the Board

simply

didn't

believe Sam Oil's

witness. Sam Oil indulges in elaborate reconstructions of what the
Board must have assumed as set forth in great length in its Brief.
A simple lack of credibility is sufficient to explain the Board's
findings of what Sam Oil knew.

An example of Sam Oil's lack of

credibility is domonstrated in the following egregious samples of
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testimony by Sam Oil's president, Steven A. Malner:
Sam Oil, Inc. has a small 10 acre tract of land leased in the
Roosevelt Unit. It has come to my attention that you are
drilling a Wasatch test well to 13,350 feet in Section 20:
Township 1 South, Range 1 East." (letter dated October 6, 1983
addressed to Energy Reserve Group signed by Steven A. Malnar
R. 138)(Add. "G").
Later testomony stated:
On October 10. 1983. Mr. Don Johnson of D and J Oil Company
told me of the possibility of some deep wells being drilled in
the Roosevelt Unit.
Mr. Johnson did not specify any
particular well or location. I told Mr. Johnson that I had a
lease in Section 19. He indicated that the deep well was
going to be drilled in Section 20. I did not know that
Section 19 was in the same drilling block or spacing unit as
Section 20." (Affidavit of Steven A. Malnar, paragraph 2,
dated February 16. 1990 R. 394 at 395) (Add. "H") (emphasis
added)
Aother example illustrating this lack of credibility is:
Q:
Alright. Now on the second time, the second well, it is
I believe the Exhibit that has been admitted dated August
29? Correct? (referring to the lease with the August 29
effective date)
A:

Yes.

Q:

Gosh? Why that date? you didnft even get in touch with
her (Ms. Robertson) until September.

A:

Well we didnft want to have any question that she would
not be entitled to any revenue from first production.

Q:

Why didn't you pick August 15?

A:

I don't know.

Q:

Why not May, the first day you found out about the lease?

A:

We could have done that too, because I did not know for
sure when the Well spudded". (TR1.-85) (emphasis added)

I just—that is the day that was picked.

Later testimony stated:
Following the hearing in this matter, I have reviewed Sam
Oil, Inc.'s records and verified that in fact I
discovered in May of 1983 that a 1976 Tenneco leased from
Hazel and J.R. Robertson appeared of record on acreage in
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the Roosevelt Unit and outside the Unit.
Later on
September 3, 1983 I conducted title investigations on
acreage outside the Unit and again encountered the
Tenneco lease. On September 24 I discovered a release of
the Tenneco lease on the acreage outside the Unit. On
September 16, 1983 I discovered that the release of the
Tenneco lease also covered acreage in Section 19 a
portion of which lies inside the Roosevelt Unit. I did
not discover that Hazel Robertson's mineral interest in
Section 19 of the Roosevelt Unit were unleased until
September 26. 1983....(Sworn affidavit of Steven A.
Malnar, paragraph 9, dated February 16# 1990) (Add. "H")
(R.397-398) (emphasis added)
Speculation as to the Board's thought processes does not
constitute marshalling evidence within the record for the purpose
of demonstrating a basis in fact for equitable relief from the
clear terms of the contract.
D.
THE BOARD'S ORDER IS SUPPORTED BY SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE IN THE
RECORD AND IS REASONABLE IN LIGHT OF THE FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW.
!•
The Findings of Fact are Based on Substantial
Evidence Sufficient to Support the Board's Conclusions.
The evidence is clear and undisputed that Sam Oil obtained a
lease to the subject property after the Well had begun to be
drilled. The evidence is clear that the property was not committed
to the Unit because of the failure of any owner of the property to
sign or ratify the Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement. It
is clear that Sam Oil ratified those agreements only after
completion of drilling the Well.

There is no evidence in the

record that the subject lands were wrongly included within the
unitized area at the time of the formation of the Unit. There is
no evidence that BHP interfered with or obstructed the joinder
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process initiated by Sam Oil.
Sam Oil has presented no evidence in opposition to the Board's
Findings of Fact with the exception of the non-credible selfserving testimony of Sam Oil's president, Steve Malnar as to the
Board's Findings #3 and #4. These Findings, in any case, are not
essential to the Board's Conclusions of Law and Order.
Sam Oil does dispute the Board's Finding #13 but has failed to
present a factual circumstance that would relieve Sam Oil's
leasehold interest from the non-consent penalty provided in the
Unit Operating Agreement as amended. Indeed, considering Sam Oil's
misunderstanding

of Phillip Lear's expert testimony and it's

reliance on hypothetical facts not applicable to this case there
has been a complete failure by Sam Oil to demonstrate the existance
of conflicting evidence.

In fact, the only conflicting and

contradictory evidence to be found is Steve Malnar's testimony on
different dates.
2. The Conclusions of Law are not in error and to the extent
they are benefitted by the Board's expertise are entitled to
judicial deference.
The Board's

Conclusion

of Law that the

Unit

Operating

Agreement is valid and enforceable in this matter and is the
instrument by which BHP's duty to Sam Oil is to be measured is
supported by the weight of authority and the testimony of Phillip
Lear,Esq..

Finally, this Board's expertise in the resolution of

oil and gas issues should be granted due deference. Utah Code Ann.
§ 40-6-4

(2)(1989) requires that the members of the Board be
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knowledgeable in these matters.

Indeed, Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-4

(2) (d) (1989) requires that one member be a private landowner who
owns a mineral or royalty interest and is knowledgeable about those
interests.

In other words, someone who has interests similar to

those that Sam Oil seeks to protect.
3. The Board's Application of Law and Fact are Reasonable and
Rational.
Sam Oil's strained attempt to portray the Board's application
of Law

and

Fact as being unreasonable

is evidenced

by the

recharacterization of the Board's Findings in Sam Oil's Argument.
Sam Oil argues that it did not know that the Well would be
drilled in advance of spudding. Not only is the evidence equivocal
at best concerning this issue, but this Finding is completely
unnecessary to the Board's Conclusions of Law and Order.

As has

been demonstrated above, Sam Oil was a stranger to this property
and to the parties associated with the Unit prior to the spudding
of the Well.

Sam Oil never had a legally cognizable interest of

any kind in this property in advance or at the time of the spudding
of the Well.
Sam Oil states that any delay in its ratification and joinder
in the Roosevelt Unit was not attributable to Sam Oil. The Board
found at Finding #10 that "on or about February 15, 1984 Sam Oil
mailed the signed ratification and joinder documents to Rio Bravo.
In December of 1984 the Bureau of Land Management approved the
joinder effective as of June 1, 1984" (R.449).
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The Board made no

Findings concerning delay on the part of anyone.

The issue of

delay exists only in the mind of the Sam Oil and is premised upon
Sam Oilfs faulty understanding of the applicable law.
Sam Oil claims its tender of payment to BHP would have been
fruitless.

The Board made no Finding regarding whether or not a

tender would have been fruitless or otherwise.

The Board simply

found, which both parties are in agreement with, that "Sam Oil did
not at any time tender to BHP a proportionate share of the drilling
costs of the #6 Well" (R.450).

Sam Oil makes no argument in their

Brief what the effect of tender would have been, had it been made.
Their entire argument is directed to why they did not make such a
tender.

This argument may have had some relevance had the Board

made a Finding that tender was necessary.

Sam Oil, in this case,

makes no argument that a tender would have caused a different
result.
Sam Oil argues that even if imposition of a non-consent
penalty is proper, a 300% non-consent penalty is improper. This is
nothing more than an argument that Sam Oil is not bound by the
documents which it signed.

It is also further evidence of Sam Oil

confusing State Compulsory Pooling Orders with Federal Units.

The

authority that a State Conservation Commission may have under
statute with regard to the imposition of a non-consent penalty is
not relevant to the parties private dealings.
To the extent Sam Oil relies upon its presidents testimony at
the Hearing that he never received notice of the amendment, becomes
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a question of credibility.
other

than

proposition.

the

sworn

Sam Oil cites no portion of the record

testimony

of

Steve

Malnar

for

this

Despite extensive correspondence made a part of this

record concerning the 300% non-consent penalty amendment, the first
mention of the missing document occurs in 1989. This, coupled with
previously referenced examples of Mr. Malnar's credibility provide
a reasonable and rational basis for the Board to hold him to the
documents as written.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This Court should uphold the Board's decisions as entered in it's
Order of April 25, 1990. Both the operative documents and common
law demonstrate the appropriateness of imposition of a penalty on
the petitioner. There is no basis for reaching outside the parties
agreement to look for new or different results. Sam Oil has
suffered no prejudice.

It received exactly what it bargained for.

The Board's Order is correct, supported by substantial evidence and
correctly applies the law.
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Dated this 17th day of December, 1990
Respectfully submitted,
R. Paul Van Dam
Utah Attorn^y^Generali

Thomas A\ "ftiftchell, NjEsq.
Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for Respondent
Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed, first class,
postage pre-paid, ^etn true and correct copy'iof the foregoing
Respondent, Utah Board of Oil Gas and Mining1s Brief this December
18, 1990, to the following:
John P. Harrington, Esq*
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker
Attorneys for Respondent BHP Petroleum
(Americas), Inc.
79 S. Main #400
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Steven W. Dougherty #0906
Anderson & Watkins
700 Valley Tow
50 W. Broad
Salt Lake
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF SAM OIL,

]

INC.,

:
Petitioner,

vs.
BHP PETROLEUM (AMERICAS),
INC.,
Respondent.

»
]
i
]
i
]
]

ORDER
Docket No. 89-008
Cause No. 131-82

]

This matter was heard before the Board of Oil, Gas and
Mining at its regularly scheduled hearing at 10:00 a.m. on
August 24, 1989 in the boardroom of the Division of Oil, Gas
and Mining, 355 West North Temple, 3 Triad Center, Suite 350,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

The following Board Members,

constituting a quorum, were present and participated in the
hearing and in the decision embodied herein:
Gregory P. Williams, Chairman
Richard B. Larsen
Judy F. Lever
E. Steele Mclntyre
Kent G. Stringham
John M. Garr was absent from parts of the hearing and abstained
from the decision of the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining.
Members of the staff of the Division of Oil, Gas and
Mining present at and participating in the hearing included:

Dr. Dianne R. Nielson, Director
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
Ronald J. Firth, Associate Director, Oil and Gas
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
Barbara W. Roberts, Assistant Attorney General of the
State of Utah, also participated in the hearing on behalf of
the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining,
The following appeared at the hearing:
Steven W. Dougherty
HANSEN & ANDERSON
50 West Broadway, Sixth Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Attorneys for Petitioner SAM Oil, Inc.
John P. Harrington
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER
79 South Main Street, #400
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Attorneys for Respondent BHP Petroleum
(Americas), Inc.
Testimony was received from and exhibits were
introduced on behalf of Petitioner SAM Oil, Inc. by Steven A.
Malnar, President of SAM Oil, and Phillip Wm. Lear, Attorney at
Law, of the law firm of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy.
Mr. Lear was recognized by the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining as
an oil and gas law expert in the context of this matter.
Testimony was received from and exhibits were introduced on
behalf of Respondent BHP Petroleum (Americas), Inc. by Jerry
Bair, District Land Manager of BHP Petroleum (Americas), Inc.
In addition, portions of the testimony of Daniel P. Kroop,
formerly a landman for BHP, were read into the record.
The Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, having considered

nr\ A r\t

the testimony, exhibits, and evidence presented and the
statements made by the participants at the hearing, now makes
and enters the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

BHP was the operator of the Roosevelt Unit #6 Well

(the "#6 Well M ) and as such commenced and drilled the well.
The well was spudded on September 11, 1983.
2.

Hazel M. Robertson (-Robertson*) was the owner

of an unleased interest in the area for the #6 Well.

Prior to

spudding, BHP contacted other working interest owners to invite
them to participate in the #6 Well but BHP did not contact
Robertson.
3.

Prior to the commencement of drilling the #6 Well,

SAM Oil knew of the existence of the unleased interest of
Robertson.
4.

SAM Oil knew prior to the commencement of drilling

that the #6 Well would be drilled as a Wasatch deep formation
*ell.
5.

On or about September 29, 1983, SAM Oil obtained

an oil and gas lease from Robertson to be effective as of first
)roduction (approximately 1949).

On or about November 2, 1983,

JAM Oil obtained an oil and gas lease from Robertson, to be
effective as of August 29, 1983.
'irst.

The second lease replaced the

At the time these leases were given, and prior thereto,

the Robertson interest had not been committed to the Roosevelt
Unit.
6.

On or about October 6, 1983, SAM Oil wrote to

Phillips Petroleum expressing an interest in joining the
Roosevelt Unit.
acreage.

The letter did not identify particular

Phillips Petroleum responded by stating that the

letter had been referred to Rio Bravo as the operator.
7.

On or about October 26, 1983, Rio Bravo

responded by letter to SAM Oil describing the procedures for
joinder.
8.

On or about January 4, 1983, Rio Bravo sent SAM

Oil a letter transmitting ratification and joinder documents to
be signed by Robertson, ratification and joinder documents to
be signed by SAM Oil, and copies of the Unit Agreement and Unit
Operating Agreement.

SAM Oil maintains that the April 27, 1983

amendment to the Unit Operating Agreement was not included with
these materials.

BHP maintains that it was standard procedure

to include all amendments.

This amendment changes the

so-called nonconsent penalty from 150% to 300%.
9.

The #6 Well was completed on January 6, 1984 as

a HgoodH well.
10.

On or about February 15, 1984, SAM Oil mailed

the signed ratification and joinder documents to Rio Bravo.

In

December 1984 the Bureau of Land Management approved the
joinder effective as of June 1, 1984.
11.

BHP did not at any time request that SAM Oil pay

a proportionate share of the drilling costs of the #6 Well.
12.

SAM Oil did not at any time tender to BHP a

proportionate share of the drilling costs of the #6 Well.
13.

The Board finds no factual circumstances unique

to this case which require, as a matter of equity, that SAM
Oil's leasehold interest in the Roosevelt Unit #6 Well not be
subject to the 300% nonconsent penalty provided in the Unit
Operating Agreement, as amended.
14.

The #6 Well has not yet paid out 300% of the

appropriate costs of drilling, completing and equipping the
Well and, therefore, no proceeds are owed to SAM Oil.
Consequently, it is not necessary to examine the costs of
drilling, completing and equipping the #6 Well at this time or
as part of this cause.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Due and regular notice of the time, place, and

subject matter of this hearing in Docket No. 89-008, Cause
No. 131-82 was given to all interested persons in accordance
with applicable law and with the rules, practices, and orders
of the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining pertaining to this matter.
2.

The Petition of SAM Oil, Inc. in this matter was

properly before the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining at the
hearing, and the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining has jurisdiction
over the matters contained therein.
3.

The Board of Oil, Gas and Mining has received and

duly considered adequate, substantial evidence to support its
decision herein, and that decision is supported by such
evidence.
4.

As a rule, under the Unit Agreement and Unit

Operating Agreement, as amended, the lessee of an uncommitted
interest who commits that interest to the unit subsequent to
the commencement of the well, would be subject to the
nonconsent penalty provided in the Unit Operating Agreement, as
amended.

However, there may be unique circumstances where, as

a matter of equity, the general rule would not apply.

The

Board does not find such circumstances to exist in this case.
Consequently, SAM Oil is subject to the 300% nonconsent penalty
provided in the Unit Operating Agreement, as amended.
5.

Since SAM Oil is not presently entitled to any

payments from BHP because of the application of the 300%
nonconsent penalty provision, no issue exists as to whether
sums have been improperly withheld or whether interest or
penalties under § 40-6-9 are warranted.
6.

The Board has authority to enter the order set

forth below.
ORDER
1.
dismissed.

The Petition of SAM Oil, Inc. is hereby
Such dismissal is without prejudice to the right of

SAM Oil to institute appropriate proceedings for an accounting
of the costs of drilling, completing and equipping the #6 Well.
2.

The Board of Oil, Gas and Mining retains

continuing jurisdiction over all matters covered by this Order
and over all persons affected hereby for the purpose of making
such further orders and taking such further actions as the
Board of Oil, Gas and Mining may deem appropriate in accordance
with applicable laws and with the rules of the Board.
Entered t h i s ^ ^ d a y of April, 1990.
STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

Gre%tffy I^Jtfilliams, Chairman
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OF UTAH
-—ooOoo——
CN THE MATTER OF SAM OIL, INC.,
PETITIONER, VS. BHP PETROLEUM
'AMERICAS), INC., RESPONDENT

:

ORDER

;

DOCKET NO. 89-008
CAUSE NO. 131-82

ooOoo
This matter was heard before the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining at
ts regularly scheduled hearing at 10:00 a.m. on March 22, 1990 in the
oardroom of the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, 355 West North Temple,
Triad Center, Suite 350, Salt Lake City, Utah. The following Board
embers, constituting a quorum, were present and participated in the
earing and in the decision embodied herein:
Gregory P. Williams, Chairman
James W. Carter
John M. Garr
Richard B. Larsen
Judy F. Lever
E. Steele Mclntyre
Kent G. Stringham
The following appeared at the hearing:
Steven W. Dougherty
ANDERSON & WATKINS
50 West Broadway, Sixth Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
John P. Harrington
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER
79 South Main Street, #400
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
The petitioner has requested the Board to rehear Docket No. 89-008,
use No. 131-82. The Board has considered the record from the August
, 1989, hearing as well as the documentation and arguments presented
this hearing.

ORDER
The Petition of SAM Oil, Inc. for rehearing is denied.
Entered this 8th day of June, 1990.
STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

Gregory P^Williams, Chairman
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AW/Orders
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FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND OPE. HON
OF THE ROOSEVELT UNIT AREA
COUNTIES OF UINTAH AND DUCHESNE, STATE OF UTAH
I SEC. NO,
THIS AGREEMENT, entered into as of t h e , - / r S
day *l~*&£*x<kzF***^
, 19^&?«, by and between
"the parties subscribing, ratifying, or consenting hereto, and herein referred to as the "parties hereto,"
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the parties hereto are the owners of working, royalty, or other oil or gas interests in the unit area
subject to this agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Allotted Land Mineral Leasing Act of March 3, 1909, 35 Stat. 783, 23 TLS.C. Sec 396, authorize*
"the leasing of restricted allotted Indian lands subject to rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the In*
terior; and
WHEREAS, the Tribal Land Mineral Leasing Act of May 11,193S, 52 Stat. 347, 25 U.S.C. 396a et seq. provides that
in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior any lease for oil or gas issued under the provisions of that Act shall
be made subject to the terms of any reasonable co-operative unit or other plan approved or prescribed by the Secretary
prior or subsequent to the issuance of any such lease which involves the development or production of oil or gas from
land covered by such lease; and
WHEREAS, Section 9 of the oil and gas lease issued to cover Tribal Indian lands of the TJte Indian Tribe of the
"Uintah and Ouray Reservation in Utah lying within the unit area hereinafter described and Section 11 of the oil and
jras leases issued to cover restricted Allotted Indian lands of the Ute Indian Tribe within the unit area hereinafter
described obligate the parties to such leases to subscribe to and abide by any agreement for the co-operative or unit
development of the field or area affecting the leased lands, or any pool thereof, if and when collectively adopted by
a majority operating interest therein and approved by the Secretary of the Interior, during the period of supervision; and
WHEREAS, Chapter 127, Laws of the State of Utah, 1915 (86-1-48.25 Utah Code Annotated, 1943), authorizes the
State Land Board to join on behalf of the State of Utah in co-operative or unit plans of development or operation of oil
and gas pools with the United States government and its lessees or permittees and others, to facilitate the efficient and
economic production of oil or gas; and
WHEREAS, the parties hereto hold sufficient interests in the Roosevelt Unit Area covering the land hereinafter
described to give reasonably effective control of operations therein; and
WHEREAS, it is the purpose of the parties hereto to conserve natural resources, prevent waste, and secure other
benefits obtainable through development and operation of the area subject to this agreement under the terms, conditions, and limitations herein set forth;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the promises herein contained, the parties hereto commit to
this agreement their respective interests in the below defined unit area, and agree severally among themselves as follows:
1. ENABLING ACT AND REGULATIONS. The Acts of March 3, 1909, and May 11, 1938, supra, and all valid
pertinent regulations, including operating and unit plan regulations, heretofore issued thereunder or valid.pertinent and
reasonable regulations hereafter issued thereunder are accepted and made a part of this agreement as to Indian lands,
provided such regulations are not inconsistent with the terms of this agreement; and, as to non-Indian lands, the oil
and gas operating regulations in effect as of the effective date hereof governing drilling and producing operations, not
inconsistent with the terms hereof or the laws of the State of Utah, are hereby accepted and made a part of this agreemenL
2. UNIT AREA. The following described land in Uintah and Duchesne Counties, Utah, is hereby designated and
recognized as constituting the unit area:
UINTAH SPECIAL BASE AND MERIDIAN, UTAH
Township 1 South, Range 2 East
Section 7: S% (Lots 1 and 2; E^SWfc and SE'K)
Section 18: All (Lots 1,2,3.4; E^WVi and E%)
Section 19: All (Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6; E%W%; WKZ£; E U N E ' A )
Section 30: Lots 1, 2, 3, and EfcNWVL
Township 1
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
e~*™

South, Range 1 East
3: SHSWU
4: Lot 4; S\sNW^, S%
5: All (Lots 1,2, 3, 4; SHKtt and S%)
6: Lots 1,2,5, 6,7; SHNEVi; SEttNWK; E%SW%; SEU
7: All (Lots 1,2, 3, 4; EUW& and Efc)
8: All
9: All
10: All
11: All
12: All
13: All
14: All
15: All
16: All
17: All
io. AH /TAf« i *» 2. i . 5UWU and E ^ l

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All (Lots 1, 2, 3, 4; EfcWfc and E%)
All (Lota 1, 2. 3. 4; EfcW% and EVa)
All
All (Lots 1.2,; NViSWU; K W \ i ; E%; All of Lode Mining Claims Duchesne Nos. 6 and 7 lying
in Section 33)
Section 34: All
Section 35: All
Section 36: All
Township 1
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
2S:
30:
31:
22:
33:

South. Range 1 West
10: EVaEVs
11: All
12: All
13: All
14: All
15: EV*E%
22: EVsNEU
23: All
24: All
25: All
26: Etf; E H N W U ; NEUSWfc
35: NEVi; NE^SEVi
36: All

Township 2 South, Ran re 2 East
Section 6: Lots 6. 7 and E V J S W Vi
Section 7: All (Lots l t 2, 3, 4; EVaW% and E%)
Township 2
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

South, Rinse 1 Bast
1: All (Lots 1, 2. 3, 4; S ^ K ^ and S H )
2: All (Lots 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9. 10; S H N H and S*4)
3: All ( L o t s l , 2. 3, 4, 5 ; S * i N W U ; N % S W U ; SEUSWtf; S&NEtt; SE^i; All of Lode Mining
Claims Duchesne Nos. 2 and 3 lying in Section 3)
4: All (Lots 1. 2, 3, 4, 5. 6. 7, 8. 9. 10, 11,12, 12; SEUNEVi; S W ^ N W U ; SW%; S W U S E t t ; All of
Lode Mining Claims Duchesne Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 lying in Section 4)
5: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4; SfcNVs: S E ^ ; N%SW\4; S E ^ S W U
6: L o t s l , 2 . 2 , 4 ; S E V l N W ^ : N E v ; S W U ; S ^ N E U ; NfcSEH
10: Lot 11; E & N E t t ; N W V i N E l i ; All of Lode Mining Claim Duchesne No. 8 lying in the N E U of
Section 10
11: Lots 1, 7, £, 9, 10, 17: N W S E M and N ^
12: All (Lots 1, 2; N%SW%; SE^SWVl; NWtt andE%)

Township 2 South, Range 1 West
Section 1: Lots 1, 2, S, 4
Total Unit Area—04,712.27 acres, more or less.
Exhibit A attached hereto is a map showing the unit arsa and the boundaries and identity of tracts and leases in
said area to the extent known to the Unit Operator. Exhibit B attached hereto is a schedule showing to the extent
known to the Unit Operator the acreage, percentage, and kind of ownership of oil and gas interests in all land in the
unit area. However, nothing herein or in said schedule or miy shall be construed as a representation by any party hereto
as to the ownership of any interest other than such interest or interests as are shown in said map or schedule as owned
by such party. Exhibits A and E shall be revised by the Unit Operator whenever changes in the unit area render such
revision necessary, or when requested by the Oil and Gas Supervisor, United States Geological Survey, hereinafter referred to as Supervisor, and not less than seven (7) copies of the revised exhibits shall be fiied with the Supervisor.
The above described unit area shall when practicable be expanded to include therein any additional tract or tracts
regarded as reasonably necessary or advisable for the purposes of this agreement., or shall be contracted to exclude lands
not within any participating area whenever such expansion or contraction is necessary or advisable to conform with the
purposes of this agreement. Such expansion or contraction shall be effected in the following manner:
(a) Unit Operator, on its own motion or on demand of the Secretary, or his duly authorized representative, shall
prepare a notice of proposed expansion or contraction describing the contemplated changes in the boundaries of the unit
area, the reasons therefor, and the proposed effective date thereof.
(b) Said notice shall be delivered to the Supervisor, the Superintendent of the Uintah and Ouray Agency, Fort
Duchesne, Utah, and to the Chairman of the Tribal Business Committee of the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and
Ouray Reservation, Utah, to the State Land Board of Utah and copies thereof shall be mailed to the last known address
of each working interest owner, lessee and lessor whose interests are affected, advising that 30 days will be allowed for
submission to the Unit Operator of any objections,
(c) Upon expiration of the 30-day period provided in the preceding item (b) hereof. Unit Operator shall file with
the Supervisor evidence of mailing of the notice of expansion or contraction and a copy of any objections thereto which
have been filed with the Unit Operator.
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4. UNIT OPERATOR. The Carter Oil Company it hereby designated as Unit Operator and by signature hereto
commits to this agreement ail interests in unitized substances vested in it as set forth in Exhibit £. and arrees and
consents to accept the duties of Unit Operator for the discovery, development, and production of unitized substances as
herein provided. Whenever reference is made herein to the Unit Operator, such reference means the Unit Operator
acting in that capacity and not as an owner of interests in unitized substances, and the term "workinc interest owner"
when used herein shall include or rtftr to Unit Operator as the owner of a working interest wnen such an interest is
owned by it.
5. RESIGNATION OR REMOVAL OF UNIT OPERATOR. Unit Operator shall have the right to resim at any
time prior to the establishment of a participating area or areas hereunder, but such resignation shall not become effective
to as to release him from his duties and obligations and terminate his rights as such for a period of six (6) months after
notice of intention to resign has been served by him on all working interest owners, the Superintendent of the Uintah
and Ouray Agency, Fort Duchesne, Utah, and Chairman of the Tribal Business Committee of the Ute Indian Tribe of
the Uintah and Ouray Reservation. Utah, the State Land Board of Utah, and the Secretary, or his duly authorized representative, and until all wells then drilled hereunder are placed in a satisfactory condition for suspension or abandonment whichever is required by the Supervisor, unless a new Unit Operator shall have been selected and approved and
shall have taken over and assumed the duties and obligations of Unit Operator prior to tne expiration of said period.
Unit Operator shall have the right to resign in like manner and subject to like limitations as above provided at
any time a participating area established hereunder is in existence, but until a successor unit operator is selected and
approved, as hereinafter provided, the Working Interest Owners shall be jointly responsible for the performance of the
duties of Unit Operator, and shall not later than thirty days before such resignation becomes effective, appoint a com*
mon agent to represent them in any action to be taken hereunder.
The Unit Operator may, upon default or failure in the performance of its duties or obligations hereunder, be subject
to removal by the same percentage vote of the owners of working interests determined in like manner as herein provided for the selection of a new Unit Operator. Such removal shall be effective upon notice thereof to the Director,
United Suites Geological Survey, hereinafter referred to as "Director." However, until a successor Unit Operator is
selected and approved as provided in this Unit Agreement, the working interest owners shall be jointly responsible for
performance of the duties of Unit Operator and shall not later than 30 days before such removal becomes effective appoint a common agent to represent them in any action to b? taken hereunder.
The resignation or removal of Unit Operator under this agreement shall not terminate his right, title, or interest
as the owner of a working interest or other interest in unitized substances, but upon the resignation or removal of
Unit Operator becoming effective, such Unit Operator shall deliver possession of all equipment, materials, and appurtenances used in conducting the unit operations and owned by the working interest owners to the new duly qualified
successor Unit Operator or to the owners thereof if no such new Unit Operator is elected, to be used for the purpose
of conducting unit operations hereunder. Nothing herein shall be construed as authorizing removal of any material,
equipment and appurtenances needed for the preservation of any wells.
6. SUCCESSOR UNIT OPERATOR. Whenever the Unit Operator shall resign as Unit Operator or shall be removed as hereinabove provided, the owners of the working interests in the participating area, or areas, according to
their respective acreage interests in such participating area, or areas, or according to such other division of interests
agreed to in the Unit Operating Agreement, or until a participating area shall have been established, the owners of
the working interests according to their respective acreage interests in all unitized land, shall by majority vote select
a successor Unit Operator: Provided, that, if a majority but less than seventy-five (75%) percent of the working
interests qualified to vote are owned by one party to this agreement, a concurring vote cf sufficient additional parties,
so as to constitute in the aggregate not less than seventy-five (759c) percent of the total working interests, shall be
required to select a new operator. Such selection shall not become effective until
(a) a Unit Operator so selected shall accept in writing the duties and responsibilities of Unit Operator, and
(b) the selection shall have been approved by the Director.
If no successor Unit Operator is selected and qualified as herein provided, the Secretary, or his duly authorized representative, at his election may declare this unit agreement terminated.
7. ACCOUNTING PROVISIONS AND UNIT OPERATING AGREEMENT. If the Unit Operator is not the sole
owner of working interests, costs and expenses incurred in conducting unit operations hereunder shall be paid in the first
instance by Unit Operator, and such costs and expenses so paid by Unit Operator shall be apportioned among and borne
by the owners of working interests and the Unit Operator reimbursed, all in accordance with the agreement or agreements entered into by and between the Unit Operator and the owners of working interests, whether one or more, separately or collectively. Any agreement or agreements entered into between the working interest owners and the Unit
Operator as provided in this section, whether one or more, are herein referred to as the "unit operating agreement.*
Such unit operating agreement may also be executed by owners of overriding royalties and production payments, if any,
and such agreement shall provide for the allocation among the working interest owners and the owners of overriding
royalties and production payments, if any, of the working interest portion of the unitized substances produced and saved
from the unitized land and for the manner in which the working interest owners shall be entitled to receive their
respective proportionate and allocated shares of the benefits accruing hereto in conformity with their underlying operating agreements, leases, or other independent contracts and as between the working interest owners and Unit Operator
may provide for such limitations upon the power of the Unit Operator respecting the liability of the working interest
owners for cost of operations hereunder as may be agreed upon by Unit Operator and the working interest owners; however, except for the allocation among the working interest owners and the owners of overriding royalty and production
payments, if any, of the working interest portion of the unitized substances produced and saved frcm the unitized land,
no such unit operating agreement shall be deemed either to modify any of the terns and conditions of this unit agreement or to relieve the Unit Operator of any right or obligation established under this unit agreement, and in case of
any inconsistency or conflict between the unit agreement and the unit operating agreement this unit agreement shall
prevail. Three true copies of any unit operating agreement executed pursuant to this section shall be filed with the
Supervisor and two copies with the State Land Board of Utah.
8. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF UNIT OPERATOR. Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, the
exclusive right, privilege, and duty of exercising any and all rights of the parties hereto which are necessary or convenient for prospecting for, producing, storing, allocating and distributing the unitized substances are hereby dele-
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(a) have the right to *e in kind that proportionate share of the unitized *w antes which is allocated or allocable*
to i u working interest in accordance with the provisions of this Unit Agreemen; and the unit operating agreement, and
(b) have the right to personally aell such proportionate share of the unitized substances which is allocated or allocable to its working interest.
9. PLAN OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION. Unit Operator and Stanolind Oil and Gaa.
Company, who is one of the working interest parties hereto, have heretofore drilled and comoleted an oil well on theunitized lands located in the Center of the Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (NWViSWVi) of Section 21,
Township 1 South, Range 1 East, which is identified as the Ute Tribal No. 1 TV ell. This well is capable of and now
is producing oil in paying quantities. Unit Operator and Stanolind Oil and Gas Company are now engaged in thedrilling and completion of a second well, identified as the Ute Tribal No. 2 well, on t.ne unitized land located in the
Center of the Northwest Quarter of the Southeast Quarter (NWUSEVi) of Section 21. Township 1 South, 1 East. In
consideration of the execution of this unit agreement by the owners of royalty and overriding royalty interests and
production payments in lands comprising the unit area and the approval of this agreement by the Secretary or hia
duly authorized representative Unit Operator agrees to carry out the following plan of development and operation:
Within sixty (CO) days after approval of this unit agreement by the Secretary or his duly authorized representative Unit Operator will commence operations for the drilling of a third well in the unit area at a location to be approved by the Supervisor and, having commenced to drill the same, continue the drilling thereof with due diligence and
complete the same in the formation from which the Ute Tribal No. 1 above referred to is now producing. If said well
is completed as a well capable of producing oil in paying quantities, Unit Operator will, within ninety (90) days after
the completion of said well, commence operations for the drilling of two additional wells within the unit area at locations
to be approved by the Supervisor and, having commenced to drill the same, continue the drilling thereof with due
diligence and complete the same in the formation from which said Ute Tribal No. 1 is now producing. Within ninety
(90) days after completion of each of said two additional wells Unit Operator will commence the drilling of additional
wells within the unit area at locations to be approved by the Supervisor and, having commenced to drill such well or
wells, continue the drilling thereof with due diligence and complete the same in the formation from which the Ute
Tribal No. 1 well above referred to is now producing, until a total of nine wells have been drilled in the unit area, in
addition to said Ute Tribal No. 1, and Ute Tribal No. 2, without permitting more than ninety (90) days to elapse between
completion of one well and commencement cf operations for the drilling of another. However, in carrying on such
development program, Unit Operator shall not be required to have more than three drilling rigs operating in the
unit area at one time nor shall it be required to drill to the formation from which the Ute Tribal No. 1 is now producing any of said wells in which at a lesser depth oil or gas is found in paying quantities or practically impenetrable
substances or near vertical beds or some other conditions or formation are encountered which would render further drilling inadvisable or impractical
If the first well of the nine-well program outlined above is completed as a dry hole or as a well which is incapable
of producing oil in paying quantities then Unit Operator will within ninety ('90) days after the completion thereof
commence only one additional well instead of two additional wells within the unit area and will continue drilling additional wells as set out above until six, and not nine wells, in addition to the Ute Tribal No. 1 and No. 2. have been
drilled and completed within the unit area. If the plan of development and operation is reduced to a six-well program
as herein set out, Unit Operator shall not be required to have more than one drilling rig operating in the unit area
at one time.
Unit Operator shall not be obliged to drill any wells under the plan of development and operation set but above,
or, if some wells have been drilled thereunder, shall not be obliged to drill any additional wells thereunder, if any of
the following conditions occur:
1. There is a lack of market for the oil obtained from the wells drilled within the unit area,
2. Engineering data shows a rapid decline in bottom hole pressure or a depiction of reservoir reserves.
2. The second, or any succeeding well contemplated in the plan of development and operation herein set out is completed as a dry hole or as a well which is incapable of producing oil in paying quantities. For the purposes of
this Section 9 of this unit agreement and _this Section only a well which is incapable of producing oil in paying*
quantities is one which on a continuous fifteen (15) day production test produces an average of less than two
hundred (200) barrels of oil per day.
Unit Operator shall be privileged, at its election, to commence the first well of the nine-well ^To^rzm above set
out and additional wells in the unit area prior to the approval of this unit agreement by the Secretary or his duly
authorized representative and subject to the approval of the Supervisor to use as many drilling rigs in said drilling
program and drill as many wells within the unit area as it desires. If such well or wells are commenced prior to
approval of the unit agreement at locations approved by the Supervisor and are completed they shall be treated in all
respects as wells drilled under the terms of the plan of development and operation herein set out and such plan shall
be continued, reduced or interrupted as herein provided, in the same manner as if said well or wells were commenced
after approval of this unit agreement
In the event of the interruption of said nine-well development program for one or more of the reasons set out
above, or in the event of its completion, Unit Operator shall, within six (0) months after such interruption or completion of such program, submit for the approval of the Supervisor an acceptable plan of development and operation l o r
the future development and operation of the unitized land which, when approved by the Supervisor, shall constitute the
further drilling and operating obligations of the Unit Operator under this agreement for the period specified therein.
Thereafter, from time to time before the expiration of any existing pian, the Unit Operator shall submit for the
approval of the Supervisor a pian for an additional specified period for the development and operation of the unitized
land. Any pian submittcc pursuant to this section shall provide for the exploration of the unitized area and for the
determination of the area or areas thereof capable of producing unitized substances :r. paying quantities in each and
every productive formation and shall be as complete and adequate as the Supervisor may determine to be necessary for
the timeiy development and proper conservation of the oil and gas resources of the unitized area and shall
(a) specify the number and locations of any wells to be drilled and the proposed order and time for such drilling; and
(b) to the extent practicable specify the operating practices regarded as necessary and advisable for proper ccn-
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10. PARTICIPATION AFTER DISCOVERY. Within thirty (30) dtys after approval of this arreement by the
Secretary, or his duly authorised representative, the Unit Operator shall submit for approval by the Director, United
States Geological Survey, a schedule, based on sub-divisions of the public-land survey or aliquot parts thereof, of all
unitized land then regarded as reasonably proved to be productive of unitized substances in paying quantities; all land
in said schedule on approval of the Director to constitute a participating area, effective as of the first day of the
month following the month in which this agreement shall have been approved by the Secretary, or his duly authonzed
representative. Said schedule also shall set forth the percentage of unitized substances to be allocated as herein protided to each unitized tract in the participating area so established, and shall govern the allocation of production from
and after the date the participating area becomes effective as to all interests subject hereto except the working interests and the interests of the owners of overriding royalty and production payments, if any. The allocation of the working interest portion, which shall include overriding royalties and production payments, if any, of all unitized substances
produced and saved from all participating areas of the unitized lands shall be governed by the provisions of the unit
operating agreement A separate participating area shall be established in like manner for each separate pool or
deposit of unitized substancejs or for any group thereof produced as a single pool or zone, and any two or more participating areas so established may be combined into one with the consent of the owners of all working interests in the
lands within the participating areas so to be combined, and approval of the Director. The participating area or areas
so established shall be revised from time to time, subject to like approval, whenever such action appears proper as
a result of further drilling operations or otherwise, to include additional land then regarded as reasonably proved to
be productive jnjpaving quantities and the percentage of allocation shall also be revised accordingly. The effective
date of any revision s~half be the first of the month following the date of first authentic knowledge or information on
which such revision is predicated, unless a more appropriate effective date is specified in the schedule. Subject to
Section 26 hereof, no land in a participating area established hereunder shall be eliminated therefrom on account of
depletion of the unitized substances.
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It is the intent of this section that a participating area shall represent the area known or reasonably estimated
to be productive in paying quantities; but, subject to Section 26 hereof, regardless of any revision of the participating
area, nothing herein contained shall be construed as requiring any retroactive adjustment for production obtained prior
to the effective date of revision of the participating area.
In the absence of agreement at any time between the Unit Operator and Director as to the proper definition or
redefinition of a participating area, or until a participating area has, or areas have, been established as provided
herein, the portion of all payments affected thereby may be impounded in a manner mutually acceptable to the owners
of working interests, except royalties due the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation, Utah, and to the
owners of restricted Allotted Ute Indian lands, which shall be determined by the Supervisor and the amount thereof
deposited as directed by the Supervisor to be held in a special deposits account by the appropriate federal agency
until a participating area is finally approved and then applied as earned or returned in accordance with a determination of the sum due as royalty to Indian Tribe or Allottees on the basis of such approved participating area. Nothing
in this paragraph shall be construed to affect the disposition of unitized substances, or the proceeds thereof, produced
and saved from the unit area prior to the effective date of the establishment of a participating area.
Whenever it is determined, subject to the approval of the Supervisor, that a well drilled under this agreement is
not capable of production in paying quantities and inclusion of the land on which it is situated in a participating area
is unwarranted, production from such well shall for the purpose of settlement among all parties other than the working
interest owners be allocated to the land on which the well is located so long as that well is not within a participating
area established for the pool or deposit from'which such production is obtained. Settlement for working interest benefits from such well shall be made as provided in the unit operating agreement.
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11. ALLOCATION OF PRODUCTION. All unitized substances produced from each participating area established
under this agreement, except any part thereof used in conformity with good operating practices within the unitized
area for drilling, operating, camps and other production or development purposes, for repressuring or recycling in
accordance with a plan of development approved by the Supervisor, or unavoidably lost, shall, except as to the working
interest portion thereof, which shall inciude overriding royalties and production payments, if any, be deemed to be
produced equally on an acreage basis from the several tracts of unitized land of the participating area established for
such production and, for the purpose of determining any benefits accruing under this agreement, except those accruing
to the owners of working interests, overriding royalties and production payments, if any, who are parties hereto, each
tract of unitized land shall have allocated to it such percentage of said production as the number of acres in such
tract bears to the total acres of unitized land in said participating area. It is hereby agreed that production of unitized
substances from a participating area shall be allocated as provided herein regardless of whether any wells are drilled
on any particular part or tract of said participating area. If any gas produced from one participating area is used
for repressunng or recycling purposes in another participating area, any gas withdrawn from such last mentioned
participating area for sale during the life of this agreement shall be considered to be the gas so transiernd until an
amount equal to that transferred shall be so produced for sale and such gas shall be allocated to the participating area
from which initially produced as constituted at the time of such final production.
12. DEVELOPMENT OR OPERATION OF NON-PARTICIPATING LAND OR FORMATIONS. Any parry hereto
other than Unit Operator owning or controlling a majority of the working interests in any unitized land having thereon
a regular well location in accordance with a well-spacing pattern established under ar. approved plan of development and
operation may, with the approval of the Supervisor and at such party's sole risk, cost and expense, drill a well to test
any formation for which a participating area has not been established or to test ar.y formation for which a participate
ing area has been established if such location is not within said participating area, unless within ninety (90) days
of receipt of notice from said party or parties of its or their intention to drill the well the Unit Operator elects and
commences to drill such well in like manner as other wells are drilled by the Unit Operator under this agreement.
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11 ROYALTIES AND RENTALS. The Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation, Utah, the State
of Utah, and all royalty owners who, under existing contract, are entitled to take in kind a share of the substances now
unitized hereunder produced from any tract, shall hereafter be entitled to the right to take in kind their share of the
unitited substances allocated to such tract, and Unit Operator, or in case of the operation of a well by a working interest
owner as herein in speciaf cases provided for, auch working interest owner, shall make deliveries of such royalty ^
ahare taken in kind in conformity with the applicable contracts, laws and regulations. Settlement for royalty inter- <»
ests net taken in kind shall be made by working interest owners responsible therefor under existing contracts, laws, and
regulations, on or before the last day of each month for unitized substances produced during the preceding calendar
month;.provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall operate to relieve the lessees of Indian land from their
respective lease obligations for the payment of rentals and royalties due under taid leases, as such leases are herein
.modified.
If Unit Operator introduces gas obtained from source* other than the unitized substances into any participating
are* hereunder, for use in repressuring, stimulation of production, or increasing ultimate recovery, which shall be in
conformity with a plan first approved by the Supervisor, a like amount of gas if available, with due allowance for loss or
depletion from any cause, may be withdrawn from the formation into which the gas was introduced, royalty free as
to dry gas, but not as to the products extracted therefrom; provided that such withdrawal shall be at such time as may
be provided in the plan of operations or as may otherwise be consented to by the Supervisor as conforming to good
petroleum engineering practice, and provided further, that such right of withdrawal shall terminate on the termination of this unit agreement.
Royalty due the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation, Utah, and to the owners of restricted
"Allotted Ute Indian lands shall be computed as provided in the operating regulations and paid in value or delivered
in kind as to all unitized substances on the basis of the amounts thereof allocated to unitized Indian land as provided
herein at the rates specified in the respective Indian leases.
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Annual rental and any minimum royalties due for Indian land and State of Utah lands subject to this agreement shall be paid by the working interest owners responsible therefor under existing leases, contracts, laws and
regulations, at the rates as specified in the respective leases. Rentals or minimum royalties due on other leases committed
hereto shall be paid by working interest owners responsible therefor under existing contracts, laws and regulations.
The parties hereto holding interests in privately owned land (the term "privately owned land" as used herein shall
not be construed to include Indian land) within the unit area consent and agree, to the extent of their respective interests, that each lease thereon which is committed hereto may be continued in effect beyond the primary term of such
lease and during the term of this agreement, provided, however, that as to any portion of privately owned land subject
to a lease committed to this agreement which lies outside a participating area the iessee shall pay the deiay rentals
provided in the lease, reduced in the proportion that the mineral or royalty acre irteres: subject to such lease in the land
located in a participating area bears to the total mineral or royalty acre interest in all lands subject to such lease, in
the time, manner and amount provided by said lease, subject to the right of surrender provided for in Section 29.
Xothing in this section shall operate to relieve the Hssces of any .land from their respective lease obligations ior
iht payment of any rental or minimum royalty in lieu thereof and royalties due under their leases.
14. CONSERVATION. Operations hereunder and production of unitized substances shall be conducted to provide
lor the most economical and efficient recovery of said SUDstances without waste, as defined by or pursuant to State
or Federal law or regulation.
15. DRAINAGE. The Unit Operator shall take appropriate and adequate measures to prevent drainage of unitized substances from unitized land by wells on land not subject to this agreement or pursuant to applicable regulations
pay a fair and reasonable compensatory royalty as determined by the Supervisor.
16. LEASES AND CONTRACTS CONFORMED AND EXTENDED. The terms, conditions and provisions of all
leases, subleases, and other contracts relating to exploration, drilling, development or operation for oil or gas of lands
•committed to this agreement are hereby expressly modified and amended to the extent necessary to make the same
conform to the provisions hereof, but otherwise to remain in full force and effect, and the parties hereto hereby consent that the Secretary shall and by his approval hereof or by the approval hereof by his duly authorized representative, does hereby establish, alter, change or revoke the drilling, producing, rental, minimum royalty, and royalty requirements of Indian leases committed hereto and the regulations in respect thereto to conform said requirements to the
•provisions of this agreement, and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, all leases, subleases and contracts
are particularly modified in accordance with the following:
(a) Tne development and operation of lands subject to this agreement under the terms hereof and the continued
operation of the well or wells now drilled or drilling in the unit area shall be deemed full performance of all obligations for development and operation with respect to each and every part or separately owned tract subject to this
agreement, regardless of whether there is any development of any particular part or tract of- the unit area, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any lease, operating agreement or other contract by and between the parties hereto,
or their respective predecessors in interest, or any of thein,
(b) Drilling and producing operations performed hereunder upon any tract of unitized lands will be accepted and
cetmea to be performed upon and for the benefit of each and every tract of unitized iand. and no lease shall be deemed
to tx'pirt by reason of failure to drill or to produce wells situated on land therein embraced.
(c) Suspension of drilling or producing operations on mil unitized lands pursuant to direction or consent of the
Secretary or his duly authorized representative shall be deemed to constitute such suspension pursuant to such direction
or consent as to each and every tract oi unitized land.
(d) Each lease, sublease or contract relating to the exploration, drilling, development or operation for oil or gas
of any land committed to this agreement, which, by its terms might expire prior to the termination of this agreement,
: v
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17. SPECIAL IKD1.< ' LAND PROVISION. Notwithstanding any othei
/visions, including but not limited to>
Sections 13 and 16 of this unit agreement, it is expressly unoerstood and agreed that any Indian land lease having sv
portion of its ares within and a portion outside tne unit area snail be segregated as to such portion for all intents and
purposes as fully and efl eetively as if they had been issued as separate leases.
18. COVENANTS RUN WITH LAND. The covenants herein shall be construed to be covenants running with the*
land with respeet to the interests of the parties hereto and their successors in interest until this agreement terminates.,
and any grant, transfer, or conveyance of interest in land or leases subject hereto shall be and hereby is conditioned,
upon the assumption of all privileges and obligations hereunder by the grantee, transferee, or other successor in interest, and as to Tribal Indian land and restricted Allotted Indian lands shall be subject to approval by the Secretary o r
his duly authorized representative, and as to Utah State Land shall be subject to approval by the State Land Board
of Utah. No assignment or transfer or any working, royalty, or other interest subject hereto shall be binding upon.
Unit Operator until the first day of the next ralendar month after Unit Operator is furnished the original, photostatic, or
certified copy of the instrument of transfer.
19. EFFECTIVE DATE AND TERM. This agreement shall become effective upon approval by the Secretary
or his duly authorized representative and shall remain in effect so long as unitized substances can be produced from,
the unitized land in paying quantities, that is. in this particular instance, quantities sufficient to pay for the cost
of producing same from existing wells on unitized land within any participating area established hereunder, and,.
should production eease. so long thereafter as diligent operations are in pro^a
for the restoration of production
or discovery of new production and so long thereafter as the unitized substances so discovered can be produced as.
aforesaid, unless it is terminated as provided in Section 6 hereof. This agreement may be terminated at any time
prior to establishment of a participating area hereunder by not less than seventy-five (757c) percentum, on an acreage
basis, of the owners of working interests signatory hereto, with the approval of the Secretary or his duly authorized
representative.
20. RATE OF PROSPECTING, DEVELOPMENT, AND PRODUCTION. The Director is hereby Tested with,
authority to alter or modify from time to time in his discretion the quantity and rate of production under this agreement when such quantity and rate is not fixed pursuant to Federal or State law or does not conform to any state-wide
voluntary conservation or allocation program which is established, recognized, and generally adhered to by the major*
ity of operators in such State, such authority being hereby limited to alteration or modification in the public interest*
the purpose thereof and the public interest to be served thereby to be stated in the order of alteration or modification.
Without regard to the foregoing the Director is also hereby vested with authority to alter or modify from time to
time in his discretion the rate of prospecting and development and the quantity and rate of production under this agreement when such alteration or modification is in the interest of attaining the conservation objective stated in this
agreement.
2L APPEARANCES. Unit Operator shall, after notice to other parties affected, have the right to appear for or
on behalf of any and all interests affected hereby before the Department of the Interior and to appeal from orders
issued under the regulations of said Department or to apply for relief from any of said regulations or in any proceedings relative to operations before the Department of the Interior or any other legally constituted authority; provided,
however, that any other interested party shall also have the right at his own expense to be heard in any such proceeding.
22. NOTICES. All notices, demands or statements required hereunder to be given or rendered to the parties
hereto shall be deemed fully given if given in writing and personally delivered to the party or sent by postpaid registered mail, addressed to such party or parties at their respective addresses set forth in connection with the signatures
hereto or to the ratification or consent hereof or to such other address as any such party may have furnished in writing to party sending the notice, demand or statement.
23. NO WAIVER OF CERTAIN RIGHTS. Nothing in this agreement contained shall be construed as a waiver by
any party hereto of the right to assert any legal or constitutional right or defense as to the validity or invalidity of
any law of the State of Utah or of the United States, or regulations issued thereunder in any way affecting such party,
or as a waiver by any such party of any right beyond his or its authority to waive.
24. UNAVOIDABLE DELAY. All obligations under this agreement requiring the Unit Operator to commence or
continue drilling or to operate on or produce unitized substances from any of the lands covered by this agreement shall
be suspended while, but only so long as, the Unit Operator despite the exercise of due care and diligence is prevented
from complying with such obligations, in whole or in part, by strikes, acts of God, Federal, State, or municipal law or
agencies, unavoidable accidents, uncontrollable delays in transportation, inability to obtain necessary materials in open
market, or other matters beyond the reasonable control of the Unit Operator whether similar to matters herein enumerated or not.
25. FAIR EMPLOYMENT. The Unit Operator shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed, coior, or national origin, and an identical provision shall be incorporated in all subcontracts.
2G. LOSS OF TITLE. In the event title to any mineral interest in any unitized land shall fail and the true owner
of such interest cannot be induced to join this unit agreement, so that such interest is not committed to this unit
agreement, such interest shall automatically be regarded as not committed to the unit agreement and there shall be
such readjustment of costs and benefits as may be required on account of the loss of such interest. In the event of
a dispute as to title as to any royalty, working or other interests subject thereto, the Unit Operator may withhold payment or delivery on account thereof without liability for interest until the dispute is finally settled: provided, that, as
to Indian land or leases, no payment of funds due the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation, Utah*
and to the owners of restricted Allotted Ute Indian lands shall be withheld, but such funds shall be deposited as directed
by the Supervisor to be heid in a special deposits account by the appropriate Federal agency pending final settlement
of the title dispute, and then applied as earned or returned in accordance with such final settlement.
Unit Operator as such is relieved from any responsibility for any defect or failure of any title hereunder.
27. NON-JOINDER AND SUBSEQUENT JOINDER. If the owner of any substantial interest in a tract within the

interest, overriding: ro? ^ interest or a prooucuoi. Ym7
, _,,
_
Operating Agreement,
\ right of subsequent joinder, as provided in this"
-,ion. by a working interest owner is
subject to such require*...<tts. if any, pertaining to such joinder, as may be p . . .ioed for in the Unit Operating Agreement. After final approval hereof, joinder to this agreement by a non-working interest owner must be consented to in
writing by the workinc interest owner committed hereto responsible for the psyment of any benefits that msy accrue
hereunder in behalf of such non-working interest. Prior to final approval hereof, joinder by any owner of non-working
interest must be accompanied by appropriate joinder by the owner of the corresponding working interest in order to
be regarded as effectively -committed hereto. A subsequent joinder shall be effective as of the first day of the month
following the filing .with the Supervisor of duly executed counterparts of all or any pipers necessary to establish effective commitment of any tract to this agreement unless objection to such joinder is duly made by the Director within
sixty (60) days after such filing.
28. COUNTERPARTS. This agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts no one of which needs to
be executed by sll psrties or may be ratified or consented to by a separate instrument in writing specifically referring
hereto and shall be binding upon all those parties who have executed such a counterpart, ratification, or consent hereto
with the same force and effect as if all such parties had signed the same document and regardless of whether or not
it is executed by all other parties owning or claiming an interest in the lands within the above-described unit area.
29. SURRENDER. No right to surrender any lease or operating agreement reserved in any such instrument shall
be exercised as to any lands within a participating ares established pursuant to this agreement. There shall be no
restriction on the right to surrender any lease or operating agreement embracing non-participating lands if that right
is reserved in such instrument, subject, however, to the conditions hereinafter prescribed:
(a) if a lease or portion thereof embracing non-participating lands is terminated as a result of a surrender to the
lessor such lands shall not, be deemed committed to this agreement unless and until such lands are recommitted
hereto by an agreement with the Unit Operator;
(b) if operating rights are surrendered to a lessee said lessee shall have the right to become a party to a unit
operating agreement with the Unit Operator, effective as of the date of such surrender, or may with the consent
of the lessor withdraw such lease from the unit agreement and operate such lease independently but in accord
with the conservation provisions of the unit agreement, provided, that if neither of these alternatives is
adopted within a period of six (6) months following the effective date of surrender, the lease shall automatically terminate as to the lands remaining in the unit area.
30.* TAXES. The working interest owners shall render and pay for their account and the account of the royalty
owners all valid taxes on or measured by the unitized substances in and under or that may be produced, gathered and
sold from the land subject to this contract after the effective date of this agreement, or upon the proceeds or net proceeds derived therefrom. Except as to restricted tribal and allotted Indian lands, the working interest owners on each
tract shall and may charge the proper proportion of said taxes to the royalty owners having interests in said tract, and
may currently retain and deduct sufficient of the unitized substances or derivative products, or net proceeds thereof
from the allocated share of each royalty owner to secure reimbursement for the taxes so paid. Taxes on land or on
mineral interests in place shall be paid by the owners thereof.
31. NO PARTNERSHIP. It is expressly agreed that the relation of the parties hereto is that of independent contractors and nothing in this agreement contained, expressed or implied, nor any operations conducted hereunder, shall
create or be dttmtd to have created a partnership or association between the parties heretd or Any pi them.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties, hereto have caused this agreement to be. exaeutecf anS have, set opposite their
respective names the date of execution.
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TEE CARTER OU;tOMPANY, a Corporation

$*ttx&tzttJL^

-, v>*Z3L

By

Addrtssi

VlC£~'
P. 0 . Box 801
Tulsa, Oklahoma

President

ATTEST:

0.2L e s t
trnrjjscti
O. K. us^r
or

/• t " " '.yi-Zi
Secretary
As Unit/Operator and as an Owner of Working Interest
u

-

/

STANOLIND OIL ANIVUAS QQilB^KY;
a Corporate
By-

C '

(yf-^=?

V1C6 President/

ATTEST:
Address: V^
Stanolind Building
Tulsa 2, Oklahoma

« /
Ass't.

Secretary

PHILLIPS PETBOLEUM COMPANY, a Corporation

/U*~>ct-f~r7uZ- *~nL

-, is:

ATTEST:

( >'<^J^President
v — ^
/

^

ROOSEVELT UNIT AREA
UINTAH

COUNTY,

UTAH

(CONIMACTED AS OF DEC. I, 1951)

RIE

LAND TYPES
I " TfllflAL INOIAN LAMO
A - ALLOT TED INOIAN LANO
F " TEE LAND
TOTAL

1,20500
51500
L60I 50
^\

!I50

36 2 7 0 0 %
15 5050%
4 0.2162%
100.0000%

(ANY I N I SHOWN AS STAN OH SIANOLIND ABOVE, IS
SIANO OIL ft GAS CO. 3/4 " U l A I I OIL flCF. CO. 1/4 )

r*<*
' ' 'hi J- ?(fi

UNIT 0PERATIN3 kCKL&Mt
ROCSEVXLT UNIT AREA
COUNTIES OF UINTAH AND DUCHESNE
STATE OP UTAH

TKIS AGREEMENT Made and entered i n t o thta
AfSy^A

N O V ! 31951

ijT

day o f

1951, by and between THE CARTSt OIL COHPANT, a West

Virginia corporation, herein designated as Unit Operator and sometimes
referred to as CARTER! and the undersigned parties other than Unit Operator,
WITNESSETHi
WHEREAS, the parties hereto are also parties to that certain Unit
Agreement for the Development and Operation of the Roosevelt Unit Area,
Counties of Uintah and Duchesne, State of Utah, d&ted the 7th day of
November, 1950, and now of record in the office of the County Recorder
of Uintah County, Utah, i n Book A-7 of Mining Records, page 527 e t seq,
and in the office of the County Recorder of Duchesne County, Utah, in
Book 11 of Mining Records, page 157 et seq, covering the following described
lands in said Counties and State, to-witj
UINTAH SPECIAL BASE AND U121IDIAN, UTAH

Township 1
Section
Section
w ~ ™
Section

South, Range 2 East
r7 — S* (Lots l i e 2} EiSTfi k S E i K ^
IB - All (Lot* 1,2,3,1; Z&i k t \ y \
1? — All (Lota 1,2,3.1,5,6} E$r|j '

Section 30 — Lots 1,2,3, k E$Wj ^
Township 1 South, Range 1 East
Section *3 — S$S»V '
^
Section it — Lot 1*; S^fJ, 5$ ^
Section 5 — All (Lots 1,2,3,1*,; SfclJ k si) *
Section 6 — Lota 1,2,5,6,7; SjNEVi SE^rJ. S
ESS»* SEi
Section ? — All {Lots 1,2,3,1*5* E^rJ k l\) '
Section 8 — All ^
Section o — All*"
Section 10 — All"'
Section 11 — All '
Seotion 12 — A l l /
Section 13 — A l l ^
Section Hi — AH '
Section 15— A l l ' .
Section 16 — A l l ^
— ^ Section 17 — All '
/ Section 18 — All (Lots 1,2,3,1*; T%\ k E$)<
Section 19 — All (lots l,2,3,l*j E$r$ k E*r
Section 20 — All '
Section 21 — All ^
Section 22 — A l l /
pr ^
^

<*

Sam Oil, Inc.
Exhibit M16"
Docket # 89-008
Cau*»

*

111-*?

Township 1 South, Range 1 East, Cont'd,
Section 23 — A l l '
Section 2li — A l l '
Section 25 — A l l '
Section 26 — AIT
Section 27 — A l l '
Section 28 — A l l '
Section 29 — AIT
Section 30 — All (Lota l,2,3,lij t¥\ k l\y
Section 31 — All ( l o t s l«2,3,lij EffJ * E j K
SecUon 32 — A l l /
Section 33 — All (Lota l , 2 j fliiSWfc Wf^, X^j All of Lode
Mining Clains Duchesne Hos,' 6 it 7
lying in Section 33)
Section 3k — A l l '
Section 35 — A l l '
Section 36 — A H '
Township 1 South, Range 1 West
Section 10 — E}E$ ?
Section 11 — A l l '
Section 12 — A l l '
Section 13 — A l l '
Section lb — A l l '
Section 15 — E|E£ S
Section 22 — E$ME$ '
Section 23 — All •
Section 2b — A l l '
Section 25 — A l l '
SecUon 26 — th

E^OT^

NE£W-| ^

Section 35 — NEfc N E ^ E j '
Section 36 — All '
Township
nsrvip z2
ection
Section

South, Range
soutn,
Range 22
6 — Lots 6, 7
7 — All (Lota

Township 2
Section
Section
Section

South, Range 1 East
1 — All (Lots 1,2,3,1b! S W k S\) '
22 —
l l (Lota
.
— AAll
(Lota l,2,5,6,7,§,?,10j
1,2,5,6,7,
,ioj S$N$
sM*sir
33 —
All
(Lots
1,2,3,li,5s
St&h
X&*h
— All (Lots l,2,3,li,5; s\wh HJSJTA. SSEE^^J ;
Claims '
SJNEJJ SEti All of Lode Hining Cl«
Duchesne Nos, 2 k 3 lying in Sec, 3)
fc — All (Lots l,2,3,li,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13;
SEiNF/1; S*jKK$j SWi} SW^E^ All of
/
Lode Mining Claims Duchesne Nos, 2,3,b,
5,6,7 lying in Section h)
5 - Lots l , 2 , 3 , b j 5^h SE*; NteffJ; SEiSirJ '
6 —Lots 1,2,3,1s S E ^ i K B ^ X s^NEt
*&\
10 — Lot 11; EtfTEfc W^NEfc All of Lode Mining
Claim Duchesne Ko, 8 lying i n the NE^ of ^
Section 10«
11 - Lots 1,7,8,9,10,17-, W £ E } k V\ '
12 — All (Lots 1,2) K ^ J ; S E ^ J ; NY* k E$) '

Section

Section
Section
SecUon
Section
Section

East
East
k l^\ '
1,2,3,]^ l&} k

l\)

/

Township 2 South, Range 1 Teat
Section 1 ~ Lots 1,2,3#U '
Total unit area t

!« 2,

3^,713.27 acresf
more or less

which lands constitute the Roosevelt Unit Area and will herein be referred
to as unit area} and
WHEREAS! a map of said unit area is attached hereto as Exhibit A
and nade a part hereof as if set out at length herein) and
WHEREAS, a schedule showing the percentage and kind of ownership
of oil end gas Interests of the parties hereto in all the land in the
unit area is attached to said Unit Agreement as Exhibit B and is incorporated herein by reference and Bade * part hereof as if set out at length
herein and will be herein referred to as Exhibit B; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Section? of said Unit Agree*
sent the parties hereto wish to enter into this unit operating agreement
for the puroose of setting forth their agreements and understandings with
respect to the matters therein referred to,
HCW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the preaises and the mutual

•

promises and covenants of the parties hereto, i t is agreed as followsi
1.
The unit area, as now defined or as hereafter enlarged or contracted
pursuant to the terms of the Unit Agreement and all wells drilled thereon,
shall be developed and operated by Unit Operator for the purposes set forth
in the Unit Agreement, subject to the provisions contained therein and in
this agreement*

Each of the parties hereto represents to all other parties hereto
that i t s ownership of o i l , gas and mineral interests in the unit area is
as set out in inhibit B. However, should such representations prove incorrect such fact shall not be a cause for cancelling or terminating this
agreement. In such event or in the event of failure of a party»s title
to all or part of the oil, gas and mineral interests in any tract of
land included within the unit area the Interests of the parties hereto
shall be revised so that no party will be credited with interests in
lands subject hereto which i t does not own. Subject to the provisions
of Section B hereof, the party or parties credited with oil and gas leases

P»ga 3.

or other operating richts, overriding i

Ities, or production payments

on the effective date hereof! which are affected by failure of t i t l e , shall
bear the entire loss occasioned thereby, and shall $$yt the other parties
hereto harmless from any obligation or liability on account thereof, and

4

in such event, there shall be such readjustment of costs and benefits as
nay be rehired on account of the loss of such interest* All title
curative expense and all costs and expenses incurred in defending or
establishing t i t l e to any interest in the lands vithin the unit area
shall be borne by the party or parties hereto who claim such interest,
3.
The parties hereto who ere owners of overriding royalties or production payments upon lands within the unit area shall not, as such owners,
be responsible for any of the costs, expenses and liabilities accruing or
resulting from operations upon the unit area.
The term "working interest" as used herein and in*the unit agreement
shall include any interest in land, or in a lease thereon, or interest
under a lease, which i s chargeable with and is obligated to pay or bear
a portion of the cost of drilling, developing, producing and operating
the l8nd under the provisions of this agreement. The definition contained in Section 226.2(3), Title 30 of the Code of Federal Regulations
shall not apply to the Unit Agreement or this agreement. All costs, expenses and l i a b i l i t i e s accruing or resulting from operations upon the
unit area shall be borne by the parties hereto who are working interest
owners on lands within the unit area, in the following manner:
(a) The unit area shall be divided into aouare drilling blocks
containing 360 acres each.

In the event of an irregular survey the drilling

block shall consist of nine quarter-quarter sections or lots in the public
survey equivalent thereto so selected that they form a souare. The parties
hereto have agreed upon the designation of the drilling blocks in the urdt
area and they are outlined and numbered on the map of the unit area which
is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
(b) Subject to the provisions of Section 9 hereof, all costs, expenses and l i a b i l i t i e s accruing or resulting from operations of any nature
upon a drilling block prior to i t s admission to the working interest participating area (which area i s defined in Section 5 hereof), including the
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drilling, testing, completing, equippi .-or operating of any well or
wells thereon, shall be borne by the wo*~.ing interest owners in the
drilling block who hare executed the Unit Agreement and this agreement
in the same proportions that the acreage owned by each in the drilling
block bears to the total owned by all working interest owners in the
drilling block who have executed the Unit Agreement and this agreement,
(c) Subject to the provisions of Section $ hereof, all costs, expenses and l i a b i l i t i e s accruing or resulting from development and
operations within the working interest participating area on and after
the effective date hereof shall be borne by the working interest owners in
the working interest participating areA who have executed the Unit Agreement and this agreement in the same proportion that the acreage owned by
each in the working interest participating area bears to the total acreage
owned by all working interest owners in the working interest participating
area who h?ve executed the Unit Agreement and this agreement. Except for
the adjustment mentioned in paragraph (d) of this Section no adjustment of
investment or previously incurred costs shall be made upon the admission
of a drilling block into the working interest participating area, but
thenceforth all eauipment shall be owned by the working interest owners
in the enlarged working interest participating area and all costs of
development and operation in the enlarged working interest participating
area shall be borne as set forth in the preceding sentence hereof. However, at the time of the admission of any drilling block into tho working
interest participating area, an inventory shall be made of enuipment in or
at the wells on each block admitted to the working interest participating
area in order that such inventories may be booked by the parties in accordance with their respective accounting recuirements.
(d) Upon admission of a drilling block into the working interest
participating area, there shall be an adjustment of the cost of field
facilities among all the working interest owners in the enlarged working
interest participating area who have signed the Unit Agreement and this
agreement so that each working interest owner will then have invested in
such cost an amount and will own an interest in such facilities which is
proportionate to i t s share of all costs, expenses and liabilities accruing
or resulting from development and operations within the enlarged working
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interest participating area. Costs as used in this paragraph shall
include tangible and intangible costs of Field Facilities as reflected by the Operator's books and shall be depreciated at the rate
of four percent (hi) per annum or fractional portion thereof up to
the periods such adjustments are required.* "Field Facilities*1 as
used in this paragraph, shall mean the facilities which »ervB the
entire working interest participating area such as, but not limited
to warehouses (excluding warehouse stocks), field offices, camps,
gathering systems, field tankage, other than that sorving a
particular well or drilling block, power stations and power lines
and roads. - «- - - "Warehouse stocks, if any, shall be adjusted on
the basis of the Operator's book costs. Should lease stocks (surplus materials) be maintained by the Cfccrator for future development
and operation of the Joint properties, such lease stocks (surplus
materials) shall be inventoried and priced on the basis of condition
(new or used) and in accordance with the Operator's book costs. In
the event book costs cannot be determined on certain classifications
of ecuiproent, the current market prices in effect as of the date a
drilling block i s admitted to the working interest participating
area shall be used as a basis for pricing. In no event shall the
four percent (hi) per annum rate be applied to the value of Warehouse Stocks and/or Lease Stocks (surplus materialsl

I.
The working interest owners who are parties to the Unit
Agreement and this agreement shall share in the unitized substances (which term shall have the same meaning in this agreement as
in the Unit Agreement) produced from the working interest participating area in the same proportion that the acreage owned by
each in the working interest participating area bears to the
total acreage owned by a l l working interest owners in the working
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interest participating area who have executed the Unit Agreement and this
agreement, regardless of the participating area designated and approved by
the United States Oeologlcal Survey under Section 10 of the Unit Agreement.
All unitized substances produced froca a drilling block prior to its admission
to the working interest participating area shall be shared by the working
Interest owners therein who are parties to the Unit Agreement and this
agreement in the sane proportion that the acreage owned by each in the
drilling block bears to the total acreage owned by all working interest
owners in such drilling block who have executed that Unit Agreement and
this agreement*
The owners of overriding royalties and production payments who
are parties to the Unit Agreement and this agreement shall participate in

r

unitized substances produced from the unit area in the same manner as the

1

working interest owners whose interests are subject to such overriding
royalties and production payment*, regardless of the participating area
designated and approved by the United States Geological Survey under
Section 10 of the Unit Agreement} that i s , such cwner of in overriding
royalty or production payment shall participate according to the terms of
his contract, conveyance or reservation in the unitized substances allocated
to the lands subject to his interest which lie within the working interest
participating area or within a drilling block which is not within the
working interest participating area, but from which production is being
obtained, but shall not be entitled to receive anything on account of such
interests with respect to such lands which lie outside the working interest
participating area or such drilling block, although the participating area
designated and approved by the United States Geological Survey under Section
10 of the Unit Agreement may include part or all of such lands*
The working interest owners in the working interest participating
area who are parties to the Unit Agreement and this agreement shall pool,
or cause the purchaser or purchasers of the unitized substances to pool,
into separate pools or accounts for each participating area designated
and approved by the United States Geological Survey pursuant to Section 10
of the Unit Agreement one-eighth (1/8) of all unitized substances produced
from each such participating area and deliver the same or pay or cause the
purchaser or purchasers of such unitized substances to pay the proceeds
Page 6.
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thereof to the royalty owners entitled'

'eto. The working interest ©wnera

in any drilling block which has not been admitted to the working interest
participating area, but from which production of unitixed substances i s
being obtained, shall likewise pool one-eighth (1/8) of all unitixed substances produced therefrom and, i f the land on which the well is located
is in a participating area designated and approved by the United States
Geological Surrey under Section 10 of the Unit Agreement, deliver or payor cause the purchaser or purchasers of such unitixed substances to pay $he
proceeds thereof to the royalty owners of the land constituting such
participating area. If a producing well in a drilling block which i s not
admitted to the working interest participating area is not located within
a participating area designated and approved by the United States Geological
Survey pursuant to Section 10 of the Unit Agreement the working interest
owners in euch drilling block shall deliver or pay or cause the purchaser
thereof to pay, the proceeds of one-eighth (1/8) cf the unitized substances
produced therefrom to the royalty owners entitled thereto under the underlying It ases or other agreements pursuant to which the well was drilled.

5.
The working interest participating area shall include all horixons
within its geographic boundaries and shall initially be composed of the
following described lands, to-witt
Township 1 South, Range 1 East
Section 21 — S*NEi and SE£
Section 22 — STf^tfJ and lf§Sff$
and
Township 1 South, Range 1 last
Section 20 — SE^IE^, E*SE$
Section 21 — Sjw}, SI*J
which constitute drilling blocks lio. p-6 and Ho, ?-7 on inhibit A and on
each of which CARTER and STANOUND-.OIL AND GAS CCUPAHI, one of the working
interest parties hereto and herein referred to as STANGLIND, have drilled
a well which is producing oil in paying quantities as that tera is hereafter
defined. Additional drilling blocks, subject to the limitations set out
hereinafter, shall be admitted to the working interest participating area
on the first day of the month following the month in which i t has been

-* Ji

established that a well capable of producing oil in paying quantities has ) V
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been dril)»d thereon. For the purpose »"^hls agreement a well which la
capable of producing oil in paying quantities is one which, on a continuous
15 day production test, produces an average of 200 or sore barrels of oil
per day.
The initial well in each drilling block must be drilled in the
center of the block or as near the center as terrain will permit, unless
the center 1*0 acre tract is not fully committed to the Unit Agreement and
this agreement or unless i t is otherwise agreed by the owners of a majority
(on an acreage basis) of the working interest rights in the particular
drilling block and by the owners of a majority (on an acreage basis) of the
working interest rights in the working interest participating area.

If

the initial well in a drilling block cannot be drilled on the center 1*0
acre tract because of terrain or because the center liO acre tract is not
fully committed to the Unit Agreement, i t shall be drilled elsewhere on
the block at a location structurally comparable, or as nearly comparable
as possible, to the center to acre location.
If the initial well on any block is not capable of producing
oil in paying quantities and at a later date a well is drilled on such
drilling block which is capable of producing oil in paying quantities, then
that portion of the drilling block considered to be capable of producing
oil in paying quantities by reasonable geological inference shall be admitted
to the working interest participating area. If geologic inference i s not
applicable the iiO acres on which the well is drilled and all other untested
lO acre tracts or lots in the government survey equivalent to a quarterquarter section lying within the drilling block shall be admitted to the
working interest i>articipating area.
Once land has been included in the working interest participating
area, i t shall not be excluded therefrom except for loss of title by the
working interest party hereto who claims the same and the refusal of the
true owner thereof to commit i t to the Unit Agreement and this agreement.
In order to determine whether or not a well is capable of
producing oil in paying quantities, the following procedure shall be
followed:
(a) After completion of a well on a drilling block which has
not been admitted to the working interest participating area Unit Operator
shall give forty-eight (18) hours written or telegraphic notice of i t s
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intention to start a f i f t e e n (15) day t e .

or said v e i l to each of the

working interest parties owning working interests in the working i n t e r e s t
participating area and auch drilling block.

The forty-eight (Ii8) hours

provided in such notice shall run from receipt of such notice by auch parties*
(b)

After the expiration of auch forty-eight (I18) houra Unit

Operator shall commence auch t e s t and immediately upon completion of the
same report the results thereof in writing to each of auch parties,
(c)

I f any of auch parties believe that auch t e s t i s unsatisfactory,

i t nay demand that another t e s t be sade and Unit Operator, after f i r s t
giving the forty-eight (I48) hour written or telegraphic jr*ice above
specified, shall commence another t e s t and report the results thereof i n
writing to each of such parties immediately upon completion of the same.
(d)

If any such party i s s t i l l dissatisfied with such t e s t , he may

demand that Unit Operator p o l l such parties as to the adequacy of auch
t e s t by giving written or telegraphic notice of such demand to Unit Operator
within five (5) days after receipt of notice of the results of the l a s t
of such t e s t s .

Within five (5) days thereafter, Unit Operator shall p o l l

such parties in the manner provided in Section 10 hereof. If the t e s t i s
voted unsatisfactory, other t e s t s shall be made by Unit Operator under the
same conditions as to notice of commencement and notice of results of such
tests u n t i l a s a t i s f a c t o r y

t e s t , determined by a poll of such parties in

the manner provided i n Section 10 hereof has been made. If such t e s t , or a
subsequent t e s t i s voted satisfactory, such drilling block shall be admitted or
not admitted *yO the'wprki** interest parti cipttit:: axea.as provided
above, dependent upon the results of such satisxactory test,
(e)

] f such d r i l l i n g block i s not admitted to the working i n t e r e s t

participating area, the working interest parties responsible for the
drilling of such well may cause to be carried on luch reworking operations
as they deem advisable.

I f subsequent t e s t s , provided they are completed

within s i x (6) months from the date of completion of the well, prove the
well capable of producing o i l in paying quantities, such drilling block s h a l l
be admitted to the working interest participating area as above provided.
If such well i s proved capable of producing o i l in paying quantities after
the expiration of such aix months period, such drilling block ahall be thereafter
admitted to the working interest participating area i f the working i n t e r e s t
parties in the working interest participating area and such drilling block
vote, as provided in Section 10 hereof, to admit the same.
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The costs of such tests shall b*~V
parties responsible for the cost and

by the working intereat
ansa of drilling, completing and

eouipping such well ts provided in this agreement*
Where geologic inference Bust be employed, any disagreement botween
the affected working interest parties must be resolved by a geological
committee formed by one representative of each working interest party owning
interests in the working interest participating area and such drilling block
and a vote of seventy-five percent (75JO majority of such committee shall
determine any question presented to i t for decision*
6*
The working interest parties hereto, by executing this operating agreement, authorize Unit Operator to carry out on its and their behalf the plan
of further development and operation set out in Section 9 of the Unit Agreement, It is agreed that the first well to be drilled under such plan shall
be located in the Center of the Northeast Ouarter of the Southwest Ouarter
(KEj St\) of Section 20, Township Cne (1) South, Range One (1) East, unless
some other location i s mutually agreed upon by the parties hereto and approved by the United States Geological Survey. If this well is completed as
a well capable of producing oil in paying quantities and the nine-well program
described in said Section 9 of the Unit Agreement thereby becomes effective, i t
shall drill five of the eight additional wells at locations agreed upon by
CARTER and STANOLIWD and the three remaining wells at locations selected by
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY, one of the working interest parties hereto and herein referred to as RilLLIPS. In such event Unit Operator will, if PHILLIPS
elects, operate or cause to be operated one drilling rig on locations selected
by WILLIPS (while drilling the CARTER and STANOLHD locations) without cessation of more than ninety (90) days between the completion of one well and the
commencement of another until all of PHILLIPS' locations have been dxilled. If
the first well above mentioned is completed as a dry hole or as one incapable o.'
producing oil in paying quantities so that the six-well program described in
said Section 9 of the Unit Agreement becomes effective, Unit Operator shall dri!
the five additional wells at locations agreed upon by CARTER and STANOLIKD, ^ If
CARTER and STANOLIND cannot agree upon the location of some or all of the wells
whose locations they are to select such wells may be drilled pursuant to the
provisions of Section 9 of this agreement and shall satisfy the well
obligations assumed by CARTER and STAHOLIND in this Section. Unit Operator
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shall drill no other well* on behalf of

working interest parties hereto

except those herein provided for without first obtaining authority to drill
the sa/tie from the working interest parties who will under the terms of this
agreement be obliged to bear or *Ko undertake to bear ibe cctt, txperat md
liability thereof*

If the plan of further development and operation des-

cribed in Section 9 of the Unit Agreement is interrupted for one or more
of the reasons recited therein the committments set out in this Section 6
shall thereupon be revoked and the further development of the unit area
shall be governed by a new plan of development and operation which is approved
by the parties hereto as herein provided and by the Federal Oil and Gas
Supervisor.
7.
Unit Operator shall have full control of the unit area and, subject
to the provisions hereof and of the Unit Agreement shall conduct and manage
the development and operation of the unit area for the production of unitited
substances therefrom. Unit Operator shall pay and discharge all costs and
expenses incurred pursuant to this agreement or the Unit .Agreement, and
shall charge each of the working interest parties hereto with i t s respective
proportionate share thereof upon the cost and expense basis provided in
the Accounting Procedure attached hereto, marked fchibit C and made a part
hereof.

The proportionate share of any working interest party hereto in

such costs and expenses shall be the total of all such costs and expenses
allocable to all the interests of such party in the working interest participating area and all drilling blocks not admitted to the working interest
participating area. Costs and expenses shall be kept separately for the
working interest participating area and each drilling block not admitted
to the working interest participating area. Such cost shall be allocated
aiaong the working interest parties as provided in Section 3 hereof and as
so allocated shall be paid by the working interest parties hereto. As
nearly as may be done all charges shall be charged directly to the working
interest participating area and to each non-adnitted drilling block served.
Each working interest partv hereto other than Unit Operator will promptly
pay Unit Operator such costs and expenses as are hereunder chargeable to i t .
All unitited substanoes produced from the unit area, subject to the payment
of applicable royalties, overriding royalties and production payments, and
all materials and equipment acquired pursuant hereto, shall be owned by the
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working interest parties hereto in a ^v~-ice with their respective
interests in the working interest parv.-ip*ting area or non-admitted
drilling blocks frco which the unitixed substances are produced or in connection with which such matorials and equipment are acquired.
If Unit Operator so elects, i t nay request acVances by the working
interest parties of sufficient sums each month to cover the estimated costs
of operation and development during the ensuing aonth. Such request shall be
addressed to the working interest parties on whose behalf such expenditures
are to be mado. If Operator requests advances, it shall furnish each such
working interest party on or before the 20th day of each month an estimate of
such cash requirements and the amounts expected to be used on behalf of e*ch.
Thereupon, such working interest parties shall, or. or before the 5th d?y of
the succeeding month, remit to Unit Operator their respective shares of such
estimate.

Unit Operator shall credit each working interest owner with the

advances so made.
Operator may likewise reouest that each working interest party furnish in
kind i t s proportionate share of casing and other tubular goods used in the
drilling, comple tion, eauipping and testing any walls drilled hereunder. The
share of such goods furnished by any party shall be proportionate to i t s share
in the costs of drilling, completing, eouipping and testing any well for which
the same is requested.

If such request is made by Unit Operator, each working

interest party affected shall furnish its share of such goods at the time and
place reouested by Unit Operator. Such goods shall be delivered in good condition and shall be of the same ouality already in use in the Unit area.

If

a working interest owner fails or is unable to furnish such goods Unit
Operator may then purchase such goods at the current market price plus any
premium required and charge the cost thereof to the working interest owners
responsible therefor as herein set out. In event any working interest party
furnishes in kind i t s share of casing and other tabular goods pursuant to the
provisions hereof, i t shall give prompt written notice to Operator as to the
ouantity, size, weight and description of casing and tubular goods so
furnished by i t .
8.
Prior to the commencement of any drilling operations in the Unit
area under the terms of this agreement, the working interest owner or owners.of the forty (hO) acre tract on which any proposed well i s to be located
shall subrdt to Unit Operator an abstract of title covering such tract certified to a dite within thirty (30) days of the date on which such abstract
i s submitted, together with all title papers possessed by such party
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relating to i t s or their interest therein* Unit Operator shall examine
the same within ten (10) days after receipt thereof and promptly deliver
such abstract and t i t l e papers to the working interest party or parties
who will be responsible for the cost of drilling! completing, equipping
and testing such well under the terms of this agreement* Each of such
parties shall hare ten (10) days to examine .such abstract and t i t l e papers.
Unit Operator and each of such parties shall promptly deliver to the working
interest owner or owners of such tract cooies of their respective attorneys'
title opinions upon such tract and such working interest owner or owners
shall promptly, and in any event within thirty (30) days after the receipt
of the last t i t l e opinion, satisfy all requirements contained in such opinions
which are not waived by both Unit Operator and such working interest party
or parties.

Unit Operator and such working interest party or parties may

by unanimous agreement extend the time within which such requirements may be
satisfied or may by unanimous agreement waive iny or all of such requirements
if such working interest owner or owners indemnify each such working interest
party or parties in a manner, satisfactory to each against any loss or damage
which might accrue to any of them by reason of waiver of such requirement
or requirements«
Each of the working interest parties hereto agree to inaugurate
title examinations under this section sufficiently in advance of the time
contemplated for commencement of any well in order to enable satisfaction
of title requirements in adequate time to permit Unit Operator to meet the
development obligations set out in Section 9 of the Unit Agreement,
Upon satisfaction of all of such requirements or the waiver thereof,
with or without indemnity, t i t l e to such tract shall be deemed approved
for drilling by Unit Operator. If such requirements are not satisfied nor
waived, then t i t l e shall be deemed disapproved and no veil shall be drilled
on such tract by Unit Operator under the terms of this .agreement until and
unless t i t l e is subsequently a&proved as herein set forth. It i s the intention of this section to provide all working interest parties hereto who will
be responsible for the costs of drilling, completing, ecuipping and testing
any given well the right to insist that title to the tract on which the well
is drilled be satisfactory to them before such well is drilled thereon. The
participation of such parties in the costs of such well shall be determined
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as provided in Section 3 hereof on the > is of their respective interests
in the lands in the drilling block in which the well i s located, if drilled on
e non-admitted drilling block, or in the working interest participating area,
if drilled therein, as set out in Exhibit B of the Unit Agreement, and their
participation in production from such well shall be determined as provided
in Section U hereof and shall depend on their respective titles to the
lands lying within such drilling block or the working interest participating
area, as the case may be*
If t i t l e subsequently fails to any tract which has been approved
13 herein provided, the working interest owner thereof shall bear the entire
loss in participation in unitized substances produced after such title failure which would be attributable to the leasehold estate in such tract under
the terms of this agreement, but shall not be obliged to save any parties
hereto harmless from any other loss occasioned thereby except to the extent
of any indemnity agreement executed as herein provided*
9.
In the event the working interest -owners in a drilling block cannot
mutually agree upon the drilling of a particular well on the drilling block
or in the event the working interest owners in the working interest participating area cannot mutually agree upon the drilling of a particular well
therein, then the party or parties desiring to drill such well shall give
the other party or oarties written notice thereof, specifying the location,
proposed depth, and estimated cost and cause the title to the forty (JiO)
acre tract on which the well is to be drilled to be examined as provided
in Section 8 hereof.

The other party or parties shall have thirty (30)

days after receipt of such notice within which to notify the party or parties
desiring that said well be drilled whether or not i t or they elect to participate in the cost of drilling said well. The failure to give such notice
within said period of thirty (30) days shall be construed as an election
by said parties not to participate in the cost of drilling said well, but
said parties shall nevertheless participate in title examination of the proposed drill site tract as provided in Section 8 hereof. Any well drilled
pursuant to this section shall be drilled by Unit Operator at the cost,
risk and expense of the party or parties electing to drill* If such well
is drilled within a drilling block, i t shall conform to the location requireFage Uj#

menta set out in this agreement* jf dn--*d within the working interest
participating area, i t shall conform to the plan of deTelcpzaent and operation
approved by the United States Geological Surrey, if one is then in force,
and, i f not, i t shall eonfora so far as possible to the well-spacing prograa
adopted by the working interest parties in the working interest participating
area. If any party shall elect not to participate in the drilling of said
well, then, within thirty (30) days after the expiration of said period of
thirty (30) days, or approval or acceptance of title to the drillsite tract,
whichever i s later, the party or parties desiring to drill shall cause the
commencement of actual drilling of said well at said location, and thereafter
cause said well to be completed with due diligence to the depth proposed in
the original notice, in order to be entitled to the benefit of this section.
If any such well be completed as a producer, it shall be operated by Unit
Operator, and the parties hereto shall have the same rights with respect
to the ©reduction from such well as are set forth in Section I hereof, except
that the proportionate share or shares of the non-drilling party or parties
in the unitized substances produced froa such well shall be sold and the
non-drilling party or parties shall direct the purchaser thereof to pay
to the drilling party or parties (and the drilling party or parties shall be
entitled to receive) all the proceeds from the sale thereof, after deducting
all royalty interests, overriding royalty interests and production payments,
if any, until such drilling party or parties shall have been reimbursed in
an amount equal to the total accrued expense of operating such well plus
one hundred and fifty (150£) percent of the ccst of drilling, testing,
completing and equipping such well* iny amount realized from the sale or
disposition cf equipment, acquired in connection with the drilling, completing,
equipping and operating of any well drilled pursuant to this Section shall
be credited against the total unretumed cost of drilling, completing,
equipping and operating said well. Until the drilling party or parties
shall have been so reimbursed, the cost of operating any such well shall
be borne wholly by the party or parties who drilled i t and thereafter all expenses of operating such well shall be borne by the parties hereto in the
same proportion and manner as in the case of'a well drilled pursuant to
mutual agreement of all parties*
The provisions of this section shall have no application whatever
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to the first two wellj to be drilled ur.

the initial "plan of Further De-

velopment and Operation1* set OJt in Section J of the Unit Agreement, but
• hail apply to any wells drilled thereafter,
10.
In any matter in which the action of the Unit Operator requires
the concurrence of the working interest parties hereto, Unit Operator will
be governed by the decision of the owners of sixty (60j{) percent majority of
the working interest in the working Interest participating area or the
affected non-admitted drilling block, unless otherwise specified herein or
in the Unit Agreement, determined in the proportion that the acreage interest
of each such party in the working interest participating area or such affected
drilling block bears to the total acreage interest in the working interest
participating area or affected drilling block. Matters affecting the unit
area aj a whole, shall be determined in accordance with the proportionate
acreage interest as above defined in the entire unit area. In any case where
one working interest party hereto holds such a majority interest, i t s vote
shall require the concurrence of one additional party in order to constitute
the controlling vote, except in connection with non-admitted drilling blocks
where the entire working interest is amed by one party hereto.
In any case in which i t i s necessary to poll the working interest
parties hereto, Unit Operator shall notify i l l affected working Interest
owners in writing of the question for decision and each such working interest
cvmer shall within ten (10) days of receipt of such notice advise Unit Operator in writing of its decision thereon, Vithin five (5) days thereafter
Unit Operator shall notify each affected working interest owner in writing
of the result of such poll.
The Unit Operator, except when otherwise required by Governmental
authority, shall not do any of the following without first obtaining the
approval of such a majority interest, as provided above, in the affected
working interest participating area or drilling block or unit areat
(a) Make any expenditure in excess of $5*000,00 other than normal
operating expenses except in connection with a well the drilling of which
has been previously authorized by or pursuant to this agreement, the Unit
Agreement, or by subsequent agreement between the parties hereto who are
responsible for such well under the terms hereof, provided, however, that
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an expenditure in excess of this ax

^ . . ' t h o same becomes necessary because

of sudden emergency which may cause 1 ,Jot

life or property. In the event of

such emergency expenditure, Unit Operator shall, within fifteen (15) days after
making such oxpenditure give written notice thereof to the worling interest
parties hereto "who ar« responsible therefor under the terms of this agreement
and for whose benefit such expenditure is made,
(b) Make any arrangements for the use of facilities owned by one working
Interest participating area or drilling block in the operation and development
outside said area or drilling block, nor determine the amount of any charges
therefor unless otherwise provided for in this agreement or the Unit Agreements
(c) Dispose of any major items of surplus material or equipment other
than Junk, having en original cost of $1,000.00 or more (any such item or
items of lesa cost may be disposed of without such consent),
(d) Submit to the federal Oil and Gas Supervisor any plan for further
development of the Unit Area or any pc rticipatimg aroa or amendment thereof, or
submit to the Supervisor or Director of the United States Geological Survey any
proposed expansion or contraction of the Unit Area, unless otherwise roouired
so to do by the Supervisor or Director under the terms of the Unit Agreement,
(e) Make any arrangements for repressuring or cycling or any chanje in
the existing method of operation.
Although such a majority approves and the Unit Operator presents to the
Supervisor a proposed royalty participating area, any party desiring to do so
may oppose such proposal and urge the adoption by the United States Geological
Survey of a different participating area.
Unit Operator shall not incur any coats or expenses for any single project
costing in excess of 4500,000.00 without first obtaining the approval of the
owners of eighty per cent (8C#) majority of the forking interest in the affected
working interest participating area or in the Unit Area if the project affects
the Unit as a whole, A "single project" as herein used does not refer to the
drilling of a well for the production of oil or gas but relates to such things
as the building of a dewaxing plant or compressor station or other facility
which will serve a working interest participating area or the Unit Area as a whole,
11,
The working interest owners on each lease who are by lease or contract
responsible therefor, shall be solely responsible for the delivery of, or settlf
ment for, all royalties in amount over and above the pooled one-eighth applic?b3
to said land, together with all overriding royalties and production payments
which are a charge on said leaseholds, whether or not said interests are validl:
committed to the Unit Agreement, and shall save the other parties hereto harmless from any obligation or liability of any nature whatsoever, including
attorneys fees and costs arising on account thereof,
12.
Each party holding an oil and gas lease subjected to this Agreement
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shall, bo fore the due date, pay al*
under the lease as amended by the Un

1 'V, rents Is which may become due
.grocraent. In the event of failure

to make proper payment of any delay rental through mistake or oversight
where such rental is required to continue the lease in fores as to all or
part of the land subject thoreto, there shall be no money liability on the
part of the party failing to pay such rental, but such party shall make a
bona fide effort to secure a new lease covering the same interest and in
event of failure to secure a new lease within a reasonable time the interests
of the parties hereto shall be revised so that the party failing to pay any
such rental will not be credited with the ownership of any lease on which
rental was required but was not paid. In case of leases jointly held by
CARTER, SEJJOLIND, and UTAH OIL REFINING COHP.'.NY, one of the working interest
parties hereto, SMOLIND shall pay the rentals for their joint account,
but there shall be no money liability on the part of STANOLIND for failure
to pay such rentals.
13.
No well which i s producing unitized substances or has once produced
unitized substances shall be abandoned without the concurrence of a 60J
majority (determined as provided by Section 10 hereof) of the working interest parties hereto owning interests in the working interest participating
area or in the non-adnitted drilling block in which the well is located,
Uu
The number of employees, the selection of such employees, the hours
of labor, and the compensation for services to be paid any and all such
employees, shall be determined by Unit Operator. Such employees shall be
the employees of Unit Cfcerntor.
15.
Unit Operator shall carry such Wortanen's Compensation and Employers'
Liability insurance as may be rcouired by the laws of the State of Utah,
provided that Unit Operator shall be a aelf-insurer AS to either or both of
such risks i f permissible under the laws of such state* No other insurance
shall be carried by Unit Operator for the benefit of the parties hereto
except by mutual consent of the partios*
16.
If any working interest party hereto defaults in the payment when
due of any money owifig to Unit Operator by reason of operations under this
agreement or the Unit Agreement, Unit Aerator shall have a lien on the
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interest or interests of such working in'

Tst party, the unitized substances

produced therefrom, the proceeds thereof, and the material and equipment a t tributable thereto, to secure Unit Operator in the payment of any sua due
to Unit Operator hereunder from any such party* The l i e n herein provided
for shall not extend t o any royalty rights attributable to any interest
subjected hereto.

17.
Each of the parties hereto shall take in kind or separately dispose
of i t s proportionate share of the unitized substances produced from the unit
area and allocated to i t under the terms of this agreement, exclusive of
production which may be used in development and producing operations on the
unit area and in preparing and treating o i l for marketing pxrposts and
production unavoidably l o s t , and shall pay or cause to be paid all applicable
royalties thereon.

Any extra expenditure incurred by the taking in kind or

separate disposition by any party hereto of its proportionate share of the
unitized substances produced from the unit area shall be borne by such party.
Each party hereto shall be entitled to receive directly payment for i t s
proportionate share of the proceeds from the sale of a l l unitized substances
produced, saved and sold from said premises, and on a l l purchases or s a l e s ,
each party shall execute any division order or contract of sale pertaining
to i t s interest.

In event any party hereto shall fail to make the arrange-

ments necessary to take in kind or separately dispose of i t s proportionate
share of the unitized substances produced from the unit area, Unit Operator
shall have the right, subject to revocation at will by the party cwnijsg ease,
to purchase such unitized substances or s e l l the same to others for the time
being at not less than the market price prevailing in the area and not lesa
than the price which Unit Operator receives for i t s own portion of such
unitized substances, any such purchase or sale to be subject always to the
right of the owner

of such unitized substances to exercise, at any time,

i t s right to take in kind or separately dispose of i t s share of such unitized
substances not previously delivered to a purchase: pursuant hereto.
18.
Surplus material and equipment from the premises, which in the
judgment of Unit Operator i s not necessary for the development and operation
thereof, may be sold by Unit Operator to any of the parties to this agreement
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or to others for the benefit of the working interest parties hereto who own
the same, or nay be divided in kind between such working interest parties •
Troper charges and credits shall be Bade by Unit Operator as provided in the
Accounting procedure! narked Exhibit C attached hereto;

19.
Each of the working interest parties hereto shall have access to
a l l the unit area at a l l reasonable Unas to inspect and observe any operations thereon, and s h a l l have access at reasonable Uses to information
pertaining to the development or operation thereof including Unit Operator's
books and records relating thereto, and Unit Operator! upon request, aha 11
furnish each of the other working interest parties hereto with copies of a l l
drilling reports, well l o g s , tank tables, daily gauge and run tickets and
reports of stock on hand at the f i r s t of each month which pertain to wells
within the unit area and shall sake available saaples of any cores or cuttings
taken from any wells drilled hereunder*
20.
All wells d r i l l e d on the unit area shall be drilled on a competitive
contract basis at the usual rates prevailing in the areat

Unit Operator, i f

i t so desires, may enploy i t s own tools and equipment in the drilling of
wells, but in such event, the charge therefor shall not exceed the prevailing
rate in the f i e l d , and such work shall be performed by Unit Operator under
the same terms and conditions as shall be customary and usual in the f i e l d
in the contracts of independent contractors fwho are doing work of a similar
nature.

Vhen Unit Operator d r i l l s wells with i t s own drilling equipment, i t

shall carry the same insurance which i t normally requires of independent
drilling contractors d r i l l i n g wells of the type to be drilled under the tents
of this agreement, or otherwise afford the working interest parties hereto
the sane protection as i f such insurance had been carried, except that Unit
Operator shall not be held by the terms hereof to have indemnified the working
interest parties hereto for losses and l i a b i l i t i e s incurred while Unit Operator
is performing what would be "day work" in contracts with independent drilling
contractors.

Such l o s s e s and l i a b i l i t i e s shall be treated as other costs,

expensed and l i a b i l i t i e s accruing or resulting from operations upon the unit
area and shall be borne by the working interest parties hereto in the manner
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aot out in Soction 3 of this agreements

n.
Unit Cfcorator shall, for the account of the working interest parties
hereto, render for ad valorem tax purposes the entire oil and gas leasehold
rights and interests in the unit area and all personal property located
thereon owned by the working interest parties hereto, together with any
personal property used in connection with operations hereunder or under
tho unit agreement, or such part thereof as may be subject to ad valorem
taxation under existing lows or which may be subject to taxation under
future laws* Unit Operator shell also pay for the benefit of the working
interest parties hereto all such ad valorem taxes at the time and in the
manner reouired by law which may be assessed upon or against all or any
portion of such oil and gas leasehold rights and interests and personal
property. Each working interest pnrty hereto shall reimburse Unit Operator
for the taxes so paid which are attributable to the oil and gas leasehold
rights and interests and personal property owned by him or i t loc ated on
lands not within the working interest participating area or a drilling block
from which production is being obtained and for its proportionate share of
such tax payments attributable to the oil and gas leasehold rights and
interests and personal property located within the working interest participating orea and drilling blocks from which production i s being obtained in
the manner provided by the Accounting Procedure attached hereto as Exhibit C.
22.
The oil and gas leases and operating rights subject to this agreement
shall not be surrendered while the Unit Agreement continues in force insofar
as they cover laids located within a participating area des?*r.ated and approved
by the United States Geological Survey pursuant to Section 10 of the Unit
Agreement.

However, should any working interest party hereto at any time

desire to surrender any of the oil an<* gas leases subject hereto, or any
interest therein, insofar as they cover lands located outside such a participating area but within the unit area, i t shall notify all other working
interest parties hereto in writing. Within thirty (30) days following receipt
of such notice by the other working Interest pcrties hereto the working
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Interest pArty desiring to surrender such jAses insofar AS they Affect such
lends sey proceed to surrender the tint, i f such right is reserved in the
leases, unless Any other working interest party or parties hereto have,
within said thirty (30) dAy period, given written notice to the party desiring
to surrender that they desire an Assignment of said leases insofar as they
cover such lands* In such event the working interest party desiring to surrender shall assign, without express or implied warranty of title, all its
interest in such leases And the wells, material and equipment located thereon,
insofar as they cover such lands, to the working interest party or parties
desiring an Assignment of such leeses and thereupon *uch assigning party
shall be relieved from all obligations thereafter accruing (but not theretofore
accrued) hereunder with respect to the leases Assigned insofAr AS they cover
such lands#

From and after the making of such assignment the assigning

party shall have no further interest in the leases assigned And the equipment
thereon, insofar as they cover such lands, but shall be entitled to be paid
for i t s interest in any material located on the lands with respect to which
the leases are assigned at its reasonable value determined, so far as possible,
as provided in the attached Exhibit C. If such assignment shall run in favor
of more than one working interest party hereto} the interest covered thereby
shall be shared by such working interest parties in the proportions that the
interest of each working interest party assignee in the lands within the unit
area bears to the total interest of ell working interest parties assignee
in lands within the unit aree,
23.
In the event any working interest party desires to sell all or any
part of i t s interest subject to this agreement, the other working interest
party or parties hereto shall have a preferential right to purchase the same*
In such event, the selling party shall promptly communicate to the other
working interest party or parties hereto the offer received by i t from a
prospective purchaser, and said party or parties shell thereupon have an
option for a period of ten (10) days after the receipt of said notice to
purchase such undivided interest at the same price and on the same terms
and conditions for the benefit of such working interest parties hereto as
may agree to purchase the same* The party or parties to whom notice of such
offer is given shall notiiy the selling party in writimg or by telegraph
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within said ten (10) day period if t>^; elect to exercise such option.
Failure to five such written notice shall be deemed an election not to
purchase such interest.

Any interest so acquired by more than one working

interest party hereto, shall be th^Ttd by the parties purchasing the sane
in the proportions that the interest of each acquiring party in the lands in
the unit area bears to the total interest of all acquiring parties in the
lands in the unit area. The limitations of this paragraph shall not apply
where any party hereto desires to mortgage its interest or to dispose of its
interest by merger, reorganization, consolidation or sale of all i t s assets,
or a sale of all or part of i t s interest hereunder to a subsidiary or parent
company or subsidiary of a parent company or to any company in which any one
working interest party hereto owns a majority of the stock.
In the event of a sale by Unit Operator of the interests owned by i t
which are subject hereto, a new Unit Operator shall be selected as provided
for in Section 6 of the Unit Agreement by the working interest owners in the
participating area.
2lu
The liebility of the parties hereunder shall be several and not joint
or collective.

Each party shall be responsible only for its obligations,

as herein set out, and shall be liable only for its proportionate share of
the cost of developing and operating the premises subject hereto, as determined by the provisions hereof.
25.
Unit Operator shall not be liable for any loss of property or of
time caused by strikes, riots, fires, tornadoes, floods or for any other
cause beyond the control of Unit Operator through the exercise of reasonable
diligence. All of the provisions of this agreement are hereby expressly
made subject to all applicable Federal or State laws, orders, rules *nd
regulations, and in the event this contract or ar.y provisions hereof i s
found to be inconsistent with or contrary to any such law, order, rule or
regulations, the latter shall be deemed to control and this contract shall
be regarded as modified accordingly and as so modified shall continue In
full force and effect.
26.
This agreement shall become effective as of the first day of the
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month following the month in which the V

Agreement shall have been approved

by the Secretary of the Interior, or his duly authorized representative.
Nothing in this agreement shall affeot the disposition of unitiied substances,
or the proceeds thereof, produced and saved from the unit area prior to the
effective date of this agreement* This agreement shall remain in force and
effect for the same term as the term of the Unit Agreement* As to any oil
and gas lease or leases jointly held by CARTER, STAHOLDTO, and UTAH OIL
REFININ3 COUPANY this Agreement shall, as to said parties only, remain in
force and effect after the termination of the Unit Agreement for the l i f e of
said oil and gas leases 4nd any extensions or renewals thereof, whether by
production or otherwise, unless earlier terminated by agreement*
27.
All notices that are required or authorized to be given hereunder,
except as otherwise specifically provided herein, shall be given in writing
by United States mail or Western Union telegram, postage or charges prepaid,
and addressed to the party to whom such notice is given as followst
The Carter Oil Company
P. 0. Box 601
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Stanolind Oil and Gas Company
Stanolind Building
Tulsa 2, Oklahoma
Phillips Petroleum Company
Bartlesville, Oklahoma
The California Company
P. 0. Box 780
Denver, Colorado
The Texas Company
?. 0. Box 2100
Denver, Colorado
Pacific-Western Oil Corporation
311 £. Center Street
Casper, Wyoming
Utah Oil Refining Company
Utah Oil Building
Salt Lake City, Utah
The originating notice to be given under any provision hereof
shall be deemed given only when received by the party to whom such notice
is directed, and the time for such party to give any response thereto shall
run from the date the originating notice is received. The second or any
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subseouent responsive notice shell be d<

] given when deposited in the

United States post office or with the lestarn Union Telegraph Company,
with postage or charges prepaid,

26.
Unit Operator shall not discriminate against any employee or
applicant for employment because of race, creed, color, or national origin,
and an i d e n t i c a l provision shall be incorporated in a l l sub-contracts.

Should the owner of any unleased interest in lands lying within
the -nit area become a party to the Unit Agreement and this agree~*nt, such
unleased i n t e r e s t s h a l l be treated for a l l the purpose* of this agreement as
i f i t were an o i l and gas lease covering such unleased interest on a form
providing for the usual and customary one-eighth (1/6) royalty and containing
the usual and customary "lesser interest clause",

This agreement shall in

no way affect the right of the owner of any such vinleased interest to receive
an amount or share of unitized substances equivalent to the royalty which
would be payable or due under the terms of the Unit Agreement i f such unleased i n t e r e s t were subject to an o i l and gas lea.se as provided in the
preceding sentence of t h i s Section.
30.
This *j«reement may be executed in cou terparts and a l l such
counterparts taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument,
I V s h a l l be binding on a l l parties signing the same, their heirs, devisees,
personal representatives, successors and assigns, whether or not i t i s
signed by a l l the parties l i s t e d below, and the terss hereof shall
constitute a covenant running with the lands and leasehold ertates covered
hereby which are owned Yy the parties signing this agreement.
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th -^ay and year f i « t above written.
TO* CARTJl OH CCUPANY, g corporation

Attest:

By,

Secretary

Preaident
( h i t Operator ^nd working

i n t e r e s t owner

STAHOLIKJ OIL *Hi> CkS CCLPANT, a corpora-

Attests

tion
By
SecreUry

President

Attests

PHILLIPS P&TKCUUI CCLP.uNY, a corporation
By,

SecreUry

President

Attest:

THE TJOAS CCatfAtfY, a c o r p o r a t i c n

SecreUry

.

By,
President
TOE CALIFORNIA COJPANT, a c o r p o r a t i o n

Attests
.

BjL
President

SecreUry

The undersigned, PACIFIC WcST£RN OH CCRPCRATIQJ, executed this instrument for
the purpose of committing interest in the
Nt/£S2£, Section 13/ Township 1 South Range
1 West only, and does not at this time ccomit
i t s interest in any other lands in the
Unit Area.
PACIFIC i/JbTCRH OIL CORPORATION a
^
/ corporation
AMUTANT SecreUry

Attests

itteiiir. •>« President
/
UTAH OIL R£FINING COiPANT, a corporation
President

SecreUry
Working Interest Owners

Otmers of Overriding Royalties or Production
Payments
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IK WITNESS WOTBEOFi the parties hereto hare signed this agreement
as of the day and year first above written^

/J/k'

THE CARTER OIL COMPANY, a corporation1

Attest!

(7^*

Secretary

&£.

By

)Olnn^<ry^t^

y/Ul

President

Unit Operator and working interest owner
3TAN0LIND OIL
IL A>f£u>AS-C
itfpU)AS-(K3UPANrrnr)Corporitic

fSS^iAKi 'Secretary

1

^ i U # President /

^ T

PHILLIPS rrROLEUM COUPANT?acorporation

Att-5tj

At,

UA^JAM}^

By.
v.

Secretary

rreTifleiv

t

THE TEXAS gKgfcWT, a'corporati on f

Jbtteartr

sm n

££okzuiL
tarr

THE CAUFO|lIA CCkJPANI, a corpcrajflpnf,) I t^l

Attest*

ti

By

/ n*'•*<.„#£
*U

Secretary

Jki*f.

»ltt(T«4r

(ivtiMT a ( « t

PAttPIC-HBTERM OIL CORPORATION, a
corporati on

Attestt

By
President

Secretary
Atteati

UTAH QT£1«£

COMPaKI, a corporation
A^jrtPR J

&Jt£~cJJ£/i«A

(/ Secretary

By,

President

¥orJdng Interest Chmera

0*nera of Overriding Royaltiea or Production
Payments
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STATE

OT^U^S

On the^f_ day of ^ A*JL* k. D#, 1? jy , personally appeared before
*•
H. F. MOSES
• who Veing by me duly sworn, did say
that he Is t h e / ^ o President of THE CARTER OIL COUPANY and that said instrument was signed in behalf of saidI corporation by resolution of i t s Board
of Directors and said
n. f, MOSjg
acknowledged to ae that
said corporation executed the same,
'~
Given under sy hand and seal t h i s / / day of >fra>L*L~/Ls

^ycpmmi^nppjK Jane!.»»
STATE 0?dU>/+/

Notary'

foflc

* 1? *S7.

'

^ "

)

COUNT* O F Q V / ^ / ) SS.

O a t h e ^ ^ / d a y of^^^c//,
A% DM 19s5/, personally appeared before
»c
V'- /". ^ryy^Ux^g^c^J,
« who b^.ng by ue duly sworn, did say that he
la yfr.Ylct President of STAMOLIND OIL AND CAS COMPANY and that said instruicent'was signed in behalf of st id-corporation by resolution of its Board of
Directors and said
Q. /T. T y ^x ^v v y
acknowledged to me that said
corporation executed/ihe same,
Oiven under ny hand and seal thjsc^^^day of fyWsujfA 19-57,
Ity comnission expiresi

s~\
1 Notary^Publlc

1/

i/

STATE O F C E l * . )
COUNT! OTtUciJvuKJto*

s ;

V

On the jtf
day of t n o x ^ L ' , A* D , , 19 5* % personally appeared before
me C f c . ^jC»x£.
^_^ , wh^ being by ne duly sworn, did say that
he i s the VICE President of PHLMlPS PwJBOLEUU COUPAItf and that said instrument was signed in behalf of said corporation by resolution of i t s Board of
Directors and said
C~Q . <aJt q*JE.
acknowledged to ne that
said corporation executed the same, ~
Given under ny hand and seal t h i s jS3

day of

TVV-*^AJW

Xy connission expires t
a ^ y a ^ t i,\«*S>

, 19s 1 ,

p^ .
Notary public

^ ^ e ? day of mmhuur % A. p t > 1951, personally appeared before »
T i VfT>?TTPg
an/T
J. I . ELLISOH
f who being by »
duly sworn, did say that thev are the
CONTRACT AftfNT
and
ASS'T SECRETARY
fo
ffilfe
i & I I ^ ^ CfliffAW and thai said «
InetruraAnt was sifted in behalf of saiq corporation by resolution of i t s Board
of Directors and said
CONTKACI ACjtNl
and
Abb'I S£CKHAK\
acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the sane.
Given under v$ hand and seal this

Vy coczdsslon expires a t death*

*? .day.of

r>^u^^
, 1951*
- j j —

\Y 2 Of ColsZx.dAj)

Vltno.:s BI/ land aad official eocJu
If cociilotloa cz.'jlres ?t»i-«b 22| lpyg.

,. VVM&LQ for i b i T J n ^ S o ^ "
Kosidlnj Atfcc.nvor,Col<*sCo»
before%/••me
} who being by me duly sworn did aty
that he i s the
President of PACIHC-yESTglN OIL CORPORATION and that
said instrument was signed i n behalf of said corporation by resolution of
i t s Board of Directors and said ^ ^
acknowledged to
&e that said corporation executed the same*
Oiven under my hand and seal this ____ day of

> 19

Ky commission expirest
Notary public
STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)
) is.

0n
the'gy ^ day of " ^ S
f A. D.* 19 ^{j personally appeared
before me ^T7*S « / i ^ - t ? 1
, who being by Be duly sworn did say
that he i s the
President of UTAH OIL REFINING COIPANY and that said
instrument was signed in behalf of said corporation by resolution of i t s
Board of Directors and said < > S - J^JJT
acknowledged t o me
that said corporation executed the same.

Given under my hand and seal this >u*day of t2ic*x^
Vy commission expirest
'~7Sfs&<4— / £

^

,*?'£~}^-

m

}

19 i V «

- s&?
Notary Public
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Energy Reserves Group, Inc.
Tnnity Place. Surte 500
1801 Broaoway
P.O. Box 1407
Denver. Colorado 80201
Phone 303 572 3323
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HANDLE
DISCUSS

P h i l l i p s Petroleum Company
8055 East Tufts Avenue Parkway
Denver, Colorado 80237

Exxon Company, U. S.A.
P.O. Box 120
Denver, Colorado 80201

Attn:

Attn:

Gordon Buchmann

Getty Oil Company
Three Park Central, Suite 700
1515 Arapahoe Street
Denver, Colorado 80202

Re:

Keith Petrie

Texaco, Inc.
P.O. Box 2100
Denver, Colorado
Attn:

Attn:

DFILE

80201

R. A. Palmer

Rhett Caltrider

Amendatory Letter to Roosevelt Unit
Operating Agreement
Dated March 15, 1951
Uintah County, Utah

Gentlemen:
For the development and operation of the mineral interests below the
base of the Green River Formation in the Roosevelt Unit Area, Uintah
County, Utah, as contracted effective December 1, 1954, hereinafter
referred to as the "deep rights", Energy Reserves Group, Inc. hereby
proposes the following changes to the captioned Unit Operating Agreement as to the deep rights and only the deep rights:
1.

Page 4, dumber 3(a): The entire paragraph shall be revised to
read: For the development and operation of the deep rights, the
parties hereto agree that, as of April 1, 1983, the unit area
shall be divided into five (5) drilling blocks designated and
described as follows:
Drilling
Block

Lands Included
Townshin 1 South, Ranee 1 East
Section 17
SE^SW^s
Section 19
Section 20
NWkNE*c, Vh
Section 29
(mr\tpinine annrox. 640.00 ac.)

Working Interest
Ownership
Phillips et al
Exxon
ERG
TOTAL

A3.750%
28.125%
28-125%
100.000:

Roosevelt Unit
27 April 1983
Page Two

C|) Energy Reserves Group
Drilling
Block

Lands Included
Township 1 South, Range 1 East
Section 18: Lots 3, 4, E^Sy^f

SIk

Working Interest
Ownership
Phillips et al
Exxon
ERG

Section 19: W^NE^f E W * f Lots
1, 2, 3, nikSVk
(containing approx. 641.50 ac.)

64.58%
17.71%
17.71%

TOTAL 100.00%

Township 1 South, Ranee 1 West
Section 13
sis
Section 14
Ihsik
NEkNE^
Section 23
Section 24
(containing approx. 680.00 ac.)

Phillips et al
Exxon
ERG
Getty Oil

Township 1 South, Range 1 East
Section 20: S^NE*s, SEk
S e c t i o n 2 1 : S ^ , TSlhStik, SNkStik

Exxon
ERG

90.20%
1.96%
1.96%
5.88%

TOTAL 100.00%

mksik

50.00%
50.00%
TOTAL 100.00%

S e c t i o n 2 9 : K^NEl<
(containing approx. 640.00 ac.)
Township 1 South, Range 1 East
Exxon
Section 21 "SBsSWs, E^SE*c, SW^SEJ*; ERG
Section 27
V^NWk, RWJcSVk
Texaco
Section 28
(containing approx. 680.00 ac.)

2.

47.06%
47.06%
5.88%
TOTAL 100.00%

Page 7, Number 5, Paragraph 1:
(a)

The first sentence shall be revised to read: For the development and operation of the deep rights, the working interest
participating area shall include only the deep rights in the
entire drilling block(s) that qualify with the requirements
set forth herein.

(b)

The second sentence shall be revised: Delete the word "additional11 and begin sentence: Drilling blocks, ... drilled
thereon.

Roosevelt Unit
27 April 19B3
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(c)

( | ) Energy Reserves Group

rhc rhiri

pontcnoo (Pogo 8) ohall bo royioQdtc^uHi'

For t h e p u r p o s e of t h i s agrPPmPT^P WpT-^gnTrh^g rsmaMp

of producing oil ingfly jjay-Tprantit i t e s is one which, on
a continiuui4E^r5r-Qayproduction test, produces an average
or pore bQgycla of oil pi» \l±j •
Page 8, Number 5, Paragraph 2 (i.e. the first full paragraph on
Page 8 ) : The entire paragraph shall be revised to read: lor
the development and operation of the deep rights, the initial well
in each drilling block shall be drilled) subject to approval by
the appropriate federal agency having jurisdiction, at a legal and
lawful location to be determined by a majority (on an acreage
basis)^of the working interest owners 'in trie* peYTOreilt drilling

block!

*-Ttrts amentimenf'shalT not be effective as to any non-consenting
interests as defined under the terms of the Roosevelt Unit Opera

Page 15, Number 9, Paragraph 1:
shall be revised to read:

The ttiird to the last sentence

ting Agre
ment.

"..., until such drilling party or parties shall have been reimbursed in an amount equal to the total accrued expense of operating such well plus three hundred percent (300%) of the cost of
drilling, testing, completing and equipping such well."

5.

Page 24, Kunber 27, Paragraph 1: The first sentence shall be
revised to read: All notices ... giveia as follows:
Exxon Company, U.S.A.
P.O. Box 120
Denver, Colorado 80201

(replaces The Carter Oil Co.)

Energy Reserves Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 1407
Denver, Colorado 80201

(replaces Stanolind Oil
and Gas Company)

Phillips Petroleum Company
8055 E. Tufts Ave. Pkwy,
Denver, Colorado 80237
Texaco, Inc.
P.O. Box 2100
Denver, Colorado

(replaces The Texas Company)
80201

Getty Oil Company
Three Park Central, Suite 700
1515 Arapahoe Street
Denver, Colorado 80202

(replaces Pacific-Western
Oil Corporation)

Roosevelt Unit
27 April 1983
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CD Energy Reserves Group
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5.

(cont'd.)
D & J Oil Company (current unit operator)
P.O. Box 798
Park City, Utah 84060

6.

Exhibit n C n Accounting Procedure: In lieu of referring to an
existing Accounting Procedure between the parties, the attached
Accounting Procedure, referred to and incorporated herein, shall
be inserted as to the deep rights only.

If
in
We
by

you are in agreement vith the changes outlined herein, please sign
the space, provided belov and return a copy of this letter to ERG.
also request that D & J Oil Company ratify the agreed upon changes
executing this letter agreement.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Energy Reserves Group, Inc

Landman

V^

Bernard A. Wirth
Attorney-in-Fact

AGREED AND ACCEPTED, EFFECTIVE TEE DATE FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN.
Phillips Petroleum Company

Exxon Company, U.S.A.

By:

By:

Gertv Oil Cqznany

Texaco, Inc.

By:
D & J Oil Company

£v:

DPK/kkd
Attach.

MAY 1 1 1 9 B 3
Energy Reserves Group. Inc.
Tnnrry Place. Suite 500

_

1801 Broaoway

U r i Section

P.O. Box 1407
Denver. Colorado 80201
Pnone 303 572 3323

, _ ^X^T>

CD Energy Reserves Group
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Phillips Petroleum Company
8055 East Tufts Avenue Parkway
Denver, Colorado 80237

Exxon Company, U.S.A.
P.O. Box 120
Denver, Colorado 80201

Attn:

Attn:

Gordon Buchmann

Getty Oil Company
Three Park Central, Suite 700
1515 Arapahoe Street
Denver, Colorado 80202

Texaco, Inc.
P.O. Box 2100
Denver, Colorado
Attn:

Attn:
Re:

Keith Petrie

80201

R. A. Palmer

Rhett Caltrider

Amendatory Letter to Roosevelt Unit
Operating Agreement
Dated March 15, 1951
Uintah County, Utah

Gentlemen:
For the development and operation of the mineral interests below the
base of the Green River Formation in the Roosevelt Unit Area, Uintah
County, Utah, as contracted effective December 1, 1954, hereinafter
referred to as the "deep rights", Energy Reserves Group, Inc. hereby
proposes the following changes to the'captioned Unit Operating Agreement as to the deep rights and only the deep rights:
1.

Page 4, Number 3(a): The entire paragraph shall be revised to
read: For the development and operation of the dee-p rights, the
parties hereto agree that, as of April 1, 1963, the unit area
shall be divided into five (5) drilling blocks designated and
described as follows:
Drilling
Block
1.

Lands Included
Township 1 South, Range 1 East
Section 17: SE^SW*;
Section 19: E^E^, NW^SEJ*
Section 20: NWfcNSs, W*S
Section 29: NEfeNWSt
(containing approx. 640.00 ac.)

Working Interest
Ownership
Phillips et al
Exxon
ERG
TOTAL

43.7501'
28.1252
28.1252
100.0002

Roosevelt Unit
27 April 1983
Page Two

C|) Energy Reserves Group

Drilling
Block

Working Interest
Ownership

Lands Included
Townshin 1 South, Range 1 East
Section 18: Lots 3, 4, E^SW^,

SIk

Phillips et al
Exxon
ERG

Section 19: W^NE^, E^NVft;, Lots
1, 2, 3, XlkSUk
(containing approx. 641.50 ac.)
Townshin 1 South, Ranee 1 West

Section
Section
Section
Section

13 : Sh
1A : IhSIk
23: UlktXZk
24:: KIk, N^NWis

TOTAL 100.002

Phillips et al
Exxon
ERG
Getty Oil

(containing approx. 680.00 ac.)
Tovnship 1 South, Range 1 East
Section 20: S^NE^s, SE*t
Section 21: S ^ , N^SW?s, SUJcStfj
NWJsSEfc
Section 29: N^NEk
(containing approx. 640.00 ac.)

90.202
1.962
1.962
5.882

TOTAL 100. . 0 0 2
Exxon

ERG

Township 1 South, Ranee 1 East
Exxon
SE^SW^, E^SE^, SUkSzk ERG
Section 21
Section 27
Texaco
Section 28
(containing approx. 680*00 ac.)

2.

64.582
17.712
17.712

50. 002
50. 002
TOTAL 100.00%

47.06%
47.06%
5.88%
TOTAL 100.00%

Page 7, Kumber 5, Paragraph 1:
(a)

The first sentence shall be revised to read: For the development and operation of the deep rights, the vorking interest
participating area shall include only the deep rights in the
entire drilling block(s) that qualify vith the requirements
set forth herein.

(b)

The second sentence shall be revised: Delete the word "additional" and begin sentence: Drilling blocks, ... drilled
thereon.

Roosevelt Unit
27 April 1983
Page Three

( | ) Energy Reserves Group
(c)

The third sentence (Page 8) shall be revised to read:
For the purpose of this agreement a well which is capable
of producing oil in paying quantitites is one which, on
a continuous 15 day production test, produces an average
of 400 or more barrels of oil per day.

3.

Page 8, Number 5, Paragraph 2 (i.e. the first fuH paragraph on
Page 8): The entire paragraph shall be revised to read: Por
the development and operation of the deep rights, the initial well
in each drilling block shall be drilled, subject to approval by
the appropriate federal agency having jurisdiction, at a legal and
lawful location to be determined by a Majority (on an acreage
basis) of the working interest owners in the pertinent drilling
block.

4.

Page 15, Number 9, Paragraph 1:
shall be revised to read:

The third to the last sentence

"..., until such drilling party or parties shall have been reimbursed in an amount equal to the total accrued expense of operating such well plus three hundred percent (300Z) of the cost of
drilling, testing, completing and equipping such well.11
5.

Page 24, Number 27, Paragraph 1: The first sentence shall be
revised to read: All notices ... given as follows:
Exxon Company, U.S.A.
P.O. Box 120
Denver, Colorado 80201

(replaces The Carter Oil Co.)

Energy Reserves Group, Inc.
?.D. 3DX 1407
Denver, Colorado 80201

(replaces Stanolind Oil
and Gas Company)

Phillips Petroleum Company
8055 E. Tufts Ave. Pkwy.
Denver, Colorado 80237
Texaco, Inc.
P.O. Box 2100
Denver, Colorado

(replaces The Texas Company)
80201

Getty Oil Company
Three Park Central, Suite 700
1515 Arapahoe Street
Denver, Colorado 80202

(replaces Pacific-Western
Oil Corporation)

Roosevelt Unit
27 April 1983
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CD Energy Reserves Group
5.

(cont'd.)
D & J Oil Company (current unit operator)
P.O. Box 798
Park City, Utah 84060

6.

Exhibit "C" Accounting Procedure: In lieu of referring to an
existing Accounting Procedure between the parties, the attached
Accounting Procedure, referred to and incorporated herein, shall
be inserted as to the deep rights only.

If
in
We
by

you are in agreement with the changes outlined herein, please sign
the space provided below and return a copy of this letter to ERG.
also request that D & J Oil Company ratify the agreed upon changes
executing this letter agreement.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,

/

Landman

Energy Reserves Group, Inc.

\j

Bernard A. Wirth,
Attorney-in-Fact

AGREED AND ACCEPTED, EFFECTIVE THE'DATE FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN.
Phillips Petroleum Company

By:

^

\

Exxon Company, U.S.A.

By:

Getty Oil Company

Texaco, Inc.

By:

By:
D & J Oil Company

By:
D?K/kkd
Attach.

Roosevelt Unit
27 April 1983
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5.

(cont'd.)
D 4 J Oil Company (current unit operator)
P.O. Box 798
Park City, Utah 8A060

6.

Exhibit "C" Accounting Procedure: In lieu of referring to an
existing Accounting Procedure between the parties, the attached
Accounting Procedure, referred to and incorporated herein, shall
be inserted as to the deep rights only.

If
in
We
by

you are in agreement with the changes outlined herein, please sign
the space provided below and return a copy of this letter to ERG.
also request that D & J Oil Company ratify the agreed upon changes
executing this letter agreement.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very trtfly yours,^

Energy Reserves Group, Inc.

Kropp(
Landman

Bernard A. tfirth
Attorney-in-Fact

AGREED AM) ACCEPTED, EFFECTIVE THE DATE FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN.
Phillips Petroleum Company

Exxon Company, U.S.A.

By:

•By:

Getty Oil Company

Texaco

By:

By

Inc.

D & J Oil Company

By
DPK/kkd
Attach.

Roosevelt Unit
27 April 1983
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5.

(contfd.)
D & J Oil Company (current unit operator)
P.O. Box 798
Park City, Utah 84060

6.

If
in
Ve
by

Exhibit flCfl Accounting Procedure: In lieu of referring to an
existing Accounting Procedure between the parties,, the attached
Accounting Procedure, referred to and incorporated herein, shall
be inserted as to the deep rights only.
you are in agreement with the changes outlined herein, please sign
the space provided below and return a copy of this letter to ERG.
also request that D & J Oil Company ratify the agreed upon changes
executing this letter agreement.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very tprtlfy yours,

anlel P. Kropp//
Landman

Energy Reserves Group, Inj

^ \ ^ fyClYfoA/f (/* Wsu
N^Y Bernard A. Wirth
Attorney-in-Fact

AGREED AKD ACCEPTED, EFFECTIVE TEE DATE FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN.
P h i l l i p s Petroleum Company

Sanson Co—air* j Z.z-rk.

By.

By:

D a n

Getty Oil Company

Menaen,
m
Attorney-in-Fact
Texaco, Inc.

By:

By:
D 4 J Oil Company

By:
DPK/kkd
Attach.

Div.Ldra
j t . /n:"° ' ~~'''
DITAUT'

Div. C PS.

0:

T

Roosevelt Unit
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5.

(cont'd*)
D & J Oil Company (current unit operator)
P.O. Box 798
Park City, Utah 84060

6*

Exhibit "C" Accounting Procedure: In lieu of referring to an
existing Accounting Procedure between the parties, the attached
Accounting Procedure, referred to and incorporated herein, shall
be inserted as to the deep rights only.

If. you are in agreement vith the changes outlined herein, please sign
in the space provided belov and return a copy of this letter to ERG.
We also request that D & J Oil Company ratify the agreed upon changes
by executing this letter, agreement.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very trj>^ yours, 7

Energy Reserves Group, Inc,

Landman

Bernard A. Wirth
Attorney-in-ract

AGREED AMD ACCEPTED, EITECTIVE TEE DATE FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN.
Phillips Petroleum Company

Exxon Company, U.S.A.

By:

By:

Getty Oil Company

Texaco, Inc.

By:

By:
D S J Oil Company

By:
DPK/kkd

(

/(

hH2F«U BOX,

EXHIBIT

-c -

Attacned to ana made a part of that certain Aacndator? Letter to the
Roosevelt Ur.it Operating Agreement (of 3/15/51) cated April 2 7 .
1963 betveen tne p a r t i e s nereto.

ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE
JOINT OPERATIONS
L GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. Definitions
••Joint Property" shall mean the real and personal propeny subject to the agreement to which this Accounting
Procedure is attached.
•'Joint Operations" shall mean all operations necessary or proper lor the development, operation, protection and
maintenance of the Joint Propeny.
"Joint Account" shall mean the account showing the charges paid and credits received in the conduct of the Joint
Operations and wmch are to be snared by the Parties.
-Operator" shall mean the party designated to conduct the Joint Operations.
-Non-Operators*' shall mean the parties to this agreement other than the Operator.
•'Parties" shall mean Operator and Non-Operators.
-first Level Supervisors" shall mean those employees whose primary function in Joint Operations is the direct
supervision of other employees ana/or contract labor directly empioyeo on the Joint Propeny in a field operating capacity.
••Technical Employees" shaU mean those employees having special and specific engineering, geological or other
professional skills, ano wnose primary function in Joint Operations is tne handling of specific operating conditions and proolems for the benefit of the Joint Propeny.
"Personal Expenses" shall mean travel and other reasonable reimbursable expenses of Operator's employees.
••Material" shall mean personal propeny, equipment or suppbes acquired or held for use on the Joint Property.
-Controllable Material" snail mean Material which at the time is so classified in the Material Classification Mannai
as most recently recommenced by the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies of North America.
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tt» aereement to wwen this Actounting Proeecure is attacned contains

IL DIRECT CHARGES
Operator shall enarge the Joint Account with the following items:
1. Rentals and Royalties
Lease rentals and royalties paid by Operator lor the Joint Operations.
2. Labor
A. (1) Salaries and wages of Operator's field employees directly employed on the Joint Property in the conduct
of Joint Operations.
(2) Salaries of First Level Supervisors in the field.
(3) Salaries and wages of Technical Employees directly employed on the Joint Property if such charges are
_
excluoed from the Ovemead rates.
£. Operator's cost of holiday, vacation, sickness and disability benefits and other customary allowances paid to
employees wnose salaries and wages are chargeable to the Joint Account under Paragraph 2A of this Section
IL Such costs under this Paragraph 2B may be charged on a -when and as paid basis" or by ^percentage assessment" on the-amount of salaries and wages chargeable to the Joint Account unaer Paragraph 2A of this
Section II. If percentage assessment is used, the rate shall be based on tne Operator's cost experience.
C. Expenditures or contributions made pursuant to assessments imposed by governmental authority which are
applicable to Operator's costs cnargeable to the Joint Account unaer Paragraphs 2A and 2£ of this Section IL
D. Personal Expenses of those employees whose salaries and wages are chargeable to the Joint Account under
Paragraph 2A of this Section II.
3. Employee Benefits
Operator's current costs of established plans for employees' group life insurance, hospitalisation, pension, retirement, stock purcnase. thrift, bonus, and other benefit plans of a like nature, applicable to Operator's labor
cost chargeable to the Joint Account under Paragraphs 2A and 2B of this Section II shall be Operator's actual
cost not to e.'ieeea tworwu-poro*n» .'30^4, the currently recotsnended percentage by the Council of
JtetroleuE Accountants S o c i e t i e s of North America•
4. Material
Material purchased or furnished by Operator for use on the Joint Properry as provided under Section IV. Only
such Material snail be purcnased for or transferred to the Joint Properry as may be required for immediate use
and is reasonably practical and consistent with efficient and economical operations. The accumulation of surplus stocxs snail be avoiaec.
5. Transportation
Transportation of employees and Material necessary for the Joint Operations but subject to the following limitations:
A. If Material is moved to the Joint Property from the Operator's warehouse or other properties, no charge shall
be made to the Joint Account for a distance greater than the distance from tne nearest reliable supply store,
recognized barge terminal, or railway receiving pomt wnere like material is normally available, unless agreed
to by the Parties.
B. If surplus Material is moved to Operator's warehouse or other storage pomt, no charge shall be made to the
Joint Account for a distance greater than the distance to tne nearest reliable supply store, recognized barge
terminal, or railway receiving point uniess agreed to by the Parties. No enarge snail be made to the Joint Account for moving Material to other properties belonging to Operator, unless agreea to by the Parties.
C. In the application of Subparagraph A and 3 above, there snail be no equalization of actual gross trucking cost
of S200 or ltss excluding accessorial cnarges.
6. Services
The cost of contract services, ecuipment and utilities provided by outside sources, except services excluded by
Paragrapn 9 of Section II and Paragraph 1. ii of Secuon EL The cost of professional consultant services and contract services o: tecnnicai personnel directly engaged on the Join: Property if sucn charges are excluoed from tne
Overnead rates. The cost of proxessional consultant services or contract services of tecnnicai personnel no: directly engageo on tne Joint Property snail not be cnargec to the Jom: Account unless previously agrees to by
the Parties.
7. Equipment and Facilities Furnished by Operator
A. Operator shall charge the Joint Account for use of Operator owned ecuipment and facilities at rates commensurate with costs of ownersmp and operation. Sucn rates snail induce costs of maintenance, repairs, oLier
operating expense, insurance, taxes, oepreciation, and interest on investment not to exceed eight per cent (8r«)
per annum. Sucn rates shall not exceed average commercial rates currently prevailing in the immediate area
of the Join: Property.
B.. in lieu of cnarges in Paragraph 7A above, Operator may eiect to use average commercial rates prevailing in
" tne immediate area of the Jom: Property less 20r«. For automotive ecuipment, Operator may eiec: to use rates
puoiisned by tne Petroleum Motor Transport Assocauon.
8. Damages and Losses to Joint Property
•All costs or expenses necessary for the repair or replacement of Joint Property made necessary because o: damages or losses incurred by fire, flood, storm, theft, accident, or other cause, except those resulting from Operators
gross negligence or willful misconduct. Operator snail furnish Non-Operator written notice of carnages or looses
incurrec as soon as practicaoie after a report thereof has been receivec oy Operator.
9. Legal Expense
Zxptnse of handling, mvesugatir.g and settling litigation or claims, discharging of liens, payment of juegments
anc amounts paid for settlement of claims incurred m or resulting frcrr. operations unaer the agreement or
necessary to orctect or recover tne Joint Property, e.xceot that no enarge for services of Operator's legal staff

Xo. Taxes
All taxes of every kind and nature assessed or levied upon or in connection *"**** t n c J0"11 Property, the operation thereof, or tne proouction tnerefrom, and which taxes have been paic oy m* Operator for the Benefit ox the
Parties.
IX. Insurance
Net premiums paid for insurance required to be carried for the Joint Operauons * or **** protection of the Parties. In tne event Joint Operations are conducted in a state in wrucn Operatof rnay act as self-insurer for Workmen s Compensation and*or Employers Liability unaer tne respective state'* i*w** Operator may, at its election,
include the risk unaer its self-insurance program and in that event. Operator $*&& mciude a caarge at Operator's
cost not to exceed manual rates.
12.-Other Expenditures
Any other expenditure not covered or dealt with in the foregoing provisions of ^ Section II, or in Section HZ.
and whicn is incurred by the Operator in the necessary and proper conauc: of &* J o m t Operations.

XXL OVERHEAD
1. Overhead - Drilling and Producing Operations
i. As compcnsauon for administrative, supervision, office services and wareJ>0USlnS costs. Operator shall charge
drilling and proaucing operations on either:
(XX ) Fixed Rate Basis. Paragraph LA, or
(
) Percentage Basis, Paragraph IB.
Unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties, such charge shall be in lieu 0* costs and expenses of all offices
and salaries or wages plus applicable buraens and expenses o/ all personn^ except those directly chargeable
unaer Paragrapn 2A, Section H The cost and expense of services from outsioe sources in connection with
matters of taxation, traific, accounting or matters before or involving governmental agencies shall be considered
as induced in the Overhead rates provided for in the above selected Paragraph of *&& Secaon HI unless such
cost and expense are agreed to by the Parties as a direct charge to the Join! Account.
ii. The saianes, wages and Personal Zxpensts of Technical Employees and/or the cost of professional consultant
services and contract services of technical personnel directly employed on *&e Joint Property shall ( ) shall
not EX) be covered by the Overhead rates.
A. Overhead - Fixed Kate Basis
(1) Operator snail charge the Joint Account at the following rates per well Pe* aonth:
Ifc\liiT^ Weil Ua«L i 6 . 6 0 0 . 0 0
Producing Well Bate $ *6Q.QQ
(2) Application of Overhead - Fixed Bate Basis shall be as follows:
(a) Drilling Well Rate
[1] Charges for onshore drilling wells shall begin on the date the well is spudded and terminate on
the date tne drilling or compieuon rig is released, whicnevef ** later, except that no cnarge shall
be made during suspension of drilling operations for fciteen (15) or more consecutive nays.
[2] Charges for offshore drilling wells shall begin on the aate wner. drilling or completion equipment
arrives on location and terminate on the date the drilling or completion equipment moves off locauon or ng is released, wmchever occurs first, except mat no cnarge snail be made aunng suspension of Grilling operauons for tiiteen (15) or more consecutive days
[2] Charges for wells undergoing any type of worxover or recompi^tion for a period of five (5) consecutive days or more snail be made at the drilling well rate* Such charges snail be appiiec for
the period from cate worxover operauons. witn rig. ccmmenc* through cate of ng release, except
that no cnarge shall be made durtng suspension o: operauons ior fifteen (15) or more consecutive
days.
(b) Producing Well Rates
[1] An active well either produced or injected into for any portion of the month shall be considered
as a one-well charge for the entire month.
[2] Eacn active completion in a multi-completed well in which production is not commingled dowr.
hoie shall be considered as a one-well charge providing eacn compieuon is consicerea a separate
well by the governing regulatory authority.
[3] An inactive gas well shut in because of overproducuon or fail"^ of purchaser to take the producuon shall be considered as a one-well cnarge providing tne ga5 **& is directiy connectec to a permanent sales outlet.
[4] A one-well charge may be made for the month in wnich pegging and abandonment operation:
are completed on any well.
[5] All other inactive wells (including but not limited to inactive w«Us covered by unit allowable
lease ailowaoie, transferred allowable, etc) snail not cuauiy for an overnead charge.
(3) The well rates shall be adjusted as of the first day of Aonl eacn year following the effective date of thagreement to wnicr. this Accounting Procedure is attacned. The ad)UStment snail be computed by mult:piying tne rate currently in use by the percentage increase or decrease in tne average weexly earnings c
Crude Petroleum and Gas Production Workers for the last calendar year compared to the calenoar yea:
..i„ ^^p,,^., nf r-,,ri# O*troieum and Gas Fields Proauc-

5. Overnead - Percentage 3asis
(1) Operator snail cnarfe tne Joint Account at the following rates:
(a) Development
Pgrggnt (
%) of the cost of Development of the Jomt Property exclusive of cos
proviaed unaer Paragrapn 9 of Section II ana all salvage erecita.
(b) Operating
P<M»r»nt (
%) of the cost of Operating the Jomt Property exclusive of costs providi
unner Paragrapns 1 and 9 of Section TL all salvage credits, the value of injected suDstances purcnasc
for seconaary recovery and all taxes and assessments wmcn are levied, assessed and paid upon the mil
eral interest in and to the Jomt Property.
(2) Application of Overnead - Percentage Basis shall be as follows:
For the purpose of determining cnarges on a percentage basu under Paragrapn IB of this Section HL di
velopment shall inciuae all costs in connection with drilling, recnlling, aeepening or any remedial open
uons on any or ail wells involving the use of drilling crew anc equipment: also, preliminary expenditur
necessary in preparation for drilling and expenditures incurred in aoanaomng when the well is not con
pleied as a producer, and original cost of construction or installation ox fixee assets, the expansion of fixi
assets and any other project clearly discernible as a fixed asset, except Major Construction as defined
Paragraph 2 of this Section m . Ail other costs shall be considered as Operating.
2. Overhead . Major Contraction
TO BE NEGOTIATED
To compensate Operator for overnead costs incurred in the construction and installation of fixed assets, the c;
pansion of fixed assets, and any other project clearly discernible as a fixed asset required for the aevelopment ai
operation of the Jomt Property, Operator shall either negotiate a rate prior to the beginning of construction, or zhi
charge tne Jomt Account for Overhead based on the following rates for any Major Construction project in exec
of 5
:
A.
% of total costs if such costs are more than $
but less than S
; plu
B.
% of total costs in excess of S
but less than 51.000.000; plus
C. _ _ _ % of total costs in excess of $1,000,000.
Total cost shall mean the gross cost of any one project. For the purpose of this paragraph, the component pal
of a single project snail not be treated separately ana the cost of drilling anc worxover wells snail be exduaecL
3. Amendment of Kates
The Overnead rates provided for in this Section III may be amended from time to tmie only by mutual agreeme
between the Parties hereto if, m practice, the rates are found to be insufficient or excessive.
IV. PRICING OF JOINT ACCOUNT MATERIAL PURCHASES, TRANSFERS AND DISPOSITIONS
Operator is responsible for Joint Account Material and shzH make prope.* and timely cnarges and credits for all m
tenal movements affecting the Jomt Property. Operator snail provioe ail Material for use on the Jomt Prooerty; ho^
ever, at Operator's option, sucn Material may be supplied oy the Non-Operator. Ooerator snail maxe timely oisposiui
of idle ana/or surplus Material, sucn eiSDOsal being maae eitner tnrough taie to Operator or Non-Operator, division
kmc or saie to outsiders. Operator may purchase, but snail be uncer no obligation to purcnasc, interest of Non-Oper
tors in surplus condition A or B Material The cusposai of surplus Controllable Material not purchased by the Oper
tor snail be agreed to by the Parties.
1. Purchases
Material purchased snail be cnargea at the price paid by Operator after deduction of all discounts received. In ca
of Material founc to be eeiective or returnee to vencor for any othtr reason, credit snail be passed to tne Joi
Account wnen adjustment has oeen received by the Operator.
2. Transfers and Dispositions
Material fumisnec to the point Prooerty and Material transferred from the Join: Prooerty or disvostd of by t
Operator, umess otnerwise agreec to by the Parties, snail oe priced on the following oases exclusive oz casn CJ
counts:
A. New Material (Condition A)
(1) Tubuiar gooes, excep: line pipe, snail be priced at the current new price in effect on date of movement or
maximum carloao or oarge load weignt basis, regardless of quantity transxerrec, equalized to the iowt
puoi^nec price f.o.b railway receiving point or recognizee barge terminal nearest the Jomt Proper
wnere sucn Material is normally availaole.
(2) Line Pipe
(a) Movement of less than 30.000 pounds snaU be priced a: the current new price, in effect at date
movement, as listed by a reliable supply store nearest tne Jomt Property wnere sucn Material is nc
maily availaole.
(b) Movement of 30.000 pounds or more shaU be priced uncer provisions o: rubuiar gooes pricing in Pa:
grapn 2A (1) of mis Section IV.
(3) Other Material snail be priced at the current new price, in effect at date o: movement, as listed by a rehai
suzziy store or f.o.o. railway receiving point nearest tne Jcir: Property wnere sucn Material iz norma
avaiiasie.
3. Gooc Uses Material (Condition B)
Material m sounc and serviceable conoition and suitaole for reuie without reconditioning:
(1) Material moved to tne Joint Property
(a) A: seventy-five percent (75T<) of current new price, as ceierminec by Paragrapn 2A of this Section '

(b) at sixty.five oercent (65*7) of current new price, is determined by Paragraph 2A of this Sectic
IV. if Material was originally cnaxged to the Joint Account as gooa used Material at seventy-live pe
cent (75%) of current new price.
The cost of reconditioning, if any, shall be absorbed by the transferring property.
C. Other Used Material (Condition C and D)
(1)'Condition C
Material which is not in sound and serviceable condition and not suitable for its ongmal function unt
after reconditioning shall be pnced at fifty percent (50%) of current new price as determined by Para
graph 2A of this Section IV. The cost of reconditioning shall be cnarged to the receiving property, pro
vided Condition C value plus cost of reconditioning does not exceed Condition £ value.
(2) Condition D
All other Material, including junk, shall be pnced at a value commensurate with its use or at prevailim
prices. Material no longer suitable for its original purpose but usable for some other purpose, shall b*
pnced on a basis comparable with that of items normally used for such other purpose. Operator may dispose of Condition D Material unaer procedures normally utilized by the Operator without pnor approva.
of Non-Operators.
D. Obsolete Material
Material which is serviceable and usable for its onginal function but condition and/or value of such Material
is not equivalent to that which would justify a price as provided above may be specially priced as agreed to by
the Parties. Such pnce should result in the Joint Account being charged with the value of the service rendered by such Material
E. Pricing Conditions
(1) Loading and unloading costs may be charged to the Joint Account at the rate of fifteen cents (15c) per
hundred weight on all tubular goods movements, in lieu of loading and unloading costs sustained, when
actual hauling cost of such tubular goods are equalized under provisions of Paragraph 5 of Section H
(2) Material involving erection costs shall be charged at applicable percentage of the current knocked-down
pnce of new Material
3. Premium Prices
Whenever Material is not readily obtainable at published or listed prices because of national emergencies, strikes
or other unusual causes over which the Operator has no control, the Operator may charge the Joint Account for the
required Material at the Operator's, actual cost incurred in providing such Material in making it suitable for use,
and in moving it to the Joint Property; provided notice in writing is furnished to Non-Operators of the proposed
cnarge pnor to billing Non-Operators for such Material Each Non-Operator shall have the right, by so electing and
notifying Operator within ten days after receiving notice from Operator, to furzusn in kind all or pan of his share
of such Material suitable for use and acceptable to Operator.
4. Warranty of Material Furnished by Operator
Operator does not warrant the Material furnished. In ease of defective Material, credit shall not be passed to the
Joint Account until adjustment has been received by Operator from the manufacturers or their agents.
V. INVENTORIES
The Operator shall maintain detailed records of Controllable Material.
1. Periodic Inventories, Notice and Representation
At reasonable intervals, Inventories snail be taken by Operator of the Joint Account Controllable Matenal.
Wntten notice of intention to take inventory shall be given by Operator at least thirty (30) days before any inventory is to begin so thai Non-Operators may be represented when any inventory is taken. Failure of Non-Operators
to be represented at an inventory shall bind Non-Operators to accept the inventory taken by Operator.
2. Reconciliation and Adjustment of Inventories
Reconcinaaon of a physical inventory with the Joint Account shall be made, and a list of overages and shortages
shall be furnished to the Non-Operators within six months following the taking of the inventory. Inventory adjustments snail be made by Operator with the Joint Account for overages and snortages, but Operator snail be
held accountable oniy for shortages due to lack of reasonable diligence.
2. Special Inventories
Special Inventories may be taken whenever there is any sale or change of interest in the Joint Property. It shall
be the auty of the party selling to nocry all other Parties as quickly as possible after the transxer of interest takes
place. In such cases, both the seller and the purchaser shall be govemec by suci inventory.
4. Expense of Conducting Periodic Inventories
The expense of conducting periodic Inventories shall not be charged to the Joint Account unless agreed to by the
Parties.
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RATIFICATION AND JOINDER OF UNIT AGREEMENT
ROOSEVELT UNIT
Uintah County, Utah

In consideration of the execution of the Unit Agreement for
the Development and Operation of the Roosevelt Unit Area, County
of Uintah, and County of Duchesne, State of Utah, dated November
7, 1950, in form approved on behalf of the Secretary of the
Interior, recorded in Book A-7, Mining Records, Page 527, of the
records of the County Recorder for Uintah County, Utah, and in
Book 11, Mining Records, Page 157, in the Office of the County
Recorder of Duchesne County, Utah, the undersigned (whether one
or more) hereby expressly }oins said Unit Agreement and ratifies,
approves and adopts, and confirms said Unit Agreement as fully as
though the undersigned had executed that original instrument.
This Ratification and Joinder shall be effective as to the
undersigned's interests in any lands, or leases, or interests
therein, and royalties presently held of which may arise under
existing option agreements or other interests in unitized
substances, covering the lands within the Unit Area in which the
undersigned may be found to have an oil or gas interest.
This Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement shall be
binding upon the undersigned, his, her, or its heirs, devisees,
executors, assignees, or successors in interests.
EXECUTED this

13th

day of

February

, 198 4

Address:
Hazel M Rooertson
c/o Kax Eliason
P 0 Box 2602
Salt Late City, Ut 84110

SIffiE OF UIRH

Hazel M.Bobertsan

)

COUNT* OF
j
On this
13th Day of February , 1984, before me Max P. Iliason
a Notary Public in a m for said County, personally appeared v»^i v s*u»>*«*m
_ , fcnown to me to be the identical person described in and
wno executed tne within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me
that she executed the same as her free .and voluntary act and deed for the
purpose and consideration therein expressed.
IN WITNESS WHE3E3F I have herejnto set my official signature and
affixed my notarial seal the day and year first above written.

i

Notary Public
Residing a f

33*9 Lvnnc Lane

* Salt L*v» r^v

m*v,

RAHA

RATIFICATION AND JOINDER OF UNIT AGREEMENT
and UNIT OPERATING AGREEMENT
ROOSEVELT UNIT
Uintah County, Utah
In consideration of the execution of the Unit Agreement for
the Development and Operation of the Roosevelt Unit Area, County
of Uintah, and County of Duchesne, State of Utah, dated November
7, 1950, in form approved on behalf of the Secretary of the
Interior, recorded in Book A-7, Mining Records, Page 527, of the
records of the County Recorder for Uintah County, Utah, and in
Book 11, Mining Records, Page 157, in the Office of the County
Recorder of Duchesne County, Utah, and in consideration of the
execution of the Unit Operating Agreement, Roosevelt Unit Area,
dated May 29, 1951, Counties of Uintah and Ducriesne, State of
Utah, the undersigned (whether one or more) hereby expressly
joins said Unit Agreement and ratifies, approves and adopts, and
confirms said Unit Agreement as fully as though the undersigned
had executed that original instrument.
This Ratification and Joinder shall be effective as to the
undersigned's interests in any lands, or leases, or interests
therein, and royalties presently held of which may arise under
existing option agreements or other interests in unitized
substances, covering the lands within the Unit Area in which the
undersigned may be found to have an oil or gas interest.
This Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement shall be
binding upon the undersigned, his, her, or its heirs, devisees,
executors, assignees, or successors in interests.
EXECUTED this

15th

Address:
P 0 Box 1030

day of

February

, 1984.

ATTEST:

Roosevelt, u*t 84066

*&J*~JL^ £**— VLL^
Bennie Lynn halnar, Sec/Treasurer

Bv: *?^/fcj£? '17) Q^^
Steven A. Malnar, President, Sam Oil, Inc.
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF DUCHESNE

)
)
)

On the
15th day of February
i A. D., 1984 , personally appeared
before me Karen D Fresces
» v ho being by me duly sworn did say that he
is the
President of SAM OIL, INC. and that said instrument was signed in
behalf of said corporation by resolution of its Board of Directors and said
Steven A. Malnar
acknowledged to me that said corporation
executed the smmt.
Given under xny hand and seal this 15thday of February
My Ccrsnission expires:

2/4/87

^TL^_
Q -gl^,^.
*rC
Notary Public

, 1984 .

Office
ZION5 DANK BUILDING
SUITE 3
ROOSEVELT, UTAH
p h o n e ( 8 Q1) 722-0044

SAM OIL INC.
PO Dox 1000 Roosevelr, Uroh 84066
fe_ ' '
Steven A. Molnor

October 6, 1983

Energy Reserve Group
Box 3280
Casper Wyo 82602

Re:

Roosevelt Unit joint request
Uintah County, Utah

Gentlemen:
Sam Oil, Inc has a small 10 acre tract of land leased in the Roosevelt
Unit. It has come to my attention that you are drilling a Wasatch test well
to 13,350 feet in Section 20: TIS, RlE. Sam Oil, Inc is interested .in joining
the operations in the Roosevelt Unit. At this date I do not know for sure
who has the operating rights. But it appears that you have worked out some
agreement with Phillips Petroleum to drill this well within the boundaries
of the Roosevelt Unit.
My question is, do all working interest owners have a share of this
well that you are now drilling or is there a special Wasatch formation
spacing within the Unit?
If each working interest owner shares in the cost and the revenues on
this new veil that is being drilled, I would like to have your office contact
me in reference to my joining this venture. If you have any questions, please
feel free to call me.
Sincerely,
rely,
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Steven A. Malnar

SAM/kf

RECEIVED

FEB 2 01990
ANDERSON & WATKINS
Steven W. Dougherty, Esq., #0906
700 Valley Tower
50 West Broadway
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: (801) 532-7520
Attorneys for Petitioner

D1V. OIL, GAS, MINING

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF SAM OIL, INC., ]
Petitioner,
1
VS.

AFFIDAVIT OF
STEVEN A. MALNAR

j

i
BHP PETROLEUM (AMERICAS), INC.,]
>
Respondent.
]
STATE OF UTAH

Docket No. 89-008
Cause No. 131-82

)

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
I, Steven A. Malnar, being under oath, deposes and states as follows:
3.

I am employed by Sam Oil, Inc. as its president and have been

since prior to 1983.

I have reviewed the books and records of Sam Oil, Inc.

relating to its lease in Tract 300 of the Roosevelt Unit. As to the matters set
forth in the Affidavit, if called upon to testify I could and would competently
testify thereto, for I know them to be true of my own knowledge for I have gained

knowledge from them from the books and records of Sam Oil, Inc. The books and
records of Sam Oil, Inc. are kept in the regular course of Sam Oil, Inc.'s business.
2.

On October 10, 1983, Mr. Don Johnson of D & J Oil Company told

me of the possibility of some deep wells being drilled in the Roosevelt Unit. Mr.
Johnson did not specify any particular well or location. I told Mr. Johnson that I
had a lease in Section 19. He indicated that a deep well was going to be drilled in
Section 20.

I did not know that Section 19 was in the same drilling block or

spacing unit as Section 20.
3.

The second version of the lease Sam Oil obtained from Hazel

Robertson, which was signed on November 2, 1983 and made effective August 29,
1983, was recorded on November 7, 1983, and was immediately thereafter sent to
Rio Bravo Oil Company.
4.

On December 9, 1983, Petitioner talked to Bill Craig of Rio Bravo

Oil Company and asked why the ratifications and joinder documents had not been
sent. Mr. Craig assured me that his company would send the documents as soon as
possible.
5.

On or about January 9, 1984, Sam Oil, Inc. received a January 4,

-1984 letter from Rio Bravo Oil Company enclosing a copy of the Roosevelt Unit
Agreement, unamended Unit Operating Agreement and ratification documents.
This correspondence was received almost two months after Sam Oil, Inc. had sent
Rio Bravo Oil Company the second version of the Hazel Robertson lease.
6.

At the request of Rio Bravo Oil Company, I contacted Petroleum

Land Service to obtain a title opinion on the Hazel Robertson lease. Petroleum

Land Services had significant work backlog which resulted in a delay of
approximately five weeks in obtaining that title opinion. The opinion was received
on February 14, 1984. On February 15, 1984, I sent it to Rio Bravo Oil Company
along with the executed ratification documents from Hazel Robertson which were
received on February 15, 1984, along with Sam Oil, Inc.'s ratification documents.
7.

After the hearing in this case, I was able to obtain Rio Bravo Oil

Company records which disclosed that first production from the Wasatch No. 6
Well occurred on January 6, 1984, contrary to the representations of BHP
Petroleum (Americas), Inc. that first production occurred on January 19, 1984.
First production from the Wasatch No. 6 Well therefore occurred prior to Sam Oil,
Inc.'s receipt of the ratification documents from Rio Bravo Oil Company.
Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of a May 9,
1984 letter from Rio Bravo Oil Company to the Bureau of Land Management
covering an application for approval of the Wasatch Participating Area in the
Roosevelt Unit. That letter discloses that first production from the Wasatch No.
6 Well was obtained on January 6, 1984.
8.

Subsequent to the hearing in this matter, Sam Oil, Inc. received a

payout statement from BHP Petroleum (Americas), Inc. showing a balance to pay
out as of September, 1989. A true and correct copy of that payout statement is
attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "B".
9.

Following the hearing in this matter, I have reviewed Sam Oil,

Inc.fs records and verified that in fact I discovered in May of 1983 that a 1976
Tenneco lease from Hazel and J. R. Robertson appeared of record on acreage in
-3-

the Roosevelt Unit and outside the Unit. Later on September 3, 1983,1 conducted
title investigations on acreage outside the Unit and again encountered the
Tenneeo lease. On September 24th, I discovered a release of the Tenneeo lease on
the acreage outside the Unit.

On September 26, 1983, I discovered that the

release of the Tenneeo lease also covered acreage in Section 19 a portion of which
lies inside the Roosevelt Unit. I did not discover that Hazel Robertson's mineral
interests in Section 19 of the Roosevelt Unit were unleased until September 26,
1983.

Tract 300 lies within Section 19. In preparation for the hearing in this

matter, I did not review the multitude of documents concerning Sam Oil, Inc.'s
leasing and title investigation activity outside the Unit in 1983. However, since
the Board appears to have made its decision based in part on a misunderstanding
of my testimony regarding what I discovered in May of 1983, I reviewed all of
those records and discovered the above information.
10.

Two out-of-state witnesses and one in-state witness have stated

they are willing to testify on Sam Oil, Inc.'s behalf at a rehearing of this matter to
corroborate my prior testimony. In addition, those witnesses would testify with
respect to issues raised by the Board's ruling such as whether the 1983 amendment
to the Unit Operating Agreement is binding on Sam Oil, Inc., what Sam Oil, Inc.
knew about the Wasatch No. 6 Well and when, the reasons for the delay in
execution of the ratification documents after Sam Oil, Inc. had first sought
joinder, and whether Rio Bravo Oil Company, as unit operator, advised Sam Oil,
Inc. it would not be subject to a non-consent penalty. Those witnesses are William
Craig of Rio Bravo Oil Company, Tom Gray of Petroleum Land Services and Don

Johnson of D & J Oil Company.
DATED: February J J ^ _ , 1990. .

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

[if

day of February,

1990.
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ANDERSON & WATKINS
Steven W. Dougherty, Esq., #0906
700 Valley Tower
50 West Broadway
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: (801) 532-7520
Attorneys for Petitioner

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF SAM OIL, INC., ]
Petitioner,
vs.

]i

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

,
i

Docket No. 89-008

I
]

Cause No. 131-82

BHP PETROLEUM (AMERICAS), INC./
Respondent.

I hereby certify that on February 16, 1990, I caused to be mailed, firstclass mail, postage prepaid, a true and complete copy of the foregoing Affidavit
of Steven A. Malnar to the following:
John P. Harrington, Esq.
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker
79 South Main, #400
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Barbara W. Roberts, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
236 State Capitol Building
Salt Lake City, UT 84114
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ations — Plan for development and operation of pool or field.
Field or pool units — Procedure for establishment — Operation.
Proceeds from sale of production — Payment on proceeds — Requirements —
Proceeding on petition to determine
cause of nonpayment — Remedies —
Penalties.
Permits for crude oil production — Application — Bond requirement — Closure of
facilities — Availability of records.
Procedures — Adjudicative proceedings —
Emergency orders — Hearing examiners.
Power to summon witnesses, administer
oaths and require production of records
— Enforcement — Penalties for violation
of chapter or rules — Illegal oil or gas —
Civil liability.
Evasion of chapter or rules — Penalties —
Limitation of actions.
Restrictions of production not authorized.
Tax on oil and gas at well — Use — Collection — Penalty and interest on delinquencies — Payment when product
taken in-kind — Interests exempt.
Division created — Functions — Director
of division — Qualifications of program
administrators.
Duties of division.
Cooperative research and development
projects.
Lands subject to chapter.

40-6-1. Declaration of public interest.
It is declared to be in the public interest to foster,
encourage, and promote the development, production,
and utilization of natural resources of oil and gas in
the state of Utah in such a manner as will prevent
waste; to authorize and to provide for the operation
and development of oil and gas properties in such a
manner that a greater ultimate recovery of oil and
gas may be obtained and that the correlative rights of
all owners may be fully protected; to provide exclusive state authority over oil and gas exploration and
development as regulated under the provisions of this
chapter; to encourage, authorize, and provide for voluntary agreements for cycling, recycling, pressure
maintenance, and secondary recovery operations in
order that the greatest possible economic recovery of
oil and gas may be obtained within the state to the
end that the land owners, the royalty owners, the
producers, and the general public may realize and
enjoy the greatest possible good from these vital natural resources.
1983
40-6-2. Definitions.
For the purpose of this chapter:
(1) "Board" means the Board of Oil, Gas and
Mining.
(2) "Correlative rights" means the opportunity
of each owner in a pool to produce his just and
equitable share of the oil and gas in the pool
without waste.
(3) "Gas" means natural gas or natural gas liquids or other gas or any mixture thereof, defined
as follows:
(a) "Natural gas" means those hydrocarbons, other than oil and other than natural
gas liquids separated from natural gas, that
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occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the
reservoir and are produced and recovered at
the wellhead in gaseous form.
(b) "Other gas" means hydrogen sulfide,
carbon dioxide, helium, nitrogen, and other
nonhydrocarbon gases that occur naturally
in the gaseous phase in the reservoir or are
injected into the reservoir in connection with
pressure maintenance, gas cycling, or other
secondary or enhanced recovery projects.
(c) "Natural gas liquids" means those hydrocarbons initially in reservoir natural gas,
regardless of gravity, that are separated in
gas processing plants from the natural gas as
liquids at the surface through the process of
condensation, absorption, adsorption, or
other methods.
(4) "Illegal oil" or "illegal gas" means oil or
gas that has been produced from any well within
the state of Utah in violation of this chapter or
any rule or order of the board.
(5) "Illegal product" means any product derived in whole or in part from illegal oil or illegal
gas.
(6) "Oil" means crude oil or condensate or anv
mixture thereof, defined as follows:
(a) "Crude oil" means those hydrocarbons,
regardless of gravity, that occur naturally in
the liquid phase in the reservoir and are produced and recovered at the wellhead in liquid form.
(b) "Condensate" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of gravity, that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir
that are separated from the natural gas as
liquids through the process of condensation
either in the reservoir, in the wellbore, or at
the surface in field separators.
(7) "Oil and gas proceeds" means all payments
derived from oil and gas production from any
well located in the state including a royalty interest, overriding royalty interest, production
payment interest, or working interest expressed
as a right to a specified interest in the cash proceeds received from the sale of oil and gas produced thereunder or the cash value thereof, subject to all taxes withheld therefrom pursuant to
law, but excluding net profits interests and other
types of interests the extent of which cannot be
determined with reference to a specified share of
such proceeds.
(8) "Owner" means the person who has the
rights to drill into and produce from a reservoir
and to appropriate the oil and gas that he produces, either for himself or for himself and
others.
(9) "Operator" means the person who has been
designated by the owners or the board to operate
a well or unit.
(10) "Payor" means the party who undertakes
to distribute oil and gas proceeds to the parties
entitled to them, whether as the first purchaser
of that production, as operator of the well from
which the production was obtained, or as lessee
under the lease on which royalty is due.
(11) "Pool" means an underground reservoir
containing a common accumulation of oil or gas
or both. Each zone of a general structure that is
completely separated from any other zone in the
structure is a separate pool. "Common source of
supply" and "reservoir" are synonymous with
"pool."
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maintenance, secondary or enhanced recovery, or
salt water disposal in this state shall maintain
complete and accurate records of the quantities
produced, sold, purchased, acquired, stored,
transported, refined, processed, or injected for a
period of at least six years. The records shall be
available for examination by the board or its
agents at any reasonable time. Rules enacted to
administer this subsection shall be consistent
with applicable federal requirements.
(j) Any person with an interest in a lease shall
be notified when all or part of that interest in the
lease is sold or transferred.
(3) The board has the authority to regulate:
(a) all operations for and related to the production of oil or gas including:
(i) drilling, testing, equipping, completing, operating, producing, and plugging of
wells; and
(ii) reclamation of sites;
(b) the spacing and location of wells;
(c) operations to increase ultimate recovery,
such as:
(i) cycling of gas;
(ii) the maintenance of pressure; and
(iii) the introduction of gas, water, or
other substances into a reservoir;
(d) the disposal of salt water and oil-field
wastes;
(e) the underground and surface storage of oil,
gas, or products; and
(0 the flaring of gas from an oil well.
(4) For the purposes of administering this chapter,
the board may designate:
(a) wells as:
(i) oil wells; or
(ii) gas wells; and
(b) pools as:
(i) oil pools; or
(ii) gas pools.
(5) The board has exclusive jurisdiction over:
(a) class II injection wells, as defined by the
federal Environmental Protection Agency or any
successor agency; and
(b) pits and ponds in relation to these injection
wells.
(6) The board has jurisdiction:
(a) to hear any questions regarding multiple
mineral development conflicts with oil and gas
operations if there:
(i) is potential injury to other mineral deposits on the same lands; or
(ii) are simultaneous or concurrent operations conducted by other mineral owners or
lessees affecting the same lands; and
(b) to enter its order or rule with respect to
those questions.
(7) The board has enforcement powers with respect
to operators of minerals other than oil and gas as are
set forth in Section 40-6-11, for the sole purpose of
enforcing multiple mineral development issues. 1988
4G-6-6. Drilling units — Establishment — Pooling of interests — Order — Operation.
(1) The Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, may order
the establishment of drilling units covering any pool.
All such orders shall be made upon terms and conditions that are just and reasonable. Drilling units
shall be of uniform size and shape for the entire pool
unless the board finds that it must make an exception
- .
v;« „ Mh»r factors. When
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and establish drilling units for each zone, which units
may differ in size and shape from those established in
any other zone. The order shall include:
(a) the acreage to be embraced within each
drilling unit and the shape of each drilling unit
as determined by the board but the unit shall not
be smaller than the maximum area that can be
efficiently and economically drained by one well;
and
(b) the direction that no more than one well
shall be drilled for production from the common
source of supply on any drilling unit, and the
authorized location of the well.
(2) The board may modify the order to provide an
exception to the authorized location of the well when
the board finds such a modification to be reasonably
necessary.
(3) An order establishing drilling units for a pool
shall cover all lands determined by the board to be
underlaid by the pool, and the order may be modified
by the board to include additional areas determined
to be underlaid by the pool.
(4) After an order fixing drilling units has been
entered by the board, the drilling of any well into the
pool at a location other than authorized by the order,
is prohibited. The operation of any^vell drilled in violation of an order fixing drilling units is prohibited.
The board may modify the order to decrease or increase the size of the drilling units or permit additional wells to be drilled within the established units.
(5) Two or more owners within a drilling unit may
pool their interests for the development and operation
of the unit. In the absence of voluntary pooling, the
board may enter an order pooling all interests in the
drilling unit for the development and operation. The
order shall be made upon terms and conditions that
are just and reasonable. Operations incident to the
drilling of a well upon any portion of a unit covered
by a pooling order shall be deemed for all purposes to
be the conduct of the operations upon each separately
owned tract in the unit by the several owners. That
portion of the production allocated or applicable to
each tract included in a unit covered by a pooling
order shall, when produced, be deemed for all purposes to have been produced from each tract by a well
drilled thereon.
(6) Each pooling order shall permit the drilling and
operation of a well on the drilling unit by any owner
within the drilling unit, and shall provide for the payment of the costs, including a reasonable charge for
supervision and storage facilities, as provided in this
subsection.
In relation to each owner who refuses to agree to
bear his proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and operation of the well (the nonconsenting
owner), the order shall provide for reimbursement to
the owner paying for the drilling and operation of the
well (consenting owners) for the nonconsenting
owner's share of the costs out of, and only out of.
productionfromthe unit attributable to his traa. The
board is authorized to provide that the consenting
owners shall own and be entitled to receive all production from the well, applicable to each tract or interest, and obligations payable out of production,
until the consenting owners have been paid the
amount due under the terms of the pooling order or
order relating to the drilling unit. In the event of any
dispute as to such costs, the board shall determine the
proper costs. The order shall provide that each consenting owner shall be entitled to receive, subject to
royalty or similar obligations, the share of the pro-
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unit, and, unless he has agreed otherwise, his proportionate part of the nonconsenting owner's share of
such production until costs are recovered as provided
in this subsection; and that each nonconsenting
owner shall be entitled to receive, subject to royalty
or similar obligations, the share of production from
the well applicable to his interest in the unit after the
consenting owners have recovered from the nonconsenting owner's share of production the following:
(a) In respect to every such well 100% of the
nonconsenting owner's share of the cost of surface equipment beyond the wellhead connections
(including, but not limited to, stock tanks, separators, treaters, pumping equipment, and piping), plus 100% of the nonconsenting owner's
share of the cost of operation of the well commencing with first production and continuing
until the consenting owners have recovered these
costs, it being intended that the nonconsenting
owner's share of these costs and equipment will
be that interest which would have been chargeable to the nonconsenting owner had he initially
agreed to pay his share of the costs of the well
from the beginning of the operation; and
(b) An amount to be determined by the board
but not less than 150% nor to exceed 200% of that
portion of the costs and expenses of staking the
location, welisite preparation, rights-of-way, rigging up, drilling, reworking, deepening or plugging back, testing, and completing, and the cost
of equipment in the well (to and including the
wellhead connections), after deducting any cash
contributions received by the consenting owners.
A reasonable interest charge may be included if
the board finds it appropriate.
(7) The order shall provide that:
(a) A nonconsenting owner of a tract in a drilling unit, which tract is subject to a lease or other
contract for the development of oil and gas, shall
have the costs provided in Subsection (6) paid
from the production attributable to that tract
Any royalty interest or other interest not liable
for the costs of production shall be paid by the
nonconsenting owner and not from the production attributable to the tract until the consenting
owners have recovered the costs as provided in
Subsection (6).
(b) A nonconsenting owner of a tract in a drilling unit, which is not subject to a lease or other
contract for the development of oil and gas, shall
receive as a royalty the average landowners royalty attributable to each tract within the drilling
unit, determined prior to the commencement of
drilling and payable from the production allocated to each tract until the consenting owners
have recovered the costs as provided in Subsection (6).
(8) The operator of a well under a pooling order in
which there are nonconsenting owners shall furnish
the nonconsenting owners with monthly statements
of all costs incurred, together with the quantity of oil
or gas produced, and the amount of proceeds realized
from the sale of this production during the preceding
month. If and when the consenting owners recover
from a nonconsenting owner's relinquished interest
the amounts provided for in Subsection (6) of this
section, the relinquished interest of the nonconsenting owner shall automatically revert to him; and the
nonconsenting owner shall from that time own the
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ation. These costs are payable out of production unless otherwise agreed between the nonconsenting
owner and the operator.
19j33
40-6-7. Agreements for repressuring or pre 5.
sure maintenance or cycling or recy.
cling operations — Plan for develop,
ment and operation of pool or field.
(1) An agreement for repressuring or pressure
maintenance operations, cycling or recycling operations, including the extraction and separation of liq.
uid hydrocarbons from natural gas, or for carrying on
any other methods of unit or cooperative development
or operation of a field or pool or a part of either, is
authorized and may be performed, and shall not be
held or construed to violate any statutes relating to
trusts, monopolies, or contracts and combinations in
restraint of trade, if the agreement is approved by the
board as being in the public interest and promotes
conservation, increases ultimate recovery and prevents waste of oil or gas provided the agreement protects the correlative rights of each owner or producer.
(2) A plan for the development and operation of a
pool or field shall be presented to the board and may
be approved after notice and hearing.
ias3
40-6-8. Field or pool units — Procedure for establishment — Operation.
(1) The board may hold a hearing to consider the
need for the operation as a unit of one or more pools
or parts of them in a field.
(2) The board shall make an order providing for
the unit operation of a pool or part of it, if the board
finds that:
(a) Such operation is reasonably necessary for
the purposes of this chapter; and
(b) The value of the estimated additional recovery of oil or gas substantially exceeds the estimated additional cost incident to conducting such
operations.
(3) The order shall prescribe a plan for unit operations that shall include:
(a) a description of the lands and of the pool or
pools or parts of them to be so operated, termed
the unit area;
(b) a statement of the nature of the operations
contemplated;
(c) an allocation to the separately owned tracts
in the unit area of all the oil and gas that is
produced from the unit area and is saved, being
the production that is not used in the conduct of
operations on the unit area or not unavoidably
lost. The allocation shall be in accord with the
agreement, if any, of the interested parties. If
there is no such agreement, the board shall determine the relative value, from evidence introduced at the hearing of the separately owned
tracts in the unit area, exclusive of physical
equipment, for development of oil and gas by unit
operations, and the production allocated to each
tract shall be the proportion that the relative
value of each tract so determined bears to the
relative value of all tracts in the unit area;
(d) a provision for adjustment among the
owners of the unit area (not including royalty
owners) of their respective investment in wells,
tanks, pumps, machinery, materials, equipment,
and other things and services of value attributable to the unit operations. The amount to be
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ie property of the owners in the proportion that
expenses of unit operations are charged, unless
rwise provided in the plan of unit operation.
I) This section shall apply only to field or pool
> and shall not apply to the unitization of interwithin a drilling unit as may be authorized and
rned under the provisions of Section 40-6-6. 1963
9. Proceeds from sale of production —
Payment of proceeds — Requirements
— Proceeding on petition to determine
cause of nonpayment — Remedies —
Penalties.
The oil and gas proceeds derived from the sale
oduction from any well producing oil, gas, or rehydrocarbons in the state shall be paid to all
>ns legally entitled to these payments commenctot later than 180 days after the first day of the
h following the date of first sale and thereafter
ater than 30 days after the end of the calendar
h within which payment is received by the payor
roduction unless other periods or arrangements
irovided for in a valid contract with the person
led to the proceeds. The payment shall be made
tly to the person or persons entitled to the payby the payor. The payment is considered to have
made upon deposit in the United States mail.
Payments shall be remitted to the person or
ns entitled to proceeds from production annually
ie aggregate of up to 12 months accumulation of
eds if the total amount owed is $100 or less.
Any delay in determining any person legally
led to an interest in the proceeds from producloes not affect payments to all other persons en, to payment. In instances where accrued pays cannot be made for any reason within the time
5 specified in Subsection (2), the payor shall deall proceeds credited to the eventual oil and gas
eds owner to an escrow account in a federally
ed bank or savings and loan institution using a
ard escrow document form which deposit shall
interest at the highest rate being offered by that
ution for the amount and term of such demand
its. The escrow agent may commingle money
red into escrow from any one lessee or operator,
laser, or other party legally responsible for payPayment of principal and accrued interest from
accounts shall be paid by the escrow agent to all
ns legally entitled to them within 30 days from
ate of receipt by the escrow agent of final legal
lunation of entitlement to the payment. Appliescrow fees shall be deducted from the payt.
Any party entitled to proceeds of production in
d gas may file a petition with the Board of Oil,
md Mining to conduct a hearing to determine
ihese proceeds have not been paid.
Upon receipt of the petition the board shall set
tatter for investigation and negotiation by the
m within 60 days.
If the matter cannot be resolved by negotiation
hat date, the board may set a hearing within 30
If the board does not set a hearing, all informaathered during the investigation and negotiahail be given to the petitioner who may then
i remedy in the court system.
If, after a hearing, the board finds the payment
ceeds delay is without reasonable justification,
/ order a complete accounting and require the
ds and interest to be paid into an interest bearcrow account and set a date not later than 90
or final distribution. The board may also assess
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a penalty of up to 25% of the proceeds and interest at
the rate of V/2% per month from the date of delinquency until paid upon finding that the delay of payment of proceeds was known and intentional.
(8) The penalty provisions of this chapter do not
apply in the following instances:
(a) the payor fails to make such payment otherwise required under this section in good faith
reliance upon a title opinion by a licensed Utah
attorney objecting to the lack of good and marketable title of record in the party claiming entitlement to payment and furnishes a copy of the
opinion to the party for necessary curative action;
(b) the payor receives information which, in
the payor's good faith judgment, brings into question the entitlement of the person claiming the
right to the payment to receive that payment or
which has rendered unmarketable the title of the
payment, or which may expose the payor to the
risk of multiple liability or liability to third parties if the payment is made. In that event, the
payor may suspend those payments otherwise required by this chapter or, at the request and expense of the party claiming entitlement whereupon the payor's own initiative, may interplead
such fund in the manner provided by law in order
to resolve such claims and avoid liability under
this chapter;
(c) the total amount of oil and gas proceeds in
possession of the payor owed to the owner thereof
making claim to payment is less than $100 at the
end of any month; or
(d) the party entitled to payment has failed or
refused to execute a division or transfer order
acknowledging the proper interest to which the
party claims to be entitled and setting forth the
mailing address to which payment may be directed.
1989

40-6-9.5. Permits for crude oil production — Application — Bond requirement — Closure of facilities — Availability of
records.
(1) The division may issue permits authorizing
construction, operation, maintenance, and cessation
of treating facilities and operations covered by Subsection 40-6-5(2)(h) and to approve, as part of that
permit, post-cessation reclamation of the site.
(2) Each owner and operator of any facility described in Subsection 40-6-5(2)(h) or planning to construct, operate, or maintain a facility described in
Subsection 40-6-5(2)(h) shall submit to the division
an application stating in detail the location, type, and
capacity of the facility contemplated; the extent and
location of area disturbed or to be disturbed including, but not limited to, any pits, ponds, or lands, associated with the facility; a plan for reclamation of the
site; and other materials required by the division. All
existing facilities described in Subsection 40-6-5(2)(h)
shall submit plans by July 28, 1985. Application for
all planned facilities must be approved and a permit
issued before any ground clearing or construction
may occur.
(3) As a condition for approval of any permit, the
owner and operator shall post a bond in an amount
determined by the division to cover reclamation costs
for the site. Approval of any permit is also conditioned upon compliance with all laws, rules, and orders of the board. Failure to post the bond is considered sufficient grounds to deny a permit.

R615-2-3 Application Of Rules To Unit Agreements
The board may suspend the application of the general rules
or orders or any part thereof, with regard to any unit agreement
approved by a duly authorized officer of the appropriate federal
agency, so long as the conservation of oil or gas and the
prevention of waste is accomplished thereby, but such suspension
shall not relieve any operator from making such reports as are
otherwise required by the general rules or orders, or as may
reasonably be requested by the board or the division in order to
keep the board and the division fully informed as to operations
under such unit agreements.

Id be clearly identified, since
e and other special conditions may
ssitate a modification of the
el unit agreement set forth in
56.1 of this title. Any proposed
ial provisions or other modificas of the model agreement should
ubmitted for preliminary considern so t h a t any necessary revision
r be. prescribed prior to execution
the interested parties. Where Fedl lands constitute less than 10 pert of the total unit area, a non-Fedi unit agreement may be used.
on submission of such an agreent, the authorized officer will take
>ropriate action to commit the Fed1 lands.

The owners of any right, title, or interest in the oil and gas deposits to be
unitized are regarded as proper parties
to a proposed agreement. All such parties- must be invited to join the agreement. If any party fails or refuses to
join the agreement, the proponent of
the agreement, at the time it is filed
for approval, must submit evidence of
reasonable effort made to obtain joinder of such party and, when requested,
the reasons for such nonjoinders. The
address of each signatory party to the
agreement should be inserted below
the signature. Each signature should
be attested by at least one witness if
not notarized. The signing parties may
execute any number of counterparts
L81.2 Designation of unit area; depth of of the agreement with the same force
and effect as if all parties signed the
test well.
*JI application for designation of an same document, or may execute a rati12. as logically subject to develop- fication or consent in a separate insnt under a unit agreement and for strument with like force and effect.
termination of the depth of a test § 3181.4 Inclusion of non-Federal lands.
ill may be filed by a proponent of
(a) Where State-owned land is to be
ch an agreement at the proper BLM
fice. Such application shall be ac- unitized with Federal lands, approval
>

